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F O R E W O R D

"BARC Highlights '91" contains short descriptions of some

of the important activities in which scientists and engineers of

the Research Centre were engaged during the last two or three years.

As in the case of the earlier two issues of BARC Highlights, the

present volume also is not meant to be a progress report on the

R&D activities of BARC but is only intended to give its flavour.

Detailed reports on these activities are published either in scienti-

fic journals or as technical reports.

Q

(R. Chidambaram)
Director
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ENTRANCE CHANNEL DEPENDENCE OF
FISSION FRAGMENT ANGULAR ANISOTROPIES
IN HEAVY ION REACTIONS

In an earlier work on the analysis of fission
fragment angular distributions, it was shown that in
heavy ion induced fission reactions, apart from com-
pound nuclear fission, there can be, in general, an
additional mechanism for fission-like events called pre-
equilibrium fission in which the fissioning nucleus has
equilibrated in all degrees of freedom except the K-
degree of freedom. It was suggested that a charac-
teristic signature of the pre-equilibrium fission events will
bean entrance channel dependence of the fragment ani-
sotropies for target-projectile combinations across the
liquid drop Businaro-Gallone mass/charge asymmetry.
In order to look for the entrance channel dependence
of fragment anisotropies, measurement of fission frag-
ment angular distributions in reactions of 10B, 12C, 160,
19F + 232Th and ^ N p systems, was carried out using the
heavy ion beams from the BARC/TIFR Pelletron accel-
erator.

The 237Th and 237Np targets were about 300 fig/
cm? thick deposited on aluminium backing. Two silicon
surface barrier detectors of about 30 /im thickness were
used to detect the fission fragments. The elastic and
inelastic scattering events of the projectile ions were
eliminated by taking anticoincidence with veto detec-
tors mounted behind the fission detectors. Fission
cross sections and angular distributions were measured
at various bombarding energies for all the target-
projectile systems.
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Figure shows the-experimental results on the
fragment anisotropies obtained by fitting Legendre poly-
nomials to the observed angular distributions for all
cases measured in the present work. The results of
calculations based on the standard statistical model for
compound nuclear fission are also shown in the figure.
It is seen from the figure that the experimental ani-
sotropies are in general agreement with the predictions
of the standard statistical model for the cases of 10B +
232Th, 12C, 232Th, 10B + 237Np and 12C + ^ N p systems,
butfor16O + 232Th, 16O + ^Npand 19F + 237Np systems,
the calculated anisotropies are in major disagree-
ment with the experimental data. Thevaluesofthemass
asymmetry, a = (/^ - Ap) / ( ^ + Ap), for the different
systems are also given in the figure. The Businaro-
Gallone critical asymmetry is calculated to be about 0.9
for the range of composite nuclei studied here. It is
therefore clearly seen from the above results that when
the target-projectile mass asymmetry is smaller than
the Businaro-Gallone critical asymmetry, the fragment
anisotropies are anomalously large compared to the
compound nuclear statistical model calculations.

Such a discontinuous behaviour in angular ani-
sotropy with respect to the entrance channel mass/
charge asymmetry provides an experimental verification
of the predictions of the pre equilibrium fission model
proposed earlier to explain the anomalous fragment
angular distributions. The results of the present work
were published in Physical Review Letters 65 (1990), 25.

IDENTIFICATION OF DIRECTTRANSFER OF 'Be
CLUSTER IN 3He BOMBARDMENT OF 1JC AT
SUB-BARRIER ENERGIES

Study of nuclear reaction mechanism at sub-
barrier energies is of significant interest. The process of
direct transfer of a nucleon in nuclear reactions at sub-
barrier energies is well known. However, the observation
of direct transfer of a cluster of nucleons in reactions of
light ions or heavy ions at sub-barrier energies is rare.
The investigations of occurrence of such cluster transfer
reactions at sub-barrier energies, though difficult
because of possible low cross sections, are of interest
both from the point of view of understanding the inter-
acions responsible for the reaction mechanism as well as
the study of clustering in nuclei. An experiment of 3He
bombardment of 13C at lowest ever sub-barrier energies
was conducted in which evidence of direct transfer of
"Be cluster was deduced for the first time.
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In this work, the reactions 13C(3He, a)'2C and
<3C (3He, a) )2C* (4.44 MeV) leading to the ground state
and first excited state of I2Chave been studied at sub-
barrier energies of 1.4 and 1.6 MeV with a momentum
analysed beam of 3He from the Van de Graaff accelera-
tor in BARC atTrombay. Four surface barrier detectors
were employed for the detection of alpha particles from
the reaction at different angles. A typical alpha
spectrum recorded from the reaction is shown in Fig.1.
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For the investigation of the reaction mechanism angular
distribution of alpha particles from the reaction was
measured over the range of 10° to 170° with respect to
the beam direction.

The angular distributions surprisingly showed
large anisotropios and are asymmetric with respect to 90°
(Fig.2). Calculations based on compound nuclear re-
action mechanism either leading to overlapping levels
or isolated resonances cannot explain the observed
angular distributions.

Direct transfer reaction calculations based on
'finite range distorted wave Born approximation' showed
that single neutron transfer (i.e.) projectile 3He picking
up a neutron from the target 13C and becoming the
ejectile alpha particle can lead to only forward peak in the
angular distribution, whereas, the measured angular
distribution shows forward and backward peaks in the
centre of mass system. Alternatively, in the reaction
13C(3He, <*)12C, if clustering of 8Be and alpha particle
can occur in 13C and if BBe interacting with 3He can give
riseto18C,then a from the'3C target will be the ejectile.
Direct reaction calculations, assuming the reaction
mechanism to be due to this second mode alone
(i.e., 9Be cluster transfer), showed only a backward peak
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(Fig. 2). Hence, assuming both modes to be present,
(i.e) neutron transfer and 9Be cluster transfer, direct
reaction calculations were made. When the angular
momentum transfers are same for both the modes, the
transition amplitudes coherently interfere producing a
resultant angular distribution showing both forward and
backward peaks. Fig. 2a shows such a calculated fit to
the angular distribution to the ground state of 12C agree-
ing very well with the measurements.

More stringent confirmation of the above
reaction mechanism is obtained when we compare such
calculations for the reaction leading to first excited state
of 12C. Not only are the angular distribution measure-
ments in agreement with the calculations, but also the
ratio of absolute cross sections for the ground state to
the first excited state. Nuclear structure information
regarding 9Be clustering in 1?C ground state and first
excited state as derived from present measurements
is in remarkable agreement with what is expected from
nuclear structure theoretical calculations.

In summary, identification and confirmation of
direct transfer of 9Be cluster at low sub-barrier energies
in the reaction 13C (3He, a)12C is a significant result
obtained for the first time. This result implied direct
transfer of 9Be from the target to projectile at relatively
large distances of several times the nuclear radius in this
reaction The results of this work were published in
Physical Review 42 (September 1990), 1036-1042.

NEW EXCITATIONS IN NUCLEI

The binding energy of the atomic nucleus is
around 6-7 MeV per nucleon. Therefore, when a few
hundreds of MeV energy is transferred to it, the nucleus
generally gets hot and the nucleons in it start moving
violently. However, as seen recently, in a certain new
class of reactions, this does not happen. The nucleus
does not become hot. Instead, the transferred energy
gets concentrated on a single nucleon and gets con-
centrated on a single nucleon and gets used in exciting
this nucleon intrinsically, generating thereby the reso-
nance states of neutrons and protons in nuclei. These
resonance states are the re-arranged states of quarks,
supposedly one of the basic constituents of matter, in
nucleons. How the nucleus responds to these new
excitations in its environment is one of the basic
questions of interest in nuclear physics. It is also of
interest to know as to how these resonances propagate

in the nucleus, how their properties, if at all, get modified
by the nuclear medium and what is the basic interaction
for their excitation. The interest in the answer to all these
questions is of general nature, as experimentally, it has
been found that, if the beam energy exceeds the
threshold energy of resonances, these excitations
practically occur in all nuclei and with all projectiles,
ncluding heavy ions. As an illustration, we discuss the

(p, A) reaction on nuclei.

i Particle Physics imbedded m Njclear Physics

The A (delta), as shown in Fig. 1, is the first
excited state of the nucleon. Unlike the nucleon, it can
carry one unit of negative charge (A) or two units of
positive charge (A " ) , or like the neutron it can be neutral
(A°) or one unit positively charged ( A ) like the proton.
It is obtained from the nucleon by flipping the orientation
of the spin and changing the flavour of one of the valence
quarks in the nucleon, which has three of them. For
example, a A " is obtained from the proton by
changing a d quark to u. The reaction mechanism for the
excitation of the A ' ' in the (p. A " ) reaction in nuclei
has been found to be simple. It proceeds in one step,
p(p) -» A " (n), where the incident proton interacts with
one proton inside the nucleus and gets converted into
A ' ' . The brackets label the nucleons which reside inside
the nucleus. The interaction for this process, like in
magnetism, necessarily depends upon spin andisospin
as it has to re-orient these quantities in the interacting
protons. It has been shown that this interaction can
be well described by the exchange of one pion between
the interacting protons. The transition amplitude, whose
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square gives the cross-section, was constructed from
the one pion-exchange potential for the pp -» n A *'
reaction in the free state and it describes the experimen
tal data remarkably well from threshold to 5.5 GeV/c
beam momenta (see Fig. 1). It is now of further interest
to study the modification in this interaction when the
reaction takes place inside the nuclear medium. These
modifications should have bearing on the nature of the
mesic polarizibility and the susceptibility of the nuclear
medium.
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Fig 2 Nuclear Responce

The nature of the nuclear response to the exci-
tation of a proton to A ** is Illustrated in Fig. 2. Since
the A spins one unit (In ft) faster than the proton (A spin
Is 3/2 h), the excitation requires a supply of 1 ti spin to
the proton. In the nuclear medium, this spin is supplied
by the nucleus, which simply flips the direction of
spinning of one of its constituent nucleons. In addition,
in the excitation of the A, the proton spends about 300
MeV energy (the excitation energy of the A), but does
not spend any momentum. Therefore, unlike spin
motion, the linear motion of the beam In this process gets
left with an excess momentum corresponding to 300
MeV proton energy. This momentum Is around 500
MeV/c (taking recoil of the nucleus into account) and
is large compared to the average momentum of 150
MeV/c of a nucleon in the nucleus. The nucleus needs
to absorb this momentum and accelerate Its nucleons
correspondingly. Thus the excitation In the nucleus
explores the abffty of the nucleus to respond to the re-
adjustment in Its spin motion by 1 ti and simultane-
ously the acceleration in the linear motion of Its
constituents by a large amount. Technically, this

response is called the spin-isospin response of nuclei in
large momentum domain. At present, little information
exists on this response. In nuclei, where this response
is known, the one pion-exchange interaction for the
pp -» n A " transition, as shown by the work at BARC,
predicts the cross-sections for the (p, A " ) reaction
which agree remarkably well with the measured values
(see Fig. 2).

Like the A, many other resonances of the
nucleons, including those with " strange" quantum
numbers, can be produced in the nuclear collisions.
Each one of them has specific new physics of the nucleus,
very special to each resonance. Recent results on the
above are published in Physics Letters 244B (1990) 5,
Nucl. Phys. (1990) and Nucl. Phys. A500 (1989) 181.

PREDICTING THE HIGH PRESSURE PHASE
TRANSITIONS

Predictions of phase transitions in materials
from ab initio first principles methods is still very rare.
This is because the Gibbs free energy differences
between different phases are very small and until now.
it was not possible to determine them with sufficient
accuracy. One such calculation has been done at
BARC recently on group IV elements Ti, Zr and Hf.

The density functional theory in the one electron
form was employed and the total energy of crystal
structures was evaluated approximately by the Anderson
force theorem The theorem states that the difference in
the total energy at a given volume between two
structures (say I and II) is given by the differences in the
sum of the one-electron eigen values, provided one
uses, for structure II, a frozen potential, obtained
from a self-consistent calculation of structure I.
A muffin-tin electrostatic correction for the non-
sphericity of the Wigner-Seitz cell is also added.

Pressure (GFo)

W 5 radius (a u )

Fig 1 Siructuirii cnargy differences tor Zr
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Computed energy differences at 0 K for hcp(a),
bcc(/5) and t) (a 3 atom hexagonal structure) with
respect to the fee phase are displayed in Figs. 1 and
2 for Zr and Hf respectively. These correctly show
that the a structure is the lowest energy structure at
normal volume and on compression the first transition
is from a to the a structure. This was already
established experimentally. At higher pressures, new
phase transitions (i.e u -*/J)at 11 and 51 GPa in Zr
and Hf respectively were predicted. Subsequently,
these transitions have bsen detected by the Cornell
Group using the energy dispersive X-ray diffraction
with diamond anvil cell. The experimental transition
pressures are 30 ± 2 and 71 ± 1 GPa . The agreement
between the theoretical and experimental values is
within the state of art. A similar theoretical analysis
on Ti suggested that no u -* fi transition occurs in
this. This result was confirmed by our own diamond
cell experiments and also by the Cornell group.

These one electron theory triumphs have
also successfully explained the causes of the
experimental shock discontinuities in these metals
observed about two decades back.

A SINGLE STAGE GAS GUN FOR SHOCK WAVE
STUDIES

Research on shock wave effects in materials is of
importance in both basic and applied sciences. In basic
sciences, this provides a test to the theoretical models
of cohesion of matter. In applied sciences, vital inputs
for computer simulations of a variety of situations
(reactor accidents, effects of nuclear explosions, hyper
velocity impact, etc.) are generated by shock wave
experiments. It is also possible to produce novel
materials with useful properties under shock conditions.

For the last two decades, the equation of state
(pressure-density-temperature relationship) and phase
transitions in various materials by first principles
electron theory methods are being investigated at
BARC. In order to confirm some of the theoretical
predictions, experimental facilities for generating both
static and dynamic(shock)pressures on samples have
been built up indigenously.

Fig i Gas-gun facility

For producing shocks, a single stage gas gun was
developed (Fig. 1). It consists of a breech capable of
holding gas (nitrogen or helium) upto a pressure of 400
bars, an evacuated barrel (3 meters long and 63.5 mm
internal diameter) for guiding a projectile to the target in
the target chamber and a catcher system to stop the
hyper velocity projectile and target debris. The support-
ing systems include vacuum system for evacuating the
barrel and the target chamber and a compressor for
providing the required gas pressure. A remote control
unit allows firing of the projectile In manual or auto mode.
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By selecting the initial gas pressure in the breech,
we can get projectile velocities upto 1 km. Both planar
and inclined impacts (for compression shear measure-
ments) can be obtained. For the latter, the barrel has
been slotted and a key provided on the projectile.
When this hyper velocity projectile impacts a target, a
shock pressure(10 to 40 GPa. depending upon the
impedences of the impactor and the target materials)
is generated. This shock wave moves through the target
in about a microsecond and all the measurements are
completed during this short period of time, using fast
electronics.

Instrumentation to measure the shock velocity,
the particle velocity and shock pressure profile as
a function of time was developed. Diagnostics have also
been built for measuring the projectile velocity and
the tilt of the impactor. Fig.2 displays a comparison

I

I
3.344 -

o 0.232K

F 'I 'br-grrs1

f/g 2 Proiectile velocity vs. P/W

of the expected and measured projectile velocities.
It shows that the gun is performing as expected.

DRUG-MEMBRANE INTERACTION : ROLE OF
LIPID HEADGROUPS

Interaction oftheantileprosydrug, Diamino Diphenyl
Sulfone (DDS), with biomembranes at the molecular
level is yet to be fully understood, despite its successful
use over decades in the treatment of leprosy. Biomem-
branes, being complex systems, are difficult to study.
Hence, in an attempt to understand DDS-membrane
interaction, investigations have been carried out on the
influence of DDS on the thermal, dynamic and structural
properties of lipid-water (model membrane) systems
which mimic biomembranes. These systems form
bilayer lamellar phases having a 2-D ordered structure
(gel phase) at low temperatures. When heated, they
undergo a chain melting (CM) transition, becoming a
2-D liquid (liquid crystalline phase). This transition is of
great physiological importance. DSC and 'H NMR*
(thermal and dynamic) studies of single and mixed
lipid model membranes are described below.

The lipids used (Fig. 1) were DiPalmitoyl Phos-
phatidyl ChcJine (DDPC), DiPalmitoyl Phosphatidyl
Ethanolamine (DPPE) and DiPalmitoyl Phosphatidic
Acid (DPPA). The lipid head-groups, PC and PE, are
zwitterionic (neutral as a whole) but PA Is negatively
charged. DDS (Fig. 1) has two polar groups, NHzand

DPPC X M O

OPPE X= H '

W O P P A • " ' ,

o

a' p, o
*s'°

LX.
Fig. 1 Schematic diagrams of (i) the phospholipids

S=0. Different kinds of scenario for the drug-membrane
interactions can be envisaged, between these groups
and lipid headgroups (in particular, [N 'H, ]^ , C=0 and
PO<).

*'H NMR work was carried in collaboration with Indian Institute of Science
(Sophisticated Instruments Facility), Bangalore
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In single lipid vesicles, the PC and PA headgroups
are quite mobile but the PE headgroup is rigid for tem-
peratures both above and below TCM. In all three
systems, the acyl chains of the lipids have rapid move-
ments for T>TCM. ForT<TCM (in itsvicinity), these chains
are rigid in DPPE, somewhat mobile in DPPC and much
more mobile in DPPA vesicles. It is well known that
increase in chain mobility increases disorder in the
chains and hence decreases the chain order parameter.
This, in turn, is reflected in a reduced chain melting
transition enthalpy, A HCM. Indeed, this is clearly seen
from the values of AHCM that have been measured.
These are 9.5, 4.4, and 1.7 KCal/Mole for DPPE, DPPC
and DPPA vesicles, respectively. In the stacked bilayer
form, the values of A HCM in these three systems are
nearly equal to 9 KCal/Mole ~ AHCM (DPPE vesicle).
Vesicles being nearly 2-D systems, there are large
fluctuations in the chain order parameter, leading to the
observed decrease in AHCM with respect to that for
stacked bilayers. Such a decrease is not seen for DPPE
vesicles, due to strong PE-PE interactions, which
inhibit order parameter fluctuations. The interactions
between PC-PC and PA-PA headgroups are relatively
much smaller due to (a) shielding of -N * by the choline
methyl group of DPPC and (b) repulsive PA-PA inter-
actions. Presence of DDS in DPPC and DPPA vesicles
decreases the chain mobility and hence, increases
AHCM to 7.0 and 2.8 KCal/Mole, respectively. This is
because DDS increases the effective headgroup-
headgroup interactions (this might be enhanced by its
interactions with two neighbouring lipid headgroups) in
these vesicles. However, in DPPE vesicles, DDS does
not alter eitherthe chain mobility or AHCM, since it hardly
changes the effective PE-PE interactions.

In mixed lipid, DPPC-DPPE vesicles, (1) the lipid
mobility is low as seen from the quite weak (CH2)12

resonance (Fig 2a) and the lipid dynamics is controlled
by DPPE for T<TCM, despite the DPPE/DPPC weight
ratio being 1:2 and (2) AHCM = 9.6 KCal/Mole ~ AHCM

(DPPE). The fairly strong PC-PE interactions which lead
to reduced mobility of DPPC, are responsible for this.
Presence of DPPA even in small concentrations inthese
vesicles results in a dramatic rise in DPPC headgroup
and chain mobilities (Fig. 2c) and the attendant decrease
in AHCM to 5.8 KCal/Mole. This is due to the stronger
PE-PA interactions inhibiting the PC-PE interactions
which in turn increase the mobility of DPPC. Addition
of DDS to the mixed lipid vesicles increases the chain
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Fig.2 H NMR spectra of pure (a.c) and drug-doped (b.d) Mixed hpid
model membranes /. 2 and 3 indicate the resonances due to
the chain methyl. (Chh )\2 and the choline methyl protons
tespectively.

mobility (Fig. 2b) and lowers AHCM to 7.6 KCal/Mole
in DPPC-DPPE vesicles. However, DDS lowers the
chain movements (Fig. 2d) and raises AHCM to 7.9
KCal/Mole in DPPC-DPPE-DPPA vesicles. The above re-
sults are due to the strong PE-DDS interactions inhibiting
the PC-PE interactions in DPPC-DPPE vesicles.
Similarly, in DPPC-DPPE-DPPA vesicles, the strong
PA-DDS interactions inhibit the PE-DDS interactions and
hence allow PC-PE interactions.

The following interesting conclusions emerge from
these studies. A definite correlation exists between
chain mobility and chain melting transition enthalpy both
of which are related to the chain order parameter. The
results show that lipid headgroups have a pivotal role in
controlling the behaviour of membranes and their inter-
actions with drugs like DDS which are located at the lipid-
water interface. It is found that a much smaller DDS
concentration is required to bring about significant
changes in mixed lipid than in single lipid system. This
is due to the coexisting phases and the lower lipid
packing density in the former. Hence, one expects
much less DDS concentration would be required to in-
fluence biomembranes which have many more lipid
constituents. These studies also emphasise the impor-
tance of using several single and mixed lipid systems for
investigating drug-membrane interactions.
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CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC INVESTIGATIONS OF
CARBONIC ANHYORASE ISOENZYMES :
STRUCTURE OF CARBONIC ANHYDRASE II
FROM INDIAN BUFFALO

It is now a well established fact that biological pro-
cesses, driven either by various biological macro-
molecules or their superassemblies, are governed by
simple physico-chemical interactions among them-
selves or with other smaller biological molecules. These
interactions arising out of the unique spatial arrange-
ment and intrinsic nature of the constituting atoms can
be studied in detail by the powerful and unique method
of X-ray crystallography of single crystals and oriented
fibres. Diffraction methods have significantly contrib-
uted to the development of modern biology. The double
helix structure of DNA which could only be elucidated
by the diffraction methods, apart from explaining and
providing answers to many key questions about the
genetics, greatly stimulated the interest in the field of
molecular biological machinery of living system. Like-
wise the 3-dimensional structure of haemoglobin, the
life giving oxygen carrying protein, unravelled the
mechanism of oxygen transport in living system at
molecular level.

Carbonic anhydrase (CA), an enzyme known since
1933, catalyzes the important physiological reaction that
of reversible hydration of CO2 with the maximal speed of
about 108 reactions/sec, the catalyzed reaction being

CA

CO., + HSO HCO3 H*

The seven forms of this enzyme, present in almost
all the living species, differ in the catalytic efficiencies
and inhibition characteristics. Different sulfonamide
drugs targeted against CA enzymes for treatment of
Glaucoma inhibit the various forms of CA isoenzymes
differently. The structural investigations of the carbonic
anhydrase isoenzymes from different species and their
complexes with inhibitors and drugs are therefore of
paramount importance. The 3-dimensional structure of
CAII isoenzyme purified from the erythrocyte of Indian
buffalo has recently been solved using single crystal
X-ray diffraction method. This is the first new protein
structure reported from India and the entire work starting
from the purification of the enzyme to crystallographic
refinement of structure was carried out at BARC.

The carbonic anhydrase II enzyme from Indian
buffalo (BCAII) was isolated and purified to homogeneity
by the affinity chromatography method. The crystalli-
zation of BCAII, difficult but a prerequisite step in the
X-ray diffraction analysis, was achieved by the vapour
diffusion technique using hanging drop method. The
dimensions and the internal symmetry of the repeat unit,
the unit cell, obtained by the precession method were

a = 46.3 A, b = 103 A, c=60.1 A
with the space group P2,2,2.

The 3-dimensional diffraction intensity data were
acquired on X-ray photographic films using CuK char-
acteristic radiations from a high intensity rotating anode
x-ray generator. 22544 observed reflections processed
by modified MOSCO programs, were scaled and
merged to a unique set of 6591 reflections extending
upto 2.77 A resolution limit. The diffraction data was
of good quality with the RTO (disagreement factor for
the symmetry equivalent reflections) on the observed
structure factors (Fobs) being 7.8%.

The evaluation of phase factor for every Fobs, the
well known 'phase problem' in crystallography, and a
stumbling block in the structure elucidation of biological
macromolecules, was achieved by molecular replace-
ment method. The refined structure of Human Carbonic
Anhydrasel (HCAI) was used as the search molecule.
The choice of the search molecule, a crucial factor for
the success of molecular replacement method, was
made on the basis of considerable homotogy (60%) in
amino acid sequence and similarity in biological function
of the two enzymes. The three rotation parameters
required to define the orientation of BCAII in the unit ceil
were obtained by the Patterson search method. The cal-
culated molecular transform of HCAI was used to obtain
the model Patterson map which gives the vectors
between atoms in the crystal. 10% of the vectors, in the
descending order of their magnitude within a carefully
chosen cut-off radius, were identified from the search
model Patterson map. These selected vectors were
rotated on the crystal Patterson map of BCAII computed
from FobJ in the Eulerian space, to find the orientation of
BCAII with respect to the known orientation of HCAI. The
best match between the two vector sets were monitored
by a product function. The three rotation angles thus
obtained, defined the orientation of the BCAII molecule
in the unit cell.

The next step for the structure solution was to
find the position of the properly rotated partial search
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model in the crystal unit cell which could act as a
starting structure to compute an initial set of phases.
To determine the three translational parameters, a
computer program was developed for finding the optimal
packing of the molecule. The properly rotated search
molecule was moved along in the translation asymmetric
unit and the number of close contacts between symme-
try related molecules were evaluated at each grid point.
The position with the minimum number of intermolecular
contact defines the three approximate translations. The
calculations were carried out using only surface atoms
to reduce computational time. Accurate translation
parameters were obtained by the search of the position
with the minimum R-factor, a disagreement factor
between F ^ and calculated structure factors (F,. J or
monitoring a maximum correlation between these
quantities. The properly rotated and translated partial
HCAI molecule was used as a starting model forBCAII
structure to obtain approximate phases. The accuracy
of the starting phases was ascertained by 'omit' differ-
ence Fourier maps.

After successful accomplishment of these steps,
the missing atoms in the atomic model were located and
the atomic positions of the misplaced atoms were
corrected by fitting the atomic model against 'omit'
difference Fourier maps on a VG-3400 interactive
graphics system using the FRODO program package.
In order to improve the accuracy of atomic positions, so
that the atomic structure can be used to understand the
phenomenon of high catalytic speed and specificity of
the enzyme, the structure was refined by stereo-
chemically restrained least square and manual model
building on the VG-3400 graphics, whenever nece-
ssary. The conventional crystallographic R-factor for the
present model against the 2.1 A resolution diffraction
data collected at Synchrotron source, Photon factory,
Japan, is 21.6%. The model with good stereochemistry
has 2037 non-hydrogen protein atoms and 197 solvent
molecules.

The BCAII structure was analysed for various
secondary structural elements which provide stability
to the protein architecture, by using the criteria of H-
bonding and torsion angles. The predominent feature
of the structure is the fi sheet (Fig. 1). About 28% of
amino acid residues are involved in the formation of this
sheet. The seven helices comprising about 17% resi-
dues lie on the surface of the molecule.

BCAII B-SHEFT

I

BCAII 8-SHEET

R

Fig 1 The central twisted |1 sheet structure m BCAII The double
lines mdiCtito H bonds between b sfraods Figure cfrjwn using
PLUTO program

The BCAII structure was compared with other
known CA structures of HCAI and HCAII. The RMS dis-
placement of 1.0 A between BCAII and HCAI and 0.5 A
between BCAII and HCAII observed after non linear least
squares matching of 256 common Cor atoms, signifies a
high degree of structural homology between different
forms of CA isoenzymes. The topological arrangement of
various secondary structural elements is quite similar in
the three known CA structures. Additionally aturn of type
III has been observed in CA structure which has not been
reported earlier.

BCAII molecule has an ellipsoidal shape with
approximatedimensions 55x42x39 A (Fig. 2). The active

Fig 2 Ribbon dr<wmg ot Carbonic Anhyctrasa depicting the sccon
dary structure elements Figure drawn by the program RIB
BON developed at the Computer Division. BARC. Bombay
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site lies at the apex of a 12 A deep and 12 A wide cone.
The essential Zn(ll) ion situated at the apex is liganded
to three Histidine residues, His94, His96 and Hisi 19 and
one water molecule. The Zn(ll) bound water molecule
is very important for the catalytic activity of CA, as
observed from the work completed recently atBARCon
the refined structure of HCAI-lodide complex. A
hydrogen bonding network extending from the active site
to the surface of the molecule and involving a number
of active site amino acid residues and water molecules

HI 19 CA

N94 CA

Fia 3 Tlin dctivc site H bonding network observed in BCALL struc
turn Sinul.ii network obsotvod ejrlier'" HCAI and HCAII crys
l.ii suucluios w<is con/cctuiod to be involved in the fast
thinstur ot pioton ttom active site to buf'ei

is observed in BCAII structure also (Fig. 3). Earlier this
H-bonding network was conjectured to be responsible
for the efficient transport of a proton generated during
the reaction from the active site to buffer, a rate limiting
step in the hydration of CO2 by CA enzymes.

One of the most pertinent questions being asked
about CAenzymology is the exact nature and binding
interactions of the substrate CO2 in the active site, at
the molecular level. The higher stability of BCAII against
wide ranges of pH conditions can be exploited to study
the direct interactions of HCO3, anionic inhibitor at high
pH but a substrate at lower pH values, in order to study
the dehydration reaction by X-ray diffraction methods.
Efforts are also being made to understand the binding
mode of CO., by integrating the diffraction results of
various HCAI-anionic inhibitor complexes and HCAI-
sulfonamkJe complexes. Using single crystal X-ray

diffraction method, work is also being pursued in BARC
to design highly specific sulfonamide drugs. Sulfona-
mide drugs are of immense medicinal value. These drug
molecules used for the treatment of gloucoma, are the
specific inhibitors of various isoenzymes of CA. The
difference in therapeutic efficacy of the various sulfona-
mide molecules is the consequence of binding inter-
actions of these with the receptor CA enzymes.
However, the exact nature of the physico-chemical
interactions can be well understood by the diffraction
studies of CA-sulfonamkJe complexes and the results
can be used to design new novel drugs with minimum
adverse side effects arising out of non-specific inter-
actions. Using single crystal X-ray diffraction tech-
nique, a number of HCAI-sulfonamide complexes are
being studied currently at BARC. These sulfonamide
molecules bind in the active site with the nitrogen atom

directly liganded to the essential Zn(ll) ion. Thehetero-
cyclic or aromatic moieties of various sulfonamide
drugs interact differently with the amino acid residues of
CA enzymes. The observed variations in these inter-
actions are considered to explain the difference in the
drug potency of various sulfonamide molecules.

A SPACE-TIME RESOLVED X-RAY LUMINOSITY
TIME OF FLIGHT SPECTROMETER AND A NEW
TECHNIQUE FOR DETERMINING STAND-OFF
DISTANCE IN LASER PRODUCED PLASMAS

X-ray spectroscopic studies of laser produced
plasmas have been performed to understand the rote
of various important processes involved in laser driven
inertial confinement fusion and XUV laser research. For
this purpose, a number of X-ray crystal spectrometers in
the wavelength range of 3A to l o A have been set up
to record either space-time integrated spectra or for
obtaining space and/or time resolved data on different
X-ray emission lines. These include a planar crystal
spectrometer, a high resolution spectrometer, a
miniature 1:1 imaging spectrometer, a 6-channel ','•
edge spectrometer and a space-time resolved X-ray
luminosity time of flight spectrometer.

Fig.1 shows a schematic diagram of the luminosity
time of Right spectrometer. This spectrometer rocords
the temporal profile of an X-ray emission line at a desired
position in the expanding plasma with temporal and
spatial resolutions of 3 ns and 400 fim respectively.
This can provide velocity distribution of ions dose to the
target which is not possible with conventional
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FIG.1 X-RAY LUMINOSITY TIME OF FLIGHT SPECTROMETER

electrostatic/magnetic analyzers. This instrument is also
being used to study the three body recombination
and charge exchange recombination processes in
rapidly cooling plasmas for producing non-thermal
population distribution in the excited states of highly
charged ions. In one such study, anomalous behaviour
of the intensity ratio of resonance He line and the inter-
combination line observed in plasmas expanding in a
background gas has been explained to be due to
increased rate of three body recombination.

A novel method of determining the separation
between the absorption region and the ablation region
(called stand-off distance) in laser produced plasmas has
been developed for the first time using X-ray spectro-
scopic technique. This separation governs the extent to
which the effect of non-uniform laser illumination can be
smoothened to achieve spherically symmetric comp-
ression of fusion pellet shells. The method is based on
relating the spatial extent of Ka emission region to that
of the resonance lines emitted from highly charged ions.

The results of theoretical calculations of the spatial
extent to the Ka emission region for two widely different
source distributions are shown in Fig.2. The solid and
dotted lines correspond to a uniform iso-tropic source
and a gaussian intensity distribution with a cos 6
angular emission respectively. The difference in the
values of the spatial extent in the two cases is a maximum
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of only ~ 10 % resulting due to considerable profile
smoothening. The experimental data points for plasma
produced from magnesium and quartz targets at a laser
intensity of 1013W/cm2 are also shown in Fig.2. Avalue
of the stand-off distance of 150 /im is determined from
a camparison of the experimental data points with the
calculated curves. This value is in good agreement
with the theoretical estimate based on a self-regulating
plasma ablation model.

DENSITY PROFILE MODIFICATION IN HIGH
INTENSITY LASER PLASMA INTERACTION

A thorough understanding of coronal plasma
physics of ICF targets is of great importance. During
interaction of an intense electromagnetic (laser) radia-
tion with the coronal plasma, a > iety of nonlinear
interactions takes place. These include instabilities like
SRS, SBS two plasmon decay, parametric decay, and
phenomenon like fomentation and density profile modi-
fication. The density profile modification due to nonlinear
force is of particular importance as it substantially con-
trols growth of instabilites via density scale length
modification.

The first clear and direct observation of pro-
nounced density cavitons in 1.06 pm long pulsed laser
plasmas using time integrated X-ray pinhole photo-
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graphy is reported here. These density cavitons appear
as density depressions in the critical density region of the
plasma density profiles when the radiation pressure
becomes comparable to the plasma thermal pressure,
ie., (E2/8lI)/n kT) - 0 . 1 . It is well known that an intense
radiationfield resonantly excites Langmuir plasma waves
in the critical density region. The low frequency, non-
linear ponderomotive forces associated with the field
gradient of these waves expel the plasma from the critical
region preferentially down the density gradient due to
the inhomogeneity and flow of the plasma. With the
expulsion of the plasma, an initially linear density profile
becomes nonmonotonic with the formation of a density
caviton localized in the critical region and density shelves
in the super - and sub-dense regions. A significant
energy of the incident radiationfield is converted via
ponderomotive forces directly into the mechanical
energy of the plasma without heating it. The caviton so
produced serves as a resonant cavity which traps the
resonantly built electrostatic field. With time, the cavity
and the field mutually enhance each other to ultimately
produce a steepened profile and density shelves.

The experiments were conducted using a 1.06 [im
Nd: glass laser chain which could deliver a plane
polarised laser beam of 50 joules in 6ns FWHM pulses.
The diameter of the nearly diffraction limited beam was
60mm. The laser was incident normally and focussed to
30/im on to machined plexiglass target slabs by an
f/1.5 aspheric lens. The experiments were performed
in the intensity range of 10'" - 10's W/cms. X-ray
emmission from the plasma was recorded by a pinhole
camera positioned normal to the laser beam axis. The
pinhole aperture diameter of the camera and its
magnification were 11 /im and 6x respectively. Thin
films of 1 micron aluminum on 2 micron thick polycar-
bonate base ware used as filters.

The X-ray pictures were recorded on double emul-
sion type Kodak Direct Exposure Film(DEF-5). The film
was developed for 6 minutes at 20°C The X-ray pictures
were digitized on JoyceLoebl SCANDIG microden-
sitometer connected to PDP-11 /40.

The electron density profiles were obtained by a
variable point Abel inversion technique assuming cylin-
drical symmetry around the central axis of the expand-
ing plasma. In the intensity range, the plasma attains
a temperature of 680 eV and is assumed to be
isothermal.

Fig. I Observation ol pronounced density-cavitons in long pulsed
1.06 nm laser plasmas (Physical Review Letters)

Fig. 1 depicts a representative X-ray pinhole
picture of the plasma at 23.4J of laser energy with an
intensity of 5.4 x 1014 W/cm2. This picture shows a narrow
bright emission region close to the target T followed by
a dark band and a bright expanding coronal region in
succession. The dark band corresponds to a valley like
structure (caviton) in the optical density profiles and
surface energy plots of Figs. 2 and 3 respectively. The
Abel inverted axial density profile in Fig. 4 clearly shows
a sharp density steepening in the vicinity of the target; a
cavhonic valley around 160 /tm from the target, 130 /lm
in width and ~ to 0.8 Nc deep below the critical density;

Fig.2 (a) Optical density proliles (side view)
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Fig.2 (b)Optical density profiles (rotated view)
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Fig.3 Surface energy plots
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a density bump at 190 jam from the target and a long
subdenseshelf atO.3Ne. The upper density scale length
in the steepest region is ~ 10 pm (limited by camera

resolution) and the lower density scale length in the
subdense region is around 200 fim. These density scale
lengths have been observed to decrease with laser
intensity. However, the cavity size increases with laser
intensity. These features are shown in Fig. 5.
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These experimental results confirm simulation
and theoretical predictions made by several authors.
Such non-monotonic density profiles bear a great con-
sequence on plasma heating that they produce softer
electron distributions and avoid the preheat problems.
This is due to the fact that the hot electrons produced
are effectively thermalised with the cold steepened
density profile in the superdense region. The carbon
dioxide lasers produce densities ~ 40 Nc in the cold
superdense region and thus be very effective in thermal-
izing the hot electrons reducing the preheat problems so
detrimental in laser-fusion schemes.
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A CCD BASED IBM PC/AT COMPATIBLE NANO-
SECOND SPATIAL LASER BEAM PROFILE
MONITOR FOR HIGH POWER Nd:GLASS
LASERS

The diagnostics of high power lasers is as much a
technological challenge as building of such lasers of
nanosecond and sub nanosecond duration. A laser
beam profile measurement system suitable for nano-
second, subnanosecond or continuous wave lasers
capable of online capture of two dimensionally resolved
spatial beam profile on IBM PC/AT is described here.
The terawatt Nd:Glass for laser-fusion related studies
has a pulse width of 1.8 nanoseconds. The symmetrical
focussing of two or more such laser beams on micro-
sphericcl targets filled with deuterium or D-T fuel initiates
implosion, compression and with proper irradiation leads
to the fusion reactions. For efficient compression the
laser beams need to have small non-uniformities, not
exceeding about ten percent. Successful imple-
mentation of uniform irradiance requires the system
to have an on-line beam diagnostic.

SCHEMATIC OF BEAM DIAGNOSTIC AND LASER PROFILE MONITORING
SYSTEM

/PHOTO DIODE

T—TO OSCILLOSCOPE

The beam diagnostics comprise of spatial profile
monitoring of the multiple beams along with energy
and the temporal profile. The spatial beam profile
measurement needs a two dimensional detector system
with nanosecond response time, good dynamic range
and adequate space resolution of at least 512x512
elements in view of demagnification involved in meas-
uring larger diameter laser beams.

An online beam profile monitoring system using a
CCD camera and video frame grabber has been deve-
loped. The CCD camera is fast emerging as a versatile
device as CCD sensors have excellent space resolution,
low dark currents, large dynamic range and easy inter-
face to the front end electronics by utilizing the state-
of-art circuitry. The limitations of CCD are, poor
response in infrared, small size of the sensor and lack
of the single shot mode in more easily available sensors.
These problems were solved by employing an Image
Converter tube Type p8614, with multialkali photo-
cathode which gets a 0.85 X demagnified image on P20
phosphor. The short duration of nano second pulse
poses no problem in this case as the image converter
generates a visible image of millisecond duration. The
excellent charge storage properties of CCD allow non-
degradation of the beam profile. The synchronization
is achieved through an elaborate electronic triggering
system, derived from the V-sync signal of the camera
initiating the laser firing as well as the frame grabbing
operations. A flash ADC based 6/8 bit digitizer captures
the single frame to yield a 512 x 512 x 8 bit picture.

The IBM PC/AT allows viewing of the beam profiles
in 3-D surface plots. The other features include relative
energy measurement, and determination of beam char-
acteristics by Gaussian fit. The potential applications of
the device range from image capture from streak tube,
etc to online diagnostics with X-ray imaging of the laser-
plasma, etc.

EXPERIMENTS WrTH LASER PRODUCED METAL
AEROSOL PARTICLES

An intense laser beam propagating through
an aerosol medium interacts with both the lerosol
particles and the surrounding gaseous medium in a
variety of ways. Effects studied earlier with droplets
of dielectric liquids as aerosol particles include
stimulated Raman scattering, optical bistability, lasing
etc., with very little, if any, work with metal aerosol
particles. Studies were made on the evaporation of
metal aerosol particles in an environment of Ar, N2 and
H2 gas with a 200 mJ pulsed excimer laser at 308
nm wavelength. Working with copper, for the first time,
reports on the observation of dimer emission following
evaporation of metal aerosol particles were published.
Figure 1a shows the typical plume emission as the
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Fig. 1 (a): Ablation of metal by a focused excimer laser beam in
vacuum.

(b): Formation of metal aerosol in 100 Torr argon. Red line is
Mie scattering of a 1mW He-Ne beam. Violet streak is
laser produced emission in aerosol medium.

pulsed excimer laser is focussed on the metal target
without any surrounding buffer gas. Figure 1 b shows the
suppressed plume in the presence of about 100 Torr of
argon. Metal atoms ejected from the laser focus on the
target quickly condense in the surrounding cold gas
to fc.m micron sized aerosol particles. This is evident
from the red streak of light due to Mie scattering of
a 1mW He-Ne laser. Metal aerosol medium also
interacts with the incoming 308 nm excimer laser
light to produce the violet streak in Figure 1b. Spectral
analysis of this violet emission for the case of copper
aerosol shows not only the atomic plasma emission but
also the characteristic Co, dimer emission due to
II -» X electronic transition. This is shown in Figure
2. A careful analysis of the experimental results
in the following explanation. The characteristic time
r to neat a spherical aerosol particle of radius a, mass
density p is given by r = pCo /4K where C is the

...» .._?_
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Fig.2 : Cuz emission following laser evaporation of Cu aerosol.
Solid markers refer to e3 Cuz and dashed to 63Cu B5Cu.

specific heat and K the thermal conductivity of the
material of aerosol. For micron sized aerosol particle
of copper T = 10 9s. Thus within a fraction of the time
of iaser pulse duration (40 ns) the aerosol particles
can be completely evaporated to form Cu, Cu2and may
be higher clusters. Light from excimer laser is
observed to be concentrated at 32489 cm1 (v'=v"=0)
and 32462cm1 (v'=0,v" = i ) bands of XeCI. TheX'2g*
(V=0, J"=0) -» II (V = 16, J"=0) transition in ^Cuz

(49%) corresponds to 32457 cm1.

This is almost exactly coincident with 32462 cm1

line of XeCI. For the corresponding transition in
isotopic component raCu ^Cu (42%) at 32441
cm1 the coincidence is less close. A single puise
of the excimer laser thus not only evaporates the
aerosol particles to form Cu, Cu, etc., but by accidental
coincidence also excites the laser induced fluorescence
in Cu2. This is as expected peaked around v' = 16, v"=50
at 470 nm.

The very long decay times (e.g. 30 minutes at 300
Torr Ar) offers the possibility of using the aerosol
medium as a novel quasi-steady state medium for spec-
troscopy. Aerosol of metals and their derivatives
being an important source of industrial pollution,
the method might be useful for probing metal aerosol
particles at short distances where they can be evaporated
by an intense focussed laser beam.
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A LASER ENHANCED IONISATION SPECTRO-
METER FOR ULTRA-TRACE ANALYSIS

The need for determining nanogram (ng) and
picogram (pg) level impurities in materials is increasing
in areas such as nuclear technology, semiconductor
industry, biomedical applications, environment, etc. For

this purpose, a Laser Enhanced lonisation (LEI) spec-
trometer has been set up around an excimer laser
pumped dye laser for ultra trace elemental analysis.

The technique of LEI is based on the principle
of Optogalvanic effect which is a change in electrical
impedance of a discharge or flame when illuminated
with a radiation corresponding to a transition frequency
of an atomic or molecular species. The analyte species
is selectively excited by laser radiation and it gets
ionised by collisional processes in the flame. Some
photoionisation schemes by single colour and two

SCHEMES R N S NS
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F1G.1. PH0T0EXCITATION SCHEMES FOR LEI IN A FUME

colour step-wise excitation are shown in Fig.1. The
block diagram of LEI spectrometer is shown in Fig. 2.
Sample in aqueous solution form is aspirated into an Air/
Acetylene burner which serves as an atomiser. A high
voltage is applied across the flame and the laser beam
is aligned to pass through it.Photorurrent is collected
by the burner head itself and is then processed by a
box-car averager.

A typical spectrum of sodium is shown in Fig.3 as
the laser wavelength is tuned. Apart from the D, and
D2 lines of Na the other two lines corresponding to
two-photon transitions (3S-4D, 3S-5S) at 578.7 and
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BLOCK DIAGRAM OF A TYPICAL LEI SPECTROMETER
FIG.E.

602.2 nm are also seen. Fig.4 gives the working curve
obtained by aspirating in the burner water solution con-
taining Na at concentrations of 1 ng to 1000 ng. Many
other elements have been tested and the performance
of the spectrometer is found to be good. Results of
analysis are compared with Atomic Absorption Spec-
trophotometry (AAS) and Inductively Coupled Plasma -
Atomic Emission Spectrometry (ICP-AES) techniques.
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RESONANCE ENHANCED MULTIPLE PHOTON
IONISATION FOR PHOTO PHYSICS

Lasers, because of their high photon flux are ideal
sources to study the interaction of light with atomic
and molecular systems through multiphoton absorption
processes. One can thus probe a VUV transition
using visible light, and probe "dark states" that
are forbidden for single photon absorption. Reso-
nance enhanced multiphoton ionisation (REMPI) is
thus a powerful technique to study the spectroscopy of
small amounts of transient species generated conse-
quent to the photodissociation of parent molecules
through multiphoton absorption. An experimental
system for such studies has been set up recently at
B.A.R.C. The experimental assembly is shown in Figure
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Fig l Block diagram of experimental assembly.

1. In a typical investigation, multiphoton excitation/
dissociation of carbon disulphide molecules in gas
phase in the wavelength region 285-305 nm has been
studied. The radiation of interest is produced
by frequency doubling the fundamental of the dye laser
(R6G dye) pumped by the 308 nm excimar laser. It was
observed that CS2 is excited to the 3d Rydberg states
by sequential absorption of two photons correspond-
ing to VUV energies and undergoes predissociation/dis-
sociation forming the photo fragments, atomic sulphur
and CS radicals in the excited states.

The S atoms in.the excited 3'02 and 3'SO states
are then detected by three photon (two to resonance)
ionisation and CS (a **) radical by two photon (1 + 1)
ionisation technique, using same colour photons,
which produced the photodissociation. The detection
of S atoms is thus the result of a five photon
absorption process! The study on CS2 has revealed, for
the first time, several new energy levels of even parity
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Fig.2 Two photon ionisation spectrum of sulphur atom excited from
the lower 3'So level.

of sulphur atoms excited from lower 3'SO states, pre-
serving the same ion core. The two photon excited
spectra of S(31SO) is shown in Figure 2. The spectrum
has been analysed, and the new levels of S character-
ised. It was also seen that autoionisation is a major
pathway in the decay of these levels as they lie above
the first ionisation limit. Many new two photon
transitions excited fromJower31D2 state have shown
the configuration interaction between the excited states
having (4S°) and (SD°) cores. It is also seen that CS2

undergoes two photon excitation via a real intermediate
state and the excited 3d Rydberg states have been
characterised and correlated with the photofragments.
Three new photodissociation channels have been
identified.

The studies have thus lead to new spectroscopic
data as well as information on dynamics of photodis-
sociation process.
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LASER ISOTOPE SEPARATION (LIS) OF
CARBON-13

Carbon-13 has wide range of applications as a
tracer in medicine, chemistry, life and environmental
sciences. Environmental studies with methane-21
(13CD4) are currently assuming great importance.
Diagnosis of diseases by breath tests requiring use of
<3C, include liver dysfunction, fat metabolism and
bacterial overgrowth in the large intestine. These tech-
niques are currently in a research stage. Their wide-
spread use is likely to provide a large market for 13C. The
current world production of 90% 13C is only a few kg per
year. However, an optimistic projection of a hundred-
fold increase in the market is anticipated in view of the
medical and other applications.

Research on LIS techniques for "C enrichment
has been intensive in recent years. Isotope selective,
infrared multiple photon dissociation (IRMPD) tech-
niques with several halogenated methanes using pulsed
CO2 lasers have been developed. The research data so
far obtained is sufficient to enable a meaningful
economic evaluation to be made of the LIS process for
production of 13C. An improved steady market would
allow LIS to move quickly into industrial production.

Tab* 1

US of Carbon 13 - Process Parameter*

Reactants
and Pressure

(TofT)

STAGE 1
Natural CF3 Br
(10Torr)
Chlorine (Cl2)
(40 Torr)

STAGE II
Enriched CF3CI
(3 Torr)

Bromine (Br2)
(18 Torr)

Natural CF2HCI
(102 Torr)

CO, Laser Para-
meters

Frequency Fluence
(cm1) (J cm3)

SCHEME (A)

CF3CI
1035.5 4.5,
9P(32)

1057.3 1.7
9P(8)

SCHEME (B)

1046.8 4.0 CJF4

9P(20)

Product 13C
Content

40%

CF3Br
90%

39%

In BARC energy-efficient and practical methods
have been developed for production of Carbon-13 on
laboratory scale using two schemes. Scheme (A) is
aimed at producing >90% enrichment using two-stage
procedure while scheme (B) is suited for a moderate
(about 50%) enrichment level. Table 1 summarizes the
salient experimental parameters of the US methods
developed for the enrichment of 13C.

In scheme (A), the first stage involves irradiation of
50 Torr 1:4 CF3Br/CI2 mixture of natural isotopic compo-
sition with 4.5 J cm2,1035.5 crrr1 C02 laser in a 20.6 litre
photoreactor to give CF3CI enriched to 40% in 13C. This
material, isolated from the residual reactants, is further
processed in the presence of Br2 using 1.7 J cm2. 1057.3
cm1 CO., laser. The final product CF3Br (90% 13C) was
recovered by preparative gas chromatography. Figure
1 shows the infrared absorption bands of CF3Br col-

RG. 1 IR ABSORPTION SPECTRUM OF CF3 Br ENRICHED TO 90%

IN 13C BY THE TWO STAGE LIS METHOD.

1400 1200 1000
WAVENUMBER (cm')
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In scheme (B) IRMPD of CF2HCI was carried out
using 4.5 J cm2,1046.8 cm ' CO2 laser to obtain the
product C2F4 with 13C enrichment of about 40%. AH
studies are made with a 100 ns pulse width TEA CO2 laser
having an average power of about 0.6 W.

With the US process parameters obtained from
these studies one can project production rates of 10 mg/
hr 13C at 90% by scheme (A) and 125 mg/hr 13C at 40%
enrichment level by scheme (B) using a 100 W C02 laser.
The enriched product molecules can easily be converted
into 13CO2 for further applications.
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DIFFERENTIAL WAVELENGTHMETER

The use of tunable dye lasers in spectroscopic
and photochemical applications requires accurate,
reproducible fast and preferably, on-line wavelength
measuring and controlling instruments. The advent of
personal computers having large memories and fast
processing capabilities have made this task easy. A
differential wavelengthmeter system has been devel-
oped along with an appro-priate algorithm for wave-
length measurement, suitable optics and electronics.

Fig. 1 shows a block diagram of the system.
Fabry-Perot Interferometer fringes formed by dye laser
lightare focused on the sensitive area of a video camera
and a line or line segment of a particular raster scan of
the video camera is chosen for digitization by a line
selector circuit. This serial video signal is digitized by a
fast Analog to Digital Converter to an 8 bit digital output,
that is initially stored into a memory bank, from where it
is transferred to a personal computer, which processes
this data to compute the current wavelength.

Software developed for processing the digitized
video signal received from the digitizer is interactive and
allows for initial choice of different parameters. The
software averages the data for a required number of
sets and then displays the resultant data graphically.
Subroutines are written that determine the maxima
positions of the fringe pattern and the instantaneous
wavelength of the dye output is computed. A detailed
error analysis is carried out. The system has an
accuracy of 4 parts per million in wavelength measure-
ment.

The differential wavelengthmeter finds a
significant application in isotope selective photo-ioniza-
tion studies of elements with several isotopes.

DEVELOPMENT OF AN EFFICIENT OPTICALLY
PUMPED NH, LASER

Optically pumped molecular lasers (OPML)
operating in the mid-infrared are very attractive sources
of coherent radiation for various laser physics and pho-
tochemical studies. Ammonia laser operating around
12 fim has been reported to be one of the most efficient
and powerful OPML From the basic physics point of
view, owing to the coherent nature of excitation, the
dynamics of OPMLs are more complex compared to the
conventional inco-herentiy pumped lasers. It has also
been recognised that these lasers are particularly
suited for investigating instabilities and chaos in laser
systems.

However, these lasers suffer from two major
disadvantages. Firstly the pump beam shrinks as it
experiences self focussing while travelling through the
OMPL medium and secondly, the residual pump beam
not absorbed by the lasing medium emerges together
with the OMPL output beam. An efficient, powerful,
and line tunable pulsed NH3 laser optically pumped by
CO2 laser has been developed, free of all these problems.

One finds that muitransverse mode operation of
the pump (CO2) laser enhances the efficiency of the NH3

laser almost by 20% compared to its usual TEM^ mode
operation. This is because, in the latter case, as a result
of self-focussing, the pump beam will collapse, effec-
tively reducing the active volume for OPML iasing,
while multitransverse mode beam on the other hand,
breaks into sub-beams thereby maintaining a larger
lasing volume. This result should also be valid for other
OPMLs, for which self focussing alters significantly
the spatial structure of the transmitted pump beam.

As far the separation of the residual pump beam
from the OPML output is concerned, we have shown that
CF3I, withSF6asa buffer gas, is the most efficient optical
filter for use with NH3 laser. In fact, this optical filter can
be used with many more important OPMLs pumped by
CO2 laser. In more recent experiments, however, for the
first time, a dispersive element in the NH3 laser reso-
nator cavity was used in a very unusual way (as the align-
ment of the cavity mirror is rather complicated in this
case) to achieve automatic separation of the residual
pump beam from the OPML emission (see Fig. 1). The
presence of dispersive element also provides line tun-
ability of the NH3 emission.
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SCHEMATIC OF THE LINE TUNABLE AMMONIA LASER

From this system, under optimised conditions, a
line tunable NH3 output at around 12.0 fim with approxi-
mately 200 mJ of energy at 25-30% energy conversion
efficiency was achieved, when pumped by 9.22 flm
[9R(30)]CO2 laser line.

RIBBON MODELS FOR BIOLOGICAL MACRO-
MOLECULES

A software package has been developed to draw
smooth three dimensional ribbon models of proteins (Fig
1). The ribbon plot makes it easierto visualize the folding

of biological macromoleculesand discern their key struc-
tural elements such as helices. Macromolecules like
proteins and nucleic acids make life possible. The
function of these molecules arises out of their folded state
and their interaction with each other (Fig 2). It is

important to visualise this folded arrangement and the
interaction in order to understand the life processes
such as "genetic switch" due to protein - nucleic acid and
nucleic acid - nucleic acid interaction and immune
response due to antigen - antibody interaction. Using
this package, one can draw up to three chains (each of
different colour) and the program uses very minimal
features of any graphics terminal.

Initially, a smooth three dimensional cubic Bspline
is computed approximating all the data points. Bsplines
are chosen as they are multivalued, axis independent
and exibit convex hull property. Further, they give a
local control of curve shape.

A cubic spline is fitted approximating all the points.

pi(u) = [1/6] [u**3 u**2 u I I [-1 3 - 3 1] [Pi-1 ]
[3 -6 3 0J [Pi ]
[-3 0 3 0 ] [Pi+1]
[ 1 4 1 0 ] [Pi + 2]

for i subset of [1: n-2] where n is the number of sample
points and 0 < u < 1.

The curve thus computed is sheathed with a
string of parallelopipeds. The hidden planes are elimi-
nated taking into account the viewer's position.
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This forms the skeletal shape of the ribbon desired.
A shading model is used for rendering the filled ribbon.
The mach band effect that results from interpolation
technique is minimised by dithering using a 4*4 dither
matrix.

DEVELOPMENT OF SOLID MODELLER AT BARC

The design of the modeller is largely based on the
Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG). In this method of
picture generation, a complex solid is represented by
a collection of simpler solids, called the primitives. These
primitives are typically block, cylinder, cone, sphere
and torus. Boolean set operations, like union,
intersection and difference, are carried out on these
primitives to yield the desired complex solid of
assembly. Thus using the set operations any geo-
metrically definable object can be modelled and its
information stored for further computation. Ability to
perform the Boolean set operations is the basic need
in the use of CSG method. The choice of CSG is based
on the following points :

1. CSG is concise
2. Good CSG based user interfaces can be

designed.

The design of the Solid Modeller can be grouped into
various modules as follows :

(i) Boolean set operations.
(ii) Sectioning of the assemblies, and automatic

hatching of the sectioned portions
(iii) Rendering (shading, etc.)
(iv) Calculation of mass properties.

The major design aspect of this Solid Modeller is
that the faces of the primitives are broken up into
triangles. All the computations are carried out on these
basic triangles. Boolean set operations, hidden line
removal and shading can be easily handled with this
design principle. Shading is carried out using hardware
features of graphics terminal.

The user can create any basic primitive solid and
specify its location. Then these primitives can be oper-
ated upon using Boolean set operations - union, inter-
section and difference. Fig. land Fig. 3 show wireframe
objects (shown in white color) created through set
operations on primitives (shown in blue color). This

method to create a complex solid comprises a natural
and powerful design mode, because set operations have
natural analogies in manufacturing. The internal repre-
sentation of these solids store the information about the
faces, edges forming these faces, etc. Hence the
present system can be thought of as utilising a hybrid
representation - CSG as well as B-rep.

Once an object has been modelled, it becomes a
source of data for application and analysis program.
Mass properties can be computed to give the relevant
information about the assembly. Sections at different
angles can be taken to visualise the inner details. The
whole assembly can be rotated at various angles to get
plan, elevation and side views, with hidden lines
represented as dotted lines. Realistic rendering of the
model so designed can be made with the help of 256
different colors chosen from a palette of 16 million. Fig.
2 and Fig. 4 show shaded objects corresponding to
wireframe object's in Fig. 1 and Fig. 3 respectively.
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Automatic mesh can be generated to facilitate analysis in
finite elements.

D*tign Principle

The brinciple of this solid modeller is essentially
f ocussed on the triangulatfon of the faces. All the faces
of a primitive and the resulting object are triangulated.
These 3D triangles form the basic module for the subse-
quent computation.

Why th* trlangtot art CAOSM ?

The major stumbling block In designing a solid
modeller Is the abHity to do the set operations on
concave objects or, in other words, representation of
concave objects. As long as the objects are convex,
there is no problem; Robert's algorithm can be easily
implemented (though computationally expensive). But

this algorithm is applicable only for convex volumes.
Concave volumes may be tried to be represented as
union or difference of several convex objects. But this
approach leads to ambiguous representation, which
may lead to confusion later.

On the other hand, a triangle can never have a
concave vertex as it is a figure bounded by three sides,
and the sum of the three angles totals to 180. Hence we
are left with a convex figure. A test point and three
vertices of the triangle yield 4 sets, and having homo-
geneous co-ordinates in 3D give 4 values per point,
resulting in 4 * 4 values. A 4*4 determinant can be used
to carry out many tests on the test point. Thus, proc-
essing of 4 * 4 determinant forms the heart of this solid
modeller. Using the determinant technique, position
of a point w.r.t. a plane can be found out, and contain-
ment test w.r.t. the triangle also can be carried out.
These tests are important in hidden line elimination. By
disintegrating volumes into corresponding triangles, the
hurdle in case of concave volumes can be overcome.

Using this technique, hidden line elimination has
been achieved for all types of objects, which can be
represented by planes. Boolean operations on simple
objects can be performed by breaking the intersecting
faces of the objects and marking them as inner and outer
with respect to the other object. Then these inner or the
outer parts of the faces are retained or rejected depend-
ing on the operation required (union, intersection or
difference). This principle has been extended to include
simple curved objects. Sectioned objects can be auto-
matically hatched. As already stated, for rendering, the
features of graphics terminal are used.

Baumgaurt winged edged data structure is used
for defining the valid topology of the primitives using
EULER operators. In this data structure body nodes
carry nomenclature and tree structure, face nodes carry
the photometry, vertex nodes carry geometry and edge
nodes carry the topology. This data structure has been
modified to take into account multiply connected faces.
Since our data structure includes triangles, which are
nothing but 3D facets, realistic images of the objects can
be easily created. Using graphics terminal features,
different light sources with varying intensities can be
defined.

As the position of the object is modified, the new
image is drawn within a very short, time as a result of
which waiting time for the designer is considerably
reduced.
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All the computations are performed in the object
space. Vector information of the object is available, and
hence getting a hardcopy does not pose any problems.

fields.
This will be of immense help in engineering design

DEVELOPMENT OF A CONCURRENT PLASMA
SIMULATION CODE

The programme to simulate the time evolution
of non-linear plasmas faces a computational bottleneck
due to the extremely large number of degrees of
freedom. This leads to the possibility of implementa-
tion of existing simulation codes on a parallel computer
system being developed in BARC. The parallel computer
is based ona reconfiguraWenetwork of T800transputers
which communicate with each other through bi-direc-
tional high speed serial links. It has a distributed memory
and is a MIMD system which interacts with the user
through a root transputer residing in a host PC. The
parallelisation involved the identification of those
aspects of the plasma dynamics which occur concur-
rently, and devising a suitable algorithm which can exploit
the parallelism inherent in the physical process for im-
plementation on a parallel computer.

A two dimensional particle-in-cell plasma simu-
lation code with periodic boundary conditions, running
as a sequential process, was parallelised and imple-
mented on this parallel computer. The sequential
algorithm consists of three basic steps, i.e. (a) Solving
for the electromagnetic fields, (b) Solving the equation
of motion and advancing the particles, and (c) Depo-
siting charge and current densities on the spatial grid
before going back to step (a).

Since the field distribution influences the motion
of all particles at the same time, this constitutes a con-
currency inherent in the system, which can be naturally
included in a parallel algorithm. Similarly modifications
of the charge and current densities on the spatial grid
are also concurrent processes. In the sequential code,
these two steps involve confutation on each individual
particle of the system, and hence constitute the major
fraction of the computational load. Thus parallelisation
here results in a significant speed-up.

The decomposition of the system involves defin-
ing the domain of each processor and allocating
particles residing within it to that processor. During the
evolution of the system, particles, which move out of any

processor's domain, are explicitly transferred to the
domain of the neighbouring processor. An important
factor in the performance of any parallel code is Inter-
processor communication. Data exchange should not
occur in a way that could lead to a deadlock and there
should not be so much data exchange that it takes up
a significant fraction of the execution time. In this
algorithm, communication is restricted to nearest neigh-
bours and deadlock is avoided by using communi-
cation threads within each process. Since only nearest
neighbour communication is required during the par-
ticle's moving stage, and since the boundary conditions
are periodic, the processor network can be mapped
onto a torus topology for visualisation purposes.

The algoritm has been implemented in a pro-
gramme written in Parallel C and runs in a net work of
(n*+1) transputers connected as an (n x n) torus and a
root.

MULTICHANNEL WAVEFORM DISPLAY SYSTEM

This system provides simultaneous steady dis-
play of eight or sixteen waveforms on an ostiUoscope
screen, refreshed from digital data stored in the memory.
The system acquires digital data recorded on the tape or
from the field sensors in online mode into a memory of
64k words (12 bits word) and about 5 to 25% of the
memory data is suitably displayed on the screen in
analog form at a time. The system features various
controls such as : (1) Memory setting of 4k words x 16
channels; 2k words x 32 channels. (2) Selection of each
and alternatedatawordtothe memory input. (3) Forward
and reverse movement of data being displayed in slow
and fast mode. (4) Variable trace length, trace separa-
tion and gain control. (5) Compensates for average dc
component in each of the displayed channel to ensure
uniform spreading of channel waveform on the screen.
(6) Provides display of 8 or 16 channels out of total
32 input channels in turns.

The system facilitates display of multichannel data
with at least 100 kHz bandwidth with 72 dB dynamic
range, which is outside the scope of any galvanometric
strip chart recorder. The system can be used with any
general purpose oscilloscope and costs very much less
than the strip chart recorder.

All seismic data acquisition systems utilize this
display system to monitor the channel functioning in
online mode and for event signal retrieval from the
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recorded tape in off line mode. A typical seismic event
displayed on the oscWoscope is illustrated in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1 Records of a strong earthquake (mb = 6.0) from Vanuata Is-
land. Onset time at Gauribidanur 00:38:24 on 14:04.1986. A: P-phase
sens 1 V/cm, sweep 100 ps/cm B: Later phase, sens 500 MV/cm
sweep 100 fts/cm; C: Later phase, sens 500 mV/cm, sweep 100
tis/cm. sweep 100yis/cm:D: Single channel, Sens 100 mV/cm. sweep
100 \ks/cm; E: An eight channel display of P- Phase sens 500 mV/cm.
sweep 100 jis/on; F:P-phase. sens200mV/cm: sweep 20\is/cm.

SEISMICITY OF BHATSA DAM REGION IN
WESTERN MAHARASHTRA

After a spurt of seismic activity in the Bhatsa
region of western Maharashtra during 1983-84, which
rocked the nearby town of Khardi, BARC initiated efforts
to systematically investigateseismiciry and seismotec-
tonic behaviour of the region where an important
masonry dam is in the final phase of construction. To
meet this objective, a UHF radio telemetered regional

Fig. 1 A map of Bhatsa-Khardi region where a radio telemetered
seismic network is installed.

seismic network (Fig. 1) comprising 11 field stations (in
all 17 seismic channels) in an area of about 20 km by
20 km with centralised multichannel digital recording
and replay facility was established at Bhatsanagar in April
1988. Since then, the telenet has been monitoring con-
tinuously local seismic events and generating high
quality digital data for detailed seismic investigations.

During the period between April 1968 and
February 1989, overtwo hundred eventsthat gave clear
P and S signals in a few channels, 34 of them with clear
signals in at least five channels, have been pro-cessed.
While a large number of seismic events in this region
seem to be due to rock blastings at places along a
national highway traversing the region, the decontami-
nated data show that there do occur on the average
a few microearthquakes (probably reservoir induced
seismicity: RIS) per month whose coda duration magni-
tude are in the range-1<MT<2. The sources of these
microearthquakes are located shallower than a depth
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Fig.2 (a) Estimated source locations and coda duration magnitudes
represented by circles of varying diameters; shaded triangles repre-
sent eleven field seismic stations of the network whose code names
are mentioned alongside, and (b) Focal depths of thirtylour seismic
events detected by the Bhatsa seismic telent.

of 5 km and found clustered in and around the catchment
area upstream of the Bhatsa dam (Figs. 2 a, b). The
RIS activity is found to have indeed diminished consi-
derably since its outbreak in 1983.

The temporal variation in the seismic activity is
presented in Fig. 3 which includes the hydrograph data
(Fig. 3a) showing changes in water level in the Bhatsa
reservoirfrom March 1, 1988 onwards. Fig. 3b shows the
number of events recorded daily since April 1,1988 when
systematic seismic monitoring commenced. Fig. 3c
gives for the daily event population estimates ofmaxi-

%ium and minimum magnitude whose difference is
related to a severity parameter in the seismicity pattern.
The cumulative strain energy released (2E) as a function
of time is plotted in Fig. 3d. The cumulative frequency of
occurrence of seismic events (ZN) and the energy
density (E/N) profile deduced from the above data are
shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig.3 (a) Water level L in the Bhatsa reservoir, (b) number of daily
seismic detection, N, (c) maximum and minimum value of magnitude
M r (cross and circle respectively) corresponding to daily seismic
detections, and (d) cumulative strain energy T.E released as a func-
tion of time. Along the time axis, the day number zero corresponds to
March 1, 1988.
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Fig. 4 (a) Cumulative frequency of occurrence of seismic events,
±N. and (b) energy density E/N, plotted as a function of time. Calibra-
tion of the time scale is the same is in fig.3
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The preliminary seismicity patterns in Figs. 3-4
suggest that the Bhatsa region exhibits at present a
normal seismotectonic behavior. The RIS component
that initially predominated seems to have been overtaken
by the natural neotectonic background owing to small
but steady movements along NW-SEtrending Kalu-Surya
fault system and the Kengri Nadi lineament. It would
be, however, interesting to examine more seismic data
from the telenet as the region undergoes further cycles
of water loading and unloading, particularly when the
dam height reaches the envisaged 146 m level and the
reservoir is impounded to its full capacity.

ELASTIC INTERFACIAL WAVES OF RELEVANCE
TO NON-DESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION OF
BONDED MATERIALS

Ideal bonding of two surfaces implies continuity
of stress and displacement at the interface in linear
theory of elasticity, a problem well studied in seismology
and mechanics. A smooth interface is a simple case of
vanishing shear stress at the interface, which is also well
understood. A phenomenological macroscopic model
for an interface has not been developed so far in the con-
tinuum mechanics when two solid surfaces are not
ideally bonded.

Hence, a theoretical model of imperfectly bonded
interface of two elastic, isotropic and homogeneous
materials has been developed. It is assumed that the
materials are separated by a vanishingly thin layer of a
material of complex rigidity modulus, whose real and
imaginary parts represent, respectively, the shearing
and viscous forces. The boundary conditions allow
a finite slip in the displacement parallel to the interface,
which is proportional to the local shear stress. The
speed and attenuation of elastic waves propagating
along the plane interface is a function of the degree of
bonding, which can be computed theoretically from
elementary principles.

A series of experiments were conducted in which
two blocks of elastic materials with or without lubricant/
couplant at the interface were subjected to an external
load normal to the interface (Fig. 1). The variation of the
speed and attenuation of ultrasonic interracial waves
generated and detected by piezoelectric transducers
was measured as a function of load.

Assuming that the external load changes the

LOAD
GAUGE

HYDRAULIC
PUMP

Fig. 1 Experimental set-up. A and B are two material blocks T1 and
T2 are generating and detecting transducers respectively for
ultrasonic surface waves.

degree of bonding nonlinearly, theoretical variation of
speed and attenuation is computed, and compared with
experimental data (Fig. 2). Satisfactory agreement was
obtained between experiment and theory by a proper
choice of linear relation between load and the degree of
bonding.

ALUMINIUM-ALUMINIUM
INTERFACE

. . ALUHIMUM-AIR-ALUM1NIUM INTERFACE

» ' ALUMINIUM-SAL0L-ALUMIN1UM INTERFACE

• ° AUJMINIUM-AHALOnE-ALUMINIUM INTERFACE

— THEORETICAL

0.1'—
28 2.9 30

VELOCITY OF PROPAGATION (KM/SEC)

Fig. 2 Comparison between theory and experiment. The theoretical
curve shown by continuous line is obtained when only viscous effects
are taken into account. The broken lines are best fit curves obtained
when both viscous as well as shear forces are operative at the inter-
lace. Arrow indicates region where interface distortion occurs due to
yielding of weaker material.
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This study is expected to be useful in
developing nondestructive methods of testing the
bonding conditions at the interface of layered elastic
materials.

INTENSE REB-PLASMA PLASMA INTERACTION
STUDIES USING PLASMA FILLED DIODE

The study of intense REB-plasma interaction is
one of the complex and challenging areas of plasma
physics with numerous applications in the fields of
thermonuclear fusion, intense /i-wave generation, col-
lective acceleration of ions, free electron lasers, etc. Our
earlier experiment (BARC highlights 1988, p.28) with
foilless diode indicated that good beam generation,
transport and interaction are possible in the pressure
range 0.01-0.5 Torr and that both beam and plasma
parameters are functions of neutral gas pressure. In the
present experiment, REB generation and beam-plasma
interaction studies are performed by injecting preformed
plasma of known characteristics both intoREBdiodeand
drift region.

MFC

A-Anode C-Cathode
IR - Interaction Region MC - Magnetic Coils
PS - Plasma Source RC - Rogowski Coils

FED - Field Emission Diode
MFC - Mini Faraday Cup

Fig 1 Schematic of KALI-200

The experiment was conducted on Kilo-Ampere
Linear Injector (KALJ-200) System (Fig.1). The salient
features of the experiment are: (a) the REB is generated
using a plasma fHled foilless diode, and (b) both the REB
- diode and the drift tube are immersed in axial mirror
magnetic field of 1.5-1 -1.5 kG. The plasma was gener-
ated by a coaxial plasma gun and injected into drift tube
and REB-diode. A high voltage pulse of 600 kV, 80 ns
generated from Tesla transformer and oil transmission
line system was used to generate the REB. A15 kV, 10
ns, 1.5kA pulse from a 6 kJ capacitor bank was used to
produce the mirror magnetic field. The coaxial plasma
gun was energised by a 6 kJ, 10 kV capacitor bank to

create and inject the hydrogen plasma of density
varying from 1011-1014 cnv3 into interaction region and
the diode.

In order to study the beam-plasma interaction it
is necessary to inject the REB into the plasma at known
plasma density and magnetic field. This needs syn-

Time
Fig. 2 SchtiBtkuf Sym.Uron!ii:i>riSciK»e

(arbitrary units)
infcgnetic field signal duration? 10«s
;I l) Plasma signal Jurat inn i COO JI s
(III) MBSignal duration 20ns-80ns

chronising the various events (Fig. 2). For this purpose,
a pulse circuit generating two pulses simultaneously was
used. One pulse was used to trigger the puff-valve of the
plasma gun with opening time 2.5ms. The other pulse
with suitable delay was used to trigger the magnetic field
such that the plasma was produced when magnetic field
reaches (say 4 ms from the start of the magnetic field)
the desired value. In order to synchronise REB with
plasma, a signal from Rogowski coil placed in the
discharge circuit of the plasma gun was used. An
additional delay of 200/is to 600 us was added to this
signal which was then used to trigger the pulse power
system of KALI-200 so as to inject the beam into a
plasma density varying from 1014 cnr3 to 1011 cm"3.
Special attention has been paid to avoid false triggering
of the various signals by proper design of the synchro-
nisation circuits to avoid direct pick-ups and ground
loops. REB voltage was measured with a CuSO4 voltage
divider and the beam current radial distribution was
measured with a miniature Faraday cup at 10cm distance
from the diode end. Self integrating Rogowski coMs were
used to measure the net current at 15cm and 75cm. All
the signals were recorded on the rwatsu TS8123 and
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Tektronix 7633 storage oscilloscopes having 100MHz
bandwidth.
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The results are shown in Fig.3 and 4. The diode
voltage pulse duration (7V) was found to increase from
40ns to 90ns as the plasma density was varied from 1013

cm"3 to 10" cm"3. Within the same density range the
beam pulse duration ( r j was found to vary from 40ns to
50ns. The beam radial current distribution derived from
the Faraday cup data showed a maximum at the center
and decrease towards the edge. In this experiment, It
was observed that the net current pulse duration (~ to
1 /xsec) was longer than the beam current pulse duration
by an order of magnitude and also longer than the net
current duration measured in the previous neutral gas
experiments. This indicates that the beam plasma inter-
action is sustained for a longer time when the REB Is
injected into the preformed plasma.

For a typical plasma density of the order of 10"
cm-3, it was found that the peak net current was 3 kA
at axial distance of 15 cm and 5 kA at 75 cm, indicating
the enhancement of net current as the beam propagates
from 15cm to 75cm. This net current amplification can
arise from the mechanism of momentum transfer to
plasma electrons by the beam electrons via the two
stream instability. The current gain predicted by the
theory for the beam plasma experiment is 1.4, and is in
reasonable agreement with the experimental results.

It can be concluded from the results of the
experiment that for the REB parameters a plasma density
in the range of 10" -10" cm-3 is suitable for optimum
beam extraction from the diode and interaction with the
plasma.

10 10"" 10" 1(f

Plasma density(cm"3)

LIQUID METAL MAGNETOKYDRODYNAMIC
POWER CONVERTERS

Liquid Metal Magnetohydrodynamic Power
Converters (LMMHD PC) are currently being proposed
for a wide range of heat sources, that is, Fast Breeder
Reactors (FBR), High Temperature Gas Cooled Reactors
(HTGR), Controlled Thermonuclear Fusion Reactors
(CTFR), solar collectors, bio-gas systems, etc. The use
of two working fluids, one thermodynamic and the other
electrodynamic, gives the LMMHD energy conversion
systems, the flexibility in coupling to a variety of heat
sources and in overcoming material constraints.

With specific reference to nuclear power plants, In
the FBR the same liquid metal can be used as a reactor
coolant and as MHD working fluid, thereby eliminating
the potentially hazardous water/liquid metal interface
and minimizing contalnrriert problems. The HTGR coupled
LMMHD systems can cover the entire range of temper-
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ature accessible to HTGR and eliminate the problems
associated with turbomachinery, lubrication, seal design,
etc. associated with conventional gas turbines. With
reference to fusion reactors, the liquid metal serves as the
blanket material and the thermal power can be extracted
by the circulating liquid metal in the presence of strong
magnetic fields.

Based on the extensive experience gained on
plasma flows in magnetic fields from the open cycle
MHD programme, a modest liquid metal programme
was initiated recently. Initially experiments were carried
out on a air-mercury system as a simulation facility. The
experimental studies include MHD generation, two
phase flows and techniques for reduction of end losses.
The experimental results were verified with the theoretical
modelling. A microprocessor based gamma ray attenu-
ation technique was developed to measure void fraction
in two phase flows.

In parallel, a computer code was developed to
mathematically model the thermodynamic cycle and per-
form parametric analysis on the complete loop. This
computer code was verified with data collected from the
simulation facility and a 500 We prototype steam-
mercury system was designed. The schematic of the
facility is shown in figure. The system consists of two
partially intersecting closed loops, one for water/steam
and the other for mercury. Ambient or preheated water
at prescribed pressure and temperature comes in
contact with hot mercury through the mixer and gets
converted to steam. Both steam and steam driven
mercury flow through the upcomer into separator. The
separated steam is condensed and pumped back into
mixer. The separated mercury flows through the
downcomer and MHD generator, where part of the
energy is converted to electrical energy. From the MHD
generator, the mercury flows through a heat exchanger,
wheie heat energy is added into the mixer thus com-
pleting the loop. The major parameters of the facility are
given in T?ble 1

The fabrication of the major components of the
facility is complete. Currently the assembly and
individual testing of the equipment is in progress.

In this facility, it is proposed to study various
problems related to energy conversion, two-phase flow
phenomena, MHD generator behaviour, phase transition
in mixer and overall cycle performance.

Table 1

Design Parameters of Steam-Mercury LMMHD
System

Thermal power input
Electrodynamic fluid
Thermodynamic fluid
Total height of facility
Magnetic induction
Max. temperature/pressure
Min. temperature/pressure
Mercury flow rate
Water/steam flow rate
Electrical power output
Mercury inventory
Cycle efficiency

upto 8 kW
Mercury
Water/Steam
6500 mm
1.0 T (maximum)
165 C/0.53 MPa
40 C/0.03 MPa
40-120 kg/s
upto 5 gm/s
0.5 kWe
1200 kg
6.4%

Fig.3 Schematic of steam-mercury liquid metal mag-
netohydrodynamic loop.
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Fig 2 Calibration set-up of void fraction measurement inair-mercury
two phase flows.
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Fig.4 SchorrmHc of thmmodfrmmic cycle.

Fig. 1 Liquid metai magnetohydrodynamic simulation facilityusing air-
mercury system.

GIGA WATT PULSED RELAT1VIST1C ELECTRON
BEAM PROPAGATION STUDIES ON KAU-200
SYSTEM

High Power Pulsed RelatMstic Electron Beams
(REB) are of interest for material studies, generation of
X-raysand microwaves, ion acceleration, free electron
laser, plasma heating and thermonuclear fusion
research. Generally the beams are generated by apply-
ing a high voltage pulse between the cathode and the
anode (a thin foil or a mesh) of a field emission diode.
The electrons are accelerated from the cathode through
theanodeintoa drift region inwhichtheyaretransported.
In most of the applications the transport of the beam from
the accelerator to the target is crucial. The self electric
and magnetic fields associated with the beams are large
in magnitude and hamper the propagation. The self
fields are to be neutralized for the efficient transport of
the beams. In general the transport medium which may
provide electrostatic and electro-magnetic neutralization
of the beam fields is simply an unionized gas or a
preformed plasma with or without the guiding magnetic
field. Depending on the conditions of the transport
medium the beam gets diverged, pinched or enhanced.

Propagation of REB with the parameters 300 keV,
6 kA and 80 ns generated on the KAU-200 (Wto Ampere
Linear Injector) system Is studied in neutral hydrogen
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gas with and without the applied mirror magnetic field
(1.5/1.0 kG). As the beam enters the drift region, it
ionizes the gas and drives a current in it. The induced
current will flow in the opposite direction of the beam
during the rise time of the beam pulse and in the same
direction during the fall time. The beam and net (beam
and induced) currents are measured with the Faraday
cup and self integrating Rogowski coils respectively.
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The results are shown in the Fig 1. The maximum
peak beam current received at 90 cm is 65%, around 1.0
Torr of hydrogen pressure without the applied mirror
magnetic field. The efficiency of the transport increases
to 90% when the mirror magnetic field is applied. The
peak beam current is higher at all the pressures with the
applied mirror magnetic field indicating that the beam
radial losses are reduced.

It is observed that the net current is amplified
over the beam current with and without the applied mirror
magnetic field at lower pressures. The current amplifi-
cation can occur by the presence of two stream instability
at these pressures. The absence of such a gain at higher
pressures indicates that a high density plasma is quickly
formed and a significant current is induced by the beam
at these pressures.

SYNCHRONISATION CIRCUIT FOR PULSED
RELAT1VISTJC ELECTRON BEAM EXPERIMENTS

Studies on plasma confinement in mirror magnetic
fields and interaction of plasma with gigawatt level pulsed
relativists electron beams (REB) are of interest in fusion
studies and also in high power microwave generation.
The various high voltage capacitor storage banks used
for mirror magnetic field, plasma gun and REB diode are
triggered at fixed instances of time to achieve
system synchronisation. During operation, switching
surges are generated which cause electro-magnetic
interference with the low power synchronisation
circuits, resulting in false triggering of the capacitor
banks. This electrically conducted and radiated
interference have been eliminated using proper isolation
(transformer and optical), grounding and shielding tech-
niques.

The REB experimental set up with the synchroni-
sation scheme Is shown In the Pig 1. The various
systems such as mirror field coH, plasma gun and REB
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' ig 1 Schematic diagram ot the REB-200 system with
synchronisation.

diode are powered by capacitor banks charged from
high voltage dc power supplies. The capacitor banks
are discharged through spark gaps triggered by SCRs
in series with pulse transformers. The crowbarred
mirror magnetic field coil produces a pulsed field of
10 msec duration with a maximum field strength of
approx 1 tesia and a rise time of 0.5 msec. A piezo-
electric based puff valve in conjunction with a coaxial
electrode geometry constitutes the plasma gun. A small
quantity of gas (H2 at 2 kg/sq.cm) is injected through
the puff valve into the high voltage charged coaxial gun
by triggering the puff valve with a 100 volts pulse. The
gas is ionized and the resultant plasma moves into the
low pressure drift chamber (interaction zone) with a
velocity of about 1 cm per microsec. The discharge
current of the plasma gun is sensed by a Rogowski coil
and a delayed triggering pulse is generated for the
REB diode discharge to produce the pulsed relativistic
electron beam which interacts with the opposite moving
plasma.

tm i mm* •«*«•» w n* »n »• ;TMM«IH.UIC tutu"

The Fig 2 shows the block diagram layout of the
synchronising circuit used forthe REB system. The push
button to the debounce circuit comprising of inverters
initiates the system synchronisation without any false
trigger. Various delay times are introduced in triggering
the three main systems (mirror magnetic field, puff valve,
REB diode) as shown in the Fig 2. From experiments,
it is found that the plasma gun discharges with a delay
of about 10 msec after the puff valve is triggered with a
100 V pulse. The timing diagram in Fig 2 shows the
trigger pulse positions. Initially at time t, the puff valve
is triggered, and with a delay of a few msec the SCR of
the magnetic field cap bank is triggered at time t2. The
plasma discharge is sensed by a Rogowski coil (CM-1 -S)
and with a preset delay is used to fire the SCR of the
REB diode cap bank. The plasma velocity is found to
be about 1 cm/microsec and stays in the interaction zone

Fig.3 Photograph of the puff valve trigger supply.

for nearly 200-500 microsec. Hence, for REB interaction
with plasma the delays shown in Fig 2 are sufficient. The
TIL109 and the TIL115 opto-isolators have isolation
ratings of 5 kV and 2.5 kV respectively and are powered
by separate DC-DC converters and isolation trans-
formers. The opto-isolaters along with schmitt-triggers
(SN7413) and drivers produce a delay of 2 microsecs.
The use of opto-isolaters, DC-DC converters and
isolation transformers have greatly improved the
reliability of triggering by isolating ground loop EMI
caused by switching surges. This synchronisation
circuit is also useful for similar applications involving
pulse power technology and high power lasers.

Fig 2 Block diagram uf the REB-200 synchronising circu,t.
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"PRINCIPLE OF EQUIVALENCE"
EXPERIMENTAL SET UP

A high-vacuum chamber for the study of
'Principle of Equivalence' in the earth's gravity field
has been designed, fabricated and tested. Its integration
with optics is underway. The chamber has a diameter of
306 mm and a height of 310 mm and has eight openings
symmetrically located. The entire chamber assembly is
housed inside two perspex hemispheres of 680 mm
diameters. The chamber made in aluminium has a very
low leak rate. It houses the assembly of the two masses
under test along with related optics and other sensitive
components. This instrument is to be flown aboard the
KC-135 aircraft operated by NASA from Houston.

"FIFTH FORCE" EXPERIMENTAL SET UP

The instrument for sensitive studies in the field
of gravitation installed at Gauribidanur by TIFR and
BARChas continued to function excellently, and the
quality of the vacuum and other parameters have con-
tinued to improve. The present vacuum is of the order
of 3 x 10 s torr in a volume of about 0.5 m3 and is
maintained by an ion pump with pumping speed as small
as60l/s. This is perhaps the largest ultra high vacuum
system build in India and has operated continuously for
a period of 10,000 hours, during which sensitive experi-
ments were carried out to check for the possible exis-
tence of a "fifth force" using a torsion balance housed
inside the UHV chamber. The limit on the strength of
new forces, constrained by these experiments, is less
than 10 * of gravity for atomic mass unit.

Principle of equivalue experimental set up.
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ISOLATED HIGH VOLTAGE INDICATOR

Measurements of DC high voltages upto 50 kV is
very important in research and industry. Direct digital
display, remote transmission and logging of high
voltage data onto computers with galvanic isolation are
necessary from the operator and system safety point of
view. Electrical isolation of high voltage DC signals in
high power systems (such as pulsed power relativists
electron beams, pulsed laser devices) is very vital
because of ground loop interference. This electro-
magnetic interference can damage sensitive data
acquisition circuits and personal computers. The surge
voltage on the ground line caused by the discharge of
high voltage capacitor banks (for gigawatt pulsed range)
can be of the order of few klo volts for a short duration.
The system developed as shown in the figure is based
on frequency modulation, optical coupling and powered
by an isolated DC to DC converter or a low power battery.

The input floating stage consists of a high voltage
divider, clamping and filter circuit, voltage to frequency
converter, isolated DC to DC converter and an infrared
LED. The high voltage divider consists of a chain of
30 highly stable high voltage resistors (VR37 Phiips) of
33 Meg ohms. The divider ratio used is 1 : 50,000. The
diode clamping and filtering circuit protects the voltage
to frequency converter against the differential surge
generated during high voltage capacitor bank discharge.
The voltage to frequency converter used is the versatie
AD537 IC whose input impedance is about 1000 Meg
ohms and directly drives the directional infrared LED (TIL
31 TEXAS). The IC operates from a single supply of 5
to 36 voltage range supplied from a floating battery or
an isolated DC to DC converter (5 kV isolation). The
optical transmission is 0 to 5 KHz for a input variation
of 0 to 50 kV. The input stage loading is about 1 micro
amp per kV and the power drawn from the battery supply
is 30 milliwatt.

The output stage consists of a highly sensitive
photoswitch, a frequency to voltage converter, an
instrumentation amplifier and digital panel meter. The
photoswitch (ULN 3330Y Sprauge) placed at a distance
of 3 cm converts the IR light signals to TTL signals and
feeds to the AD 537 IC configured as a frequency to
voltage converter. The output is displayed on a 2 volt
fullscale, 31/2 digit digital panel meter and al«o buffered
and transmitted by the instrumentation amplifier (INA101
Burr Brown). The accuracy of measurement is better
than 1% fullscale.

The isolated high vottage indicator can safety be
used in many applications such as photomultiplier
systems, insulation testing, high power systems, etc.

ASH SB MUjfl
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Fig. 1 Block diagram of the high voltage indicator.

Fig.2 Photograph showing the internal orcmt arrangement of the
high voltage indicator.

PLASMA SPRAYED SUPERCONDUCTING
, , COATINGS

AM the recently discovered high temperature
superconductors (HTSC) are ceramics with their inherent
difficulties in preparing them in desired shapes such as
wires, ribbons, films, etc., required for specific industrial
applications. Plasmaspraying, theprocess of preparing
an overlay coating of any material by melting and spray-
ing the coating material in an electric arc produced
plasma jet, IsideaWy suited for preparing targe area
HTSC surfaces on industrial scale. Plasma sprayed
superconducting VflaJCufi^ coalings have been
prepared and characterized successfufy in BARC.
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^ j ^ pellets were prepared by a standard
metallurgical technique of mixing, pelletising and firing
of constituent oxides. These peUets showed supercon-
ductivity with zero resistivity at 92 K(Fig.i). They were
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crushed and sieved to get two lots of powders: coarse
(size 105 to 150 microns) and fine (size less than 40
microns) powders which were used as feed stock for
spray operations. All the coating studies were carried
out in the 40 kW atmospheric plasma spray system.

By a series of spray experiments, spray
parameters were optimized to yield dense (5.3 and 4.8
g/cc for fine and coarse powder specimens) and
adherent coatings on various surfaces like stainless
steel, alumina, nickel, etc. Coatings with 40 to 400
microns thickness were prepared.

A systematic study of the anneal parameters like
anneal temperature, time, environment, heating and
cooling rates was carried out to find the optimized
anneal parameters which w* yield superconducting
coatings in a reproducible manner. As a result of this
study, It was established that oxygen annealing at 1223
Kfor 1 hour with 5K/minheatingand cooling rates yield
superconducting coatings with critical temperature
(Tc) above liquid nitrogen temperatures.

Al the coatings showed orthorhombic structure
and diamagnetic signal, but specimens thinner than

100 microns did not show zero resistivity down to 77 K
duetoweaklinksbithem. The Tc of the coarse and fine
powder coatings varied in the range of 82-86 K and
86-91 K respectively. Choice of substrate material
strongly affected the critical current density (Jc) value.
Specimens with SS substrates had Jc value of 5 and 50
A/cm2 for coarse and fine powder specimens.

Since operating a superconducting magnet at
liquid nitrogen temperature has many economical and
technological advantages, researchersaround the world
are trying to buld magnets using high-Tc superconduc-
tors. These magnet applications require supercon-
ducting materials to be prepared in the form of fiexibie
wires or strips securely bonded to substrate materials
for electrical and thermal stabRity. We have prepared
100 mm long and 10 mm wide plasma sprayed supercon-
ducting Y ^ C U j C y , coatings on 0.4 mm SS strips and
studied thefl©dMlty of these specimen by measuring the
Jc as a function of bend diameter (BD) in a three point
bend test system capable of operating at LN2 temper-
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atures. It was found that (Fig. 2) Jc decreases exponen-
tially with BO and coating ruptures atO.15 % bend strain
(ratio of coating thickness to BD).
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The high-Tc superconductors have the potential to
emerge as the most effective magnetic shields for low
noise measurements in different application fields like
bio-medical, particle physics, advanced electronics, etc.
The study of shielding behaviour of the superconductor,
when carried with precision, will lead to better under-
standing of the physics of high-Tc phenomenon. More-
over, the shielding studies can be effectively utilized to
characterize the quality of superconducting materials.

We have prepared large area superconducting
Y ^ a p i L j O ^ coatings and studied their shielding
effectiveness (SE) at 77 K. A simple and elegant experi-
mental system to study the SE at liquid nitrogen
temperature has been developed and used for experi-
mentation. This study has shown that:

(i) SE varies with density and thickness of the coating
and the intensity and frequency of the incident
magnetic field (Fig. 3).
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(ii) Complete shielding is achieved for low field
strengths (Fig 4).

(iii) SE of 15-60 db is achieved for moderate field
strength of about 1.5 mT.

Experiments are underway to study and improve
the coating properties and collect data for various
applications.

PROBING THE HIGH Tc SUPERCONDUCTING
TRANSITION WITH POSITRON

Positron annihilation spectroscopy (PAS) tech-
nique has been a powerful diagnostic tool in solid state
research owing to its capaMKy to ojve information
about the momentum distribution and local density of
electrons besides being sensitive to the defects/
vacancies present in the material. In view of this, forth*
first time, a sensitive analysis of high resolution OBAR
spectra acquired in a number of HTcSC compounds was
carried out as given in Table 1. In aHth* compounds two
components of significantly different widths were
observed. The narrow and the broad components were
identified to be originating from the defects/oxygen
vacancy sites and bulk (antonic sites, i.e., at oxygen)
respectively. OfthevartousHTcSCcompoundsstudied,
Tl and Bl based compounds have been studied lor the
first time.

A "Cu positron source was used. The OBAR
spectra were measured at temperature* between 77 K
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andaOOKusinga 2 cc HPGe detector system, coupled
toa4KMCA, having a resolution of 1.0 keVat 5T1.8 keV
gamma line of "*Ru. The observed spectra were
deconvokJted off the detector resolution function to
obtain the intrinsic momentum distribution using the
standard gamma spectrum (511.8 keV) of 106Ru. The
Mnnsic distributions were then resolved for components
using PAACFTT program without any bias. The only
temperature dependent parameters to be seen were the
intensty of the narrow component, \H, and the width
(FWHM) of the broad component, fB. The variation of
lNand fBas functions oftemperature fora* the samples
aregrveninFigures1Ato3Aand1Bto3B, respectively.
In view of postrons annWtating from the bulk and
the defects/vacancy sites in porycrystaNine samples,
two components are expected, as observed in the

The salient features of the observations are out-
lined bekwr

(i) Increase of the width (FWHM) of the broad com-
ponent, f , at the onset of superconducting
transtton.

(I) Incraase of the intensfty of narrow component, IN

at the oost of superconducting transition.

(S) Observation of double peak structure in |"B(T)
proffte for mixed phase samples of TI-2122+2223
and Bl-2122+2223; and the retattve change of the
rnagnftudeofthederfved parameters at the maxima,
varying from sample to sample.

Qv) Decrease of fa and IN batowTc for H and Bi
compounds untfca in YBCO.

One of the common features seen in al the super-
conducting samples is tha sharp incraase of fB

at tha onset of superconductivity (Figure IB, 2B.3B).
A maa»uramar« carried out on a semiconducting (down
to77K)YBCO(no. 2, which was obtainad by annealing
trie parent superconducting compound, no. i)doas not
show this change, and, nance this feature is intimately
associated wth tha phenomenon of superconductivity
(Figure IB). Since |*» primartyrapreaantsthe momen-
tum distribution of tha oxygen valence electrons, tha
increase could be due to increased momentum of these
electrons at tha onset of suparconductMty. Tha other
MereeUng feature is tha increase in tha Intensity of tha
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narrow component, IN, at the onset of superconductivity
(Figure 1 A, 2A, 3A). Since the narrow component arises
due to the positrons annihilating from the trapped state,
the reason for this increase could be due to an increase
in electron density at the vacancy/defect sites or a
possible structural change leading to an increased
number of trapping sites, at the onset of supercon-
ducting transition. The IN values for 2223 + 2122 samples
in Hand Bi compounds are seen to be higher than their
single phase counterpart (Figure2A and 3A; no. 5 vs 3
and 7 vs 6). The IN values for mixed phase samples being
higher than the single phase ones could be due to the
higher number of Cu-0 and Ca-0 planes (n=3), which
make available an increased number of trapping sites
in the 2223 phase compared to the n = 2 in the 2122 single
phase compounds.

The increase of fB and IN at the onset of super-
conductivity reaches a maximum value and decreases
on further cooling below Tc in Tl and Bi compounds
(Figure 2, 3). This decrease below Tc is, however, not
seen in YBCO at least down to 77 K, below which no
measurements were carried out. In 2122 single phase
compounds of Tl and Bi oxide superconductors (no. 3
and 6), these parameters reach a maxima at ~ Tc and
decrease monotonically on further cooling (Figure 2, 3).
However, for the mixed phase compounds (2122+2223)
of Tl and Bi (no. 5 and 7), there appears another peak
on further cooling and results in a double peak profile
of fB(T) (Figure 2B, 3B). Since the mixed phase
contains two phases, namely 2223 and 2122, the latter
phase seems to be responsible for the second peak.
These observations thus point to the fact that multiple
superconducting phases, with different values of Tc's,
should, in principle, give rise to separate peaks in fB
and IN. A look at the fB profile of the mixed phase
compounds (no. 5 and 7, 8 in Figure 2B and 3B), in
fact, reveals that the stronger peak in each case corre-
sponds to the superconducting phase that yields the zero
resistance. The single phase compound 2122 in both Tl
and Bi superconductors (no. 3 and 6) registered the
largest peak in fB at the zero resistance temperature
compared to their mixed phase counterparts (Figure 2B
and 3B). We believe that these observations are due
to the presence of a larger volume fraction of the super-
conducting phase corresponding to the zero resis-
tance temperature of the material. Argon annealing
(which results in decrease of Tc and increase in
transition width, Tc) of 2122 Tl compound, no. 3
resulting in no.4, in fact, resulted in a reduction in the
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TEMPERATURE (K)
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magnitude of the gB peak (Figure 2A). The only dissimi-
larity in the fB and \N profiles is the decrease of these
parameters below Tcfor Tl and Bi systems which is not
apparently seen in YBCO system. The decrease of [~B

below Tc is perhaps a mani-festation of the presence
of a temperature dependent superconducting gap. In
conclusion,

1) there is involvement of oxygen valence electrons
in the superconducting transition

2) possibly an increase in electron density at the
vacancies/defects, and/or a structural change is
associated with the transition

3) positron annihilation studies can, in principle, pin
point the existing superconducting phases in a mixed
phase sample, and

4) a common electronic mechanism governs the
phenomenon of high Tc superconductivity in all
the three types of oxide superconductors studied.

STRUCTURAL CHARACTERISATION OF HIGH-
Tc SUPERCONDUCTING MATERIALS USING
NEUTRON DIFFRACTION

No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Compound

YBasCu307.x

YBaaCuaO7.y

TljCaBajCUjO,,

Tl CaBajC^O,

TigCajBagCUgO

Bi2CaSr2Cu20,

B i t«(p b )o4
Ca^Cu^

Bj |g(Pb)04

CajSr2Cu3Oy

Table

Phase

single
121ICO

do

Single
2122
Single
2122

„ Mixed
2122+
2223

Single
9199

Mixed
2122+
2223

Mixed
2122+
2223

1

Tc(K)
R=0)

93

-

108

95
-

125

85

110

85

Remark

Semiconducting
down to 77 K

-

Result of argon
annealing of 3

-

-

Different Tc than
7 due to diff-
erent heat treat-
ment schedule;
having a signifi-
cant drop at 110
K In resistivity

The new high temperature superconductors
(HTSC) have evoked world wide interest in character-
ising and understanding these materials. The role
played by structural information in the search for
improved high-Tc materials has amply demonstrated
that crystal structures are of ever more interest to
material scientists. Although the gross structural
topologies associated with HTSC have been reasonably
established, the real structures of many of these are not
yet fully known. Among the variety of techniques used
to characterise the structure of HTSC, the neutron
profile refinement technique has been able to provide
most definitive information on their bulk structures par-
ticularly regarding the positions of their oxygen atoms
which are believed to play a crucial role on the super-
conducting phenomena. The structures of a variety
of HTSC syntheized at BARC and other laboratories in
the country have been investigated by neutron RietvekJ
refinement using the high flux Dhruva reactor at Trom-
bay. These studies have helped in optimising the
syntheses procedures for improving the Tc and in
addition havereveaied certain novel structural features
involving oxygen dimerisation effects in these materials.

V-B-C-0 Typ* Material*

(a) Sructural studies on YBafiufl^ system were
one of the first to demonstrate that these materials
degrade rather qucikly with ageing under ambient con-
ditions, essentially due to moisture adsorption, and
the degradation could be arrested if the samples are kept
sealed. Recently; the structure of a YBafiufi^
(8= 0.1) sample stored for nearly four years in a sealed
quartz ampoule was investigated, and no evidence for
any structural change involving oxygen disorder effects
was found. The refined structure (see Fig. 1) indicates
that the oxygen occupancy at the linear chain sites
remains at 90% and at the (1 /2,0,0) sites (O5) is nil. No
significant change is obseraWe in the Tc (=89K) and
Te(=2.5K) either, (b) The investigations of oxygen rich
(123) systems, YBa^La^CUgO,^ (x = 0,0.2, 0.5) and
LaBa2Cu307tiS (£=0.04, 0.06) have demonstrated that
the oxygen in the chain planes starts disordering when
the oxygen content exceeds 6.95 per formula unit caus-
ing, transformation to fully disordered tetragonal struc-
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ture when the oxygen content exceeds 7.05. (c) There
has been a lot of interest in understanding the Te-
depression mechanism by Cu-substituents in the 123-
systems. The neutron study of Mg- and Zn- substituted
compounds indicated that while both Mg and Zn
substitute at the planner Cu-sites exhibit similar Te-
depression behaviour, their effect on the oxygen
stoichiometry is strikingly different. Mg depletes oxygen
by an amount equal to the substituent while Zn does not
affect the oxygen content, possibly suggesting that dif-
ferent Tc-depression mechanisms are at work, (d)
Recently, investigations on the structure of a 124-phase
compound, YBa^u^Og, synthesized under ambient
oxygen pressure (Tc = 78 K) were carried out. This com-
pound with its unique double chain structure, first
synthesized under high oxygen pressure (> 400 aim), is
believed to have more stable oxygen stoichiometry due
to its trivalently coordinated linear chain oxygens. The
neutron study indicated that the structure of this
compound (see Fig. 2), when synthesized under
ambient pressure, gets stabilised by induction of vacan-
cies at Ba-sites and linear chain oxygen sites. The

of3.828)
resulting short bond lengths for the bridging Cu(1)-0 (4)
and Cu (2)-0 (4) bonds seem to suggest that chemical
pressure is able to mimic the charge transfer effects
observed under high applied pressure (over 5 Gpa) in
the stoichiometric compound synthesized under high
oxygen pressures.

Thallium Based Superconductors

The mechanism of carrier generation in Tl-
cuprate superconductors is not well understood. With
a view to probe this aspect, the structures of K-substi-
tutedandofargonated (2212) -typeTI-cuprates were in-
vestigated. The study of TI1K,Bai!CaCu2Oy system showed
that it forms a mixture of (2212) and (2223) phases. The
(2223) fraction appears to be Tl-free and non-super-
conducting with a highly distorted coordination for
pyramidal Cu-ons. The (2212) fraction remains super-
conducting (Tc = 103K) with 50% of the Tl-sites being
substituted by K* and 50% of Ca-sites by Tl, leading
to significant reduction in the intersheet (Tl/K) - (Tl/K)
distance (1.8 A), compared with that (2.1 A ) for the
unsubstituted compound.
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That Tl-deficiency can sustain superconductivity is
also supported by the studies of argonated and
re-oxygenated TlzBa2CaCu.,0y system. It is observed
that, on argonation, theTe gets lowered from 105K to
80K, with about 20% of Tl-ions migrating to occupy
Ca-sites leaving vacancies at Tl-sites, accompanied by
significant oxygen depletion (~ 10%) in the CuO2 layers.
On re-oxygenation theTl-ions occupying Ca-sites escape
the lattice and the T. is restored to 103K, with 20% of the
Tl and Ca-sites continuing to remain vacant.

It is also observed that Tl-deficient compounds
generally lead to higher Tc-values. For example, neutron
study of a Tl-deficient compound with nominal compo-
sition l^Bafiufi^ (Tc =130K) showed that this
compound forms a highly distorted (2223)- structure with
nearly 50% of the Tl-and Ca-sites remaining vacant.
This structure is however observed to be rather
unstable, leading to significant deterioration of the
differaction pattern within 30 days as indicated in Fig. 3.

•I

- N - .„••-...,

TWO THETA

Bismuth Suprate System

The substructures of a variety of bismuth cuprates
and their substituents in the (2212), (2223) and (2201)
type Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-0 systems were extensively investi-
gated. These investigations have led to the observation
of certain novel structural features associated with these
compounds. For example, the structure and com-
position of the Bi- layer in the Bi2Sr2CaCu20S4 S system
is observed to be of the BiyOi4X type, rather than the
generally accepted rock salt type, with the values of
x(0.4 < x < 2.0) andy (<1) being dictated by the cationic
composition and the method of synthesis. The critical

nut i
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structural parameters forsomeofthe (2212)compounds
studied are given in Table I. As can be seen from the
Table, there are strong correlations between Tc and the
oxygen content. The oxygen content can be reduced
and optimised either by depleting the Bi content in the
nominal composition or by annealing in depleted
oxygen pressure. Partial substitution of Bi by Pb also
leads to depletion of oxygen and improved Tc values,
while partial substitution of Ca by Y increases the oxygen
content anomalously and depresses the Te. The excess
oxygen intake (x -» 2) is also accompanied by induction
of vacancies at Bi-sites and scrambling of some Bi-ions
over Ca/Sr sites. The extra-excess oxygen (over and
above what could be accounted for by superstructure
modulations) is distributed o^erthree short-contact sites
intheBi-layers, as, for example, shown in Fig. 4 for the
structure of Bi16Pb04Sr2CaCu2Oas. These obser-
vations, together with other structural details, lead us to
propose that these bismuth cuprate superconductors
can accommodate significant amounts of excess oxygen
in the form of oxygen-dimers which could act as effective
charge-reservoirs or hole traps.

In conclusion, the studies on a variety of high-
Tc oxides clearly demonstrated that it is possible to
obtain more detailed structural information on these
materials than what is generally pressumed to be
possible using the neutron Rietveid refinement tech-
nique, in spite of the fact that their pattern resolutions
are limited to a large extent by their inherent character-
istics.
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MAGNETIC MEASUREMENTS ON HTSC

Soon after the discovery of high temperature
superconductors (HTGC), it was realised that the critical
density (Jc) is an equally important, if not more impor-
tant, parameter in comparison with the transition
temperature Te. It had been understood more than two
decades ago that irreversibilities in magnetisation
measurements have the same microscopic origin as a
non-zero Jc and the critical state model was developed to
relate Jc and the hysteresis in an isothermal magneti-
sation curve. The ceramics nature of HTSC, and the small
size of single crystal samples, led to the extensive use of
this model to infer Jc from magnetisation measurements.
The wide range of hysteresis effects observed in the
magnetic measurements on HTSC have naturally initi-
ated attempts of understanding them.

It was recognised very early that sintered samples
of HTSC consists of grains coupled by intergranular links
with the latter having very different superconducting

properties. The magnetic hysteresis measurements on
sintered pellets and on powders allowed one to experi-
mentally isolate these two components. Using theo-
retical model to relate transport Jc measurements to
magnetisation curves, one could establish that transport
Jc measurements and low-field hysteresis curve can be
correlated. Ag-addition was used to enhance this trans-
port Jc by aligning the c-axis of the grains in sintered
pellets. A model was developed to include hysteresis in-
duced by subjecting the sample to various thermo-
r ignetic histories, and this was tested by observing
similar effects in conventional superconductors. Effects
of thermal activation of flux vortices are easily observed
in the HTSC, and macroscopic model was extended to
understand the magnetic field and sample-size depend-
ence of these effects. Finally, the macroscopic model
was extended to calculate the hysteresis curves of
samples having practical shapes (spherical particles,
wires etc.).

The measurements of low field hysteresis was
pursued to quantitatively relate them to the transport Jc.
The temperature evolution of these hysteresis curves in
various AC fields was measured. In Fig. 1 the evolution
is shown, as T is lowered from Te, in an AC field of
Hm = 7.3 Gauss. The intercept on the y-axis, which is the
remanent magnetisation, is plotted in Fig. 2 for various
HmB and T. As expected from the model, there is an
envelope-region (solid line) which could be related to the
transport Jc.
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Fig. 1 Magnetization hysteresis loops for a YBas Cm Or sintered pel-
let at different temperature for Hmax = 7.3 Gauss. The
temperatures are (a) 89.0 K; (b) 86.5 K; (c) 85.0 K;
(d) 84.0 K and (e) 78.0 K
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Fig.2 Remanent magnetization Mr as a function of temperature.

Jc was also measured in ceramic samples which
were exposed to a magnetic field, but with the field being
applied before cooling (FC sample) or after cooling (ZFC
sample) to the superconducting state. The values of Jc

were different in the two cases, as shown in Fig. 3. The
model could explain this behaviour quantitatively, and
also provide an explanation for the low-field peak often
observed In Jc measurements.
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Fig.3 The: dots are the measured ralos of the critical current in the
two cases The solid line is obtained from the theoretical
model.

The theoretical study of thermal activation and the
consequent time-decay of magnetisation was continued.
Experimentallyverifiablepredictions were madeand work
was extended to samples having practical shapes to
obtain hysteresis curves and to calculate hysteresis loss
in AC field. On the experimental side BARC collaborated
with groups at TIFR and IIT Madras to experimentally
measure, probably for the first time, multiple moments
associated with the inhomogenous magneti-sation of
disc-shaped superconductors.
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PHOTOPHYSICAL STUDIES ON SUBSTITUTED
QUINONES

Photophysical properties of a number of
hydroxy or amino substituted naphtho- and anthraqui-
none molecules have been studied using steady-state
and time-resolved fluorimetry and laser flash photolysis
techniques. While the parent quinones are practically
non-fluorescent and the hydroxy or amino-aromatics
are moderately strongly fluorescent, the substituted
quinones showed weak fluorescence and an increased
S, - • So non-radiative (internal conversion) rate con-
stants. With the help of deuterium isotope effect and
temperature variation, this was attributed to the strong
intramolecular H-bonding in this group of compounds.

Rotational behaviour of small molecules in liquid is
often very slow compared to other relevant molecular
motions. The correlation function of such diffusionally
controlled rotation usually follows exponential relaxa-
tion with a decay time T. Steady-state polarised absorp-
tion spectra of quinizarin (1,4-dihydrohy-9,10-anthraqui-
none) embedded in stretched polyethylene film and the
fluorescence polarisation studies in glycerol indicate that
248, 320 and 470 nm absorption bands are long-axis
polarised, while that at 280 nm is short-axis polarised.
The decay of the emission anisotropy of quinizarin in
glycerol, over the temperature range of 15° to 40°C,
could be analysed as double exponential function for
all the excitation wavelengths. The calculated rotational
correlation times were independent of exc, but depend-
ent on temperature, whereas, the pre-exponential terms
were independent of temperature, but dependent on
exc, as expected from the geometrical considerations.
Analysis of the rotational dynamics suggests that the
quinizarin molecule rotates as a disk with the slipping
boundary conditions and the ratio of the diffusion
coefficients about the axes perpendicular and parallel to
the plane of the disk is 10 ± 1.

different individual propogation steps are independent
of chain length, which is not true for a few initial
propagation steps and is valid only after about 4 to 6
propagation steps. The rates of individual propagation
steps in polymerisation are necessary to deduce when
the rate constant assumes a steady state value and to
check the validity of the above assumption. So far only
very few monomeric systems have been studied. Utiliz-
ing the technique of pulse radiolysis, we are able to
probe the primary steps (i.e initiation step and a few
initial propagation steps) of polymerisation reactions of
different vinyl monomers, such as cyclohexyl metha-
crylate (CHMA), methyl vinyl ketone (MVK), divinyl sul-
fone (DVS) and dimethyl acrylic acid (DMAA). Some of
the typical propagation step rate constants of these
monomer transients are shown in the table.

These results show that first propagation step is
much faster than second propagation step, indicating
that with the growth of polymer chain propagation
becomes slower and slower unless it reaches a steady-
state value, which is independent of chain Ingth. These
rate constant values were explained on the bases of
structures of monomers and resultant transient species.

STUDY OF INDIVIDUAL PROPAGATION STEPS
IN RADIATION POLYMERISATION OF VINYL
MONOMERS

Initial propagation steps in polymerisation is the
area of thrust right from the development of time
resolved detection techniques. In steady state polym-
erisation, it is assumed that the rate constants of
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Table 1

Typical Propagation Step Rate Constants of Different Forms of the Transient
Species Formed by Reactions of e- and OH with Various Vinyl Monomers

Monomers

CHMA

MVK

DVS

DMAA

Different forms
of the transients

Radical form

Radical Anion form

Radical form

Radical form

Radical Anion form

Radical form

Radical Anion form

Radical Dianion form

Transient formed by
by e" reaction with
monomer (dm3 mol'1 s"1)

4.4x107 ~ 7.3x105

1.5X108 -8.5x106

7x105

6x108

1.75x10" ~(3.4+0.8)x10e

~ 4.6x106

~5.8x106

-1X107

Transient formed by .OH
reaction with monomer
(dm3 mol"1 S"1)

~105

—

1.5x106

5x107 ~(6 + 1.8)x105

1.7X107

~7x106

~ 3.0x106

~ 4.5x106

DEVELOPMENT OF COATINGS

Low atomic number, refractory, hard and wear
resistant coatings on 304, 316 stainless steels, monel-
400, molybdenum and copper are being developed in
BARC on a laboratory scale. These coatings are also
potentially useful for decreasing the power loss and
plasma contamination in Tokamak type controlled
thermonuclear reactors. Materials studied for coatings
include boron, carbon, alumina and titanium carbide,
and are prepared by different variants of electron beam
evaporation and d.c. sputtering. The coatings have
been characterised using Auger electron spectroscopy,
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, Rutherford back-
scattering spectroscopy and secondary ions mass
spectroscopy. Extensive studies have been carried out
on the pertinent properties. Adhesion, microhardness,
thermal cycling and deuterium ion bombardment
behaviour show that titanium carbide coatings are the
most promising. Their adhesion is > 725 kg/cm2,
microhardness ~ 2500 kgf/mm2 and they could with-
stand ~ 4700 laser pulses of 2 kW/cm2, 19 ms pulse
duration without any visible change.

CHEMICAL PROBLEMS IN THE WASTE
STRIPPERTOWER OF A HEAVY WATER PLANT

The Girdler Sulphide (GS) process for heavy water
production is based on the chemical exchange reaction

HDS(g) + H2O 5* HDO(1) + H2S(g)

wherein the temperature dependence of equilibrium
constant is made use of for deuterium enrichment. H2S
at a pressure of 2.15 MPa is equilibrated with water in the
cold tower at 303 K wherein the water becomes enriched.
A portion of this enriched water is taken to the next stage
while the remaining portion of the enriched water passes
through the hot tower maintained at 403 K where it
comes in contact with the depleted H2S gas which
becomes enriched. Oneofthe factors which governs the
continuous smooth operation of the D2O plant is the
efficient functioning of the Waste Stripper. Here the
depleted water from the outlet of the three hot towers of
the first stage is stripped off its dissolved K.S by a
countercurrent flow of steam before the water Is
rejected. Environmental considerations demand that
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Fig. 1: Michrographs of the sieve trays and tower internals in the Waste Stripper Tower, (a) and (b) deposits on some of the sieve trays towards
top of the Tower, (c) a relatively clean sieve tray towards the middle of the Tower, and (d) tower wall adjacent to (he sieve frays and
downcomer showing pyrrhotite (blakishypyrite (yellowish), haematite (reddish brownymagnetite (blakish) deposits.
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the effluent water (reject) should contain < Ippmof H2S.

Inspection of the Waste Stripper of HWP Kota
after 16,000 hours of effective period of operation since
the initial commissioning has revealed that the top three
sieve trays (trays 20-18) were in relatively clean
condition, while the upper middle trays (trays 17-14) were
chocked with whitish deposits as depicted by micropho-
tographs shown in Figs. 1a and 1b. From the 13th tray
downwards the deposition was relatively less and the
trays were cleaner (Fig. 1c) as compared to trays 17-14
and further down the deposition was lesser still. Fig. 1d
shows the greyish, black, yellowish and reddish brown
deposits on the inner surface of the carbon steel tower
and greyish and whitish deposits in the downcomer
portion which supports the sieve trays and takes care of
the liquid loading.

An attempt was made to understand this deposi-
tion problem. Wet chemical analysis coupled with X-ray
diffraction methods were employed for the analysis and
characterisation of these deposits. Brucite (Mg(OH)2)
and Chrysotile (Mg3Si205(0H)4) accounted for about
55% of the total amount of deposits with the rest being
pyrite. Table 1 gives the composition of these deposits
from the waste stripper.

Table 1

Composition of the Various Deposit Samples
from the Waste Stripper Tower

Deposit
location

Tray 17

Tray 16

Tray 15

Tray 14

Tower
bottom

Brucitc

Mg
(OH)2

39.2

32.9

25.4

30.0

25.4

Composition in wt %

i Chryso- Pyrite Ca Al
tile (OH)2 (OH)3

Mg3Si8 (FeS2)
O5(OH)4

16.6 40.6 0 0.3

19.6 41.9 0.1 0.5

20.5 42.9 2.1 5.1

25.4 39.9 0.3 0.3

26.3 36.3 4.5 6.0

Rest*

3.3

5.0

4.0

4.1

1.5

*Rest is Haematite, Magnetite and Qr-Fe

Deposit characterisation coupled with the proc-
ess feed water chemistry of the plant gave clues to the
cause for this deposition. Calculations of the Mg2+

concentrations required for the precipitation of Mg(OH)2

at 298 K and 473 K at different pHs using the negative
temperature coefficient of solubility behaviour of
Mg(OH)2 have shown that, at pH7, 473 K (conditions
existing after crossing 3-4 sieve trays from the top in the
Waste Stripper) a Mg2+ concentration of about 1.8 ppm
is enough for Mg(OH)2 to precipitate. The blended water
used as a feed for the plant contains exactly these
required Mg2t concentrations. Further, the silica
concentration in the feed water being 4-8 times less than
Mg2* concentration, the requirements for the formation
of Chrysotile (Mg3Si205(0H)4) are also met. Based on
this analysis, a recommendation to use only deionised
water as process feed water has been made and this has
been implemented in the plant. There has been no
recurrence of the problem since then.

Computations on the speciation of H2S (a) at high
temperature, pH 4-7 (which corresponds to the actual
situation in the waste stripper) and (b) at ambient
temperature, pH 8-9 (which corresponds to the situation
when the effluent water gets mixed with lake water) have
shown that HS existing at the tower outlet has no chance
of getting converted to H2S due to the sufficient che-
mistry margin available as long as total sulphide bearing
species at the outlet of the tower is less than 10 ppm to
satisfy the regulatory limit of <1 ppmof H2S at the tower
outlet.

CHEMISTRY OF OXOFLUORO COMPOUNDS :
SYNTHESIS AND STRUCTURE

A comprehensive research programme aimed
at a study of reactions of various binary oxides with a
simple fluorinating agent, namely, ammonium hydro-
gen fluoride (AHF) has been initiated. Other fluorinating
reagents such as HF or F2 gas are hazardous to handle
and also need all-monel or other specialised equipment.

The most striking observation is the extreme ease
with which AHF reacts with many binary oxides at room
temperature by mere mechanical mixing. This suggests
a near zero activation energy for the reaction. The
product is an ammonium oxofluoro compound. The
variety of such reactions that take place at room temp .r-
ature may be gauged by the following examples:
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SbA
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6NH4HF2 - • 2(NH4)3VOF6 1.5H2O

6NH4HF2 • * 2(NH4)3VFe 1.5H2O

H 6NH4HF2 - 2(NH4)3FeF6 1.5H2O

- 6NH4HF2 - * 2(NH4)3SbF8 1.5H2O

4 N H , H F 2 - (NH4)4UFB2H2O

ThO2 + 4NH4HF2 -» (NH4) J h F a 2H2O

0.33U3O8 2NH4HF.

Ln2O3 + 6NH4HF2

NH4F-2 , . „ , , . (NH4)3UO2F5

2(NH4)3LnF61.5H2O

(Ln= Rare-earth)

In the cases of other binary oxides where the
reaction does not proceed at room temperature, heating
the mixture to the temperature of melting of AHF (399K)
brings about the reaction of:

Nb2O5 +6NH4HF2

+6NH4HFZ

•2(NH4)3Nb0F61.5H20

2(NH4)3TaOF61.5H2O

LnF3

and

The greatest advantage of the above reactions is
the fact that one can prepare interesting binary fluorides
or oxyfluorides such as VF3, FeF3, UF4, ThF4,
(where Ln = Rare earth element), UO2F2, NbO2F
TaO2F etc. by simple thermolysis (at 700K) of the
corresponding ammonium oxofluoro compounds ob-
tained as above.

By an ingeneous and indirect approach
employing the differential thermal analysis (DTA) tech-
nique, the detailed thermal degradation path of
(NH4)3VO2F4 involving several intermediates was deli-
neated although the thermogram showed a single step
decomposition.

As single crystals are not available. Differential
Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) and EPR technique were
employed to study the H-bonding and fluxional behavi-
our of the anions in a large number of polycrystalline
vanadium oxofluoro anionic compounds. The parent
compound is [NHJ3VO2F4 and two series of compounds
were studied. The first series of compounds is obtained
by progressive replacement ofNH4* ions by Na*. The
second one is obtained by progressive removal of half a
molecule of ammonium fluoride from the parent com-
pound. Thethermoanalytical techniques suggested the
presence of two kinds of ammonium ions in the parent
compound and also occurrence of two first order phase
transitions, one above and the other below the ambient.
The EPR spectra showed that there are two kinds of
anion, [V02F4]3,one fast reorienting and the other static
in the time scale of EPR. The proportion of static ones

increases at the expense of the reorienting ones as the
temperature is decreased reaching 100% at the low
temperature phase transition where the reorienting ones
do not exist. The situation exactly reverses at the high
temperature phase transition where only reorienting
anions exist. The DSC result in conjunction with the EPR
observations suggests the role of H-bonding in the two
phase transitions. The replacement of one kind of ammo-
nium ion in the parent compound completely by sodium
results in disapparance of the phase transitions con-
firming the role of H-bonding in the phase transitions.
Similarly the correlation between the presence of first
kind of ammonium ion and occurrence of phase

2150 3400

MAGNETIC FIELD I GAUSS ) -••

4650

Fig 1 Temperature dependence of EPR spectra of -/irradiated
(NH4)3VOjFi showing the presence of two kinds ol anon, one fast
reorienting and the other static in the EPR scale
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transitions was established in the second series of
compounds also. The polymeric nature ofanionsinthe
other compounds of the second series was also esta-
blished.

More recently when all other ceramic approaches
using BaF2, YF3, YOF, etc failed to replace O and F in the
high Tc superconducting oxide Y8a2Cu3OB+d, low tem-
perature reaction of the 1,2,3, 7 oxide with AHF gave
encouraging results. The maximum content of F incor-
poration is denoted by the composition YBajCUgCv^
with nodiscernable change in the Tc overthatofthevirgin
superconducting oxide.

where they get activated by neutrons and are re-
deposited on the out-of-core surfaces, leading to radi-
ation field build up. Presence of failed fuel elements in the
core can also lead to radioactivity build up on system
surfaces. The maintenance personnel involved in
servicing t r r components are exposed to the resulting
radiation field. Thus higher radiation level in the system
will lead to tight Man-rem budgeting. The concept of
PLEX (Plant Life Extension) also necessitates lower
radiation field around systems for effective preveiuive
maintenance. In view of these operational consider-
ations, it is desirable to keep the radiation levels as low
as reasonably achievable (ALARA).

EVALUATION OF A DILUTE CHEMICAL
DECONTAMINANT FOR PHWR

Contamination of nuclear reactor primary heat
transport (PHT) system components by radioactive
isotopes is a problem in reactor operation and mainte-
nance. The corrosion products formed over the system
cor

Decontamination is one of the approaches for
reducing radiation levels on system surfaces. Conven-
tional chemical decontamination in a nuclear power plant
is fraught with many difficulties such as draining of heavy
water coolant, removal of fuel elements from the core,
high base metal loss, processing of large quantity of
active liquid wastes and prolonged reactor down times.
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The emerging concept in decontamination
technology is the dilute chemical decontamination
process with insitu regeneration of chemical compo-
nents. The flow diagram of the process is given in Fig. 1.
The dilute chemical is injected directly into the heavy
water coolant, and the active waste generated is con-
fined within the ion exchange resin in the form of solid
waste. This eliminates most of the practical difficulties
enumerated above.

Efficacy of dilute chemical decontaminating
formulation (components: Oxalic acid 0.03%, Citric acid
0.03%, EOTA 0.04%) was tested on magnetite coated
carbon steel coupons in laboratory scale experiments.
The chemical reaction taking place during the dis-
solution process and in the pickup of dissolved iron by
the ton exchanger can be given as :

Fe,O4 + 8H • + 8e- + 3 EDTA - • 3 Fefll) - EDTA + 4HaO

Fe(ll)-EDTA + 2RH - * R2Fe + EDTA(2H)
(R stands for fixed resin sites on the ion exchanger)
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Fig.2: EMF Measurement in decontaminant open circuit Pot t Rodox

Pot.

Ferrous and ferric complexes were character-
ised by the polarographic method. Preliminary meas-
urements of redox potential on Ft (Pt.pot) and open
circuit potential measurement on carbon steel indicated
that the presence of an oxide layer delayed attainment of
steady state potentials corresponding to the removal of
more than 90% of the oxide coating. This would
suggest that the progress of decontamination can be
conveniently monitored using insitu potential measure-
ment (Fig.2).

The decontamination factors achieved in 24 hours
on active coupons withdrawn from MAPS-IIPHT system
bypass autoclave are given below.

Isotope

144 Ce
141 Ce
103 Ru
106 Ru
137 Cs
144 Pr
95 Zr
95 Nb

125 Sb
60 Co
58 Co
54 Mn

Observed decontamination factors

Carbon steel

5.4
18.0
5.1
5.6
3.6
6.3
6.3
5.4
2.6

> 100
> 100
> 100

Monel-400

3.0
50.0
5.1
4.0

-
3.7
3.7
3.2
95

39.4
-
-

While most of the corrosion products and some of
the fission products could be removed by cation
exchanger, fission product isotopes existing as anionic
complexes could be removed by formulation equilibrated
strong base anion exchange resin. Formulation chemi-
cals themselves could be completely removed by anion
exchange resin. SEM pictures showing the morphology
of the carbon steel surfaces revealed the effectiveness of
dissolution. The fine adherent crystals of magnetite
(I of Fig.3) had been replaced by loose large crystallites
of possible intermediate iron oxalate (II of Fig.3). The
cotton like structure of well cleaned carbon steel surface
(III of Fig.3) shows the absence of magnetite or the
intermediate.

Compatibility studies of carbon steel, zircaloy-2
and monel-400 with the above dilute chemical decon-
tamination formulation showed that the corrosion rate
for carbon steel was about 0.5 /im/hr whereas for
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The transport of metals after they have come into
solution due to corrosion is controlled by the state of
oxidation, complexation, hydroxylation, and the size
and surface charge of corrosion product agglomerates.
The differential chemistry environments as envisaged on
secondary side of nuclear reactors and coupling of
dissimilar metals may lead to a variety of oxidation
states of the metal ions in solution.

Several volatile amines have been studied with
respect to their complexing abilities with copper and the
reduction behaviour of copper on an electrode surface.
The primary amines such as ammonia, 3 methoxypro-
pylamine (3MPA) and 2-amino 2-methyl propane -1-01
(AMP) form complexes with copper whose UV-Vis ab-
sorption maxima lie in the range of 600-700 nm while
those of the secondary and tertiary amines such as
morpholine, dimethylamino-2 propanol (DMPA), dime-
thylaminoethanol (OMAE) exhibit spectral maxima in the

Fig.3: Scanning Electron Micrographs

zircaloy-2 and monel-400 it was about 10 times lower. In
general, for a decontamination process, these corrosion
rates are considered to be safe.

METAL COMPLEXATION AND CPU COMPATI-
BILITY WITH PROMISING AVT REAGENTS

The shift to All Volatile Treatment (AVT) for the
secondary side water chemistry in nuclear reactors is
more than a decade old. This shift has caused better
material compatibility, reduced mass transport, mini-
misation of errosion-corrosion problems, compre-
hensive lowering of impurity levels to protect boilers
following the concept of PLEX (plant life extension). Yet
a unique choice of the amine for maintaining the most
critical parameter, namely pHt, had not yet been pos-
sible. Earlier criteria for such a selection has been
volatility, hydrolysis constant, dry out factor and steam
water partition coefficient. Apart from these parameters
compatibility of the amine with the metal alloys and with
the condensate polishing unit (CPU) are now considered
important.

400 460 500 550 600 650 700 750 800 860 900
wave length (nm)

legend

— Cu- DMAE-<- Cu- DMPA-*- Cu- MOK -"- Cu- AMP

- * - Cu- 3 MPA~»- Cu- CHA - * - Cu- KH3 - * - Cu

path length* 10 cm

Fig. 1: UV- Vis spectra ol copper complexes in aq. alkaline media

range of 500-600 nm (Fig. 1). Similarly, difference in
asymmetry factor in the ESR spectra of copper com-
plexes with these amines have been observed. The
primary amine complexes were characterized by an
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assymetry factor in the range of 75-80 G as compared
to 80-85 G in the case of secondary and tertiary amine
complexes. Similarly, the reduction behaviour of the
complexes of copper with primary amines are distinctly
different from those of secondary and tertiary amines.
The primary amines are able to stabilise an intermediate
copper (I), whereas the copper (II) complexes in the
case of secondary and tertiary amines undergo a direct
reduction to copper (0) without the mediation of copper
(I). The data pertaining to ESR spectra of the Cu-amine
complexes and their poiarographic reduction character-
istics are given in Table 1, which reveal a correlation

compared to primary amines since the former keep the
copper (II) ion in solution and form fairly strong com-
plexes. In other words, this can minimise the extent
of formation of hydrous-oxo compounds of copper and
intermediates which are responsible for the formation of
particulates. In addition, they may also hinder the forma-
tion of metallic copper, otherwise possible through the
disproportionation of the copper (I) species.

From the point of view of plant life extension, it is
necessary to adhere to lower specification limits of
impurities in order to protect the boilers. CPU has

Table 1

Poiarographic and ESR Parameters of Cu-amine Complexes

Amine Conc(M)/pH. Range

Ammonia (Conc.:0.6-1.3)

CHA (Conc.:0.001-020)
(pH: 5-10.0)

3MPA (Cone. :0.001 -0.025)
(pH: 10-11)

AMP (Cone. :0.001-0.9)
(pH: 8.5-12.5)

MOH(Con.:0.1-1.0)
(pH: 8.7-10.5)

DMPA (Cone. :0.001-0.30)
(pH: 8.5-10.0)

DMAE (Conc.:0.01-0.3)
(pH: 8.0-10.0)

pKa

9.23

10.6

10.3

9.69

8.50

9.50

9.48

Cu(ll)->Cu(l)
Cu(L)p (OH)q

p q l o g K E1/2vs
SCE(V)

4 0 12.3 -0.35 to -0.51
3 1 14.9 -0.16 to-0.24
2 2 15.7 -0.15 to-0.25
1 3 16.3

7

?

2 2 21.0 -0.12 to-0.33

-

-

-

Cu(ll)->Cu(O)
Cu(L)x (OH)y

x y logK E1/2 vs
(SCE(V)

-

1 2 18.8 -0.12 to-0.33
2 2 21.1-0.20 to-0.46

2 1 17.8 -0.10tO-0.34

2 2 18.2 -0.06 to-0.31

2 2 19.8 -0.05 to -0.29

Cu(l)->Cu(O)
Cu(L)a (OH)b

a b logK E1/2 vs
( SCE(V)

2 0 10.4 -0.13 to-0.23
1 1 10.9

3 0 12.4
2 0 11.0 -0.19 to-0.47
1 1 13.7
0 2 16.7

2 0 14.0 -0.20 to-0.26

-

-

-

-

a(6)

79.8

-

72.6

85.0

85.0

82.7

82.0

between ESR and UV-Vis spectra and electrochemical
reduction behaviour.

These results Imply that tertiary and secondary
amines could be more favourable as AVT reagents as

become an essential part of secondary circuit Irrespec-
tive of the nature of the cooling water. While using com-
bination of AVT and CPU, partition coefficient (Kd)
and dissociation constant (Kb) of amine also have to be
considered in the selection of AVT reagent. Amines with
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higher dissociation constant are able to maintain the
required pH at lower amine concentration resulting in
longer hydrogen cycle for the CPU. While optimising an
amine, there should be a compromise between its ability
to provide protection to a steam circuit (Kd) and hydro-

. gen cycle length (Kb).

Economic criteria require CPU operation in amine
cycle as well. In the case of ammonia well documented
data are available. The performance in ammonia-OH
cycle had been satisfactory because of high selectivity
of ammonia over sodium. However, due to inadequate
protection from erosion-corrosion problems, ammonia
is being replaced by amines such as morpholine. Using
a dynamic test loop in the laboratory, studies have been
carried out using morpholine under simulated flow and
ingress conditions as in a nuclear power plant and the
following conclusions have been arrived at :

a. The dependence of bed capacity in morpholine cycle
on influent impurity load as a function of varying mor-
pholine concentration was quantified and an empirical
relationship was established.

b. In H/OH cycle intermittent admission of sodium
prior to morpholine saturation did not have any impact on
sodium leak.

c. Nearing bed exhaustion in H/OH cycle, the sodium
leak in the effluent bore a direct relationship to the influent
sodium load in the presence of fixed morpholine.

d. Exposure of H/OH form of bed to increasing levels
of sodium resulted in increased bed capacity, thereby
showing that the phenomena is kinetically controlled.

The difference in perfmormance of CPU between
ammonia and morpholine cycle (essentially due to Kb
and selectivity coefficient) suggests that the nature of the
amine has a definite role in deciding the characteristics of
CPU effluent.

CHARACTERISATION OF MICROBIAL BIOFILMS

Microbial biofilms on surfaces exposed to sea and
freshwater in heat exchangers and other cooling
system surfaces are often responsible for poor heat
transfer efficiency, increased fluid frictional resistance
at the surface as well as s'ystem failures due to biocorro-
sion. The biofilm generally consists of a consortia of
microorganisms which include bacteria, algae, fungi

and protozoa, enmeshed in organic and inorganic
debris. The first step towards the development of a
biofilm is the formation of a non-cellular organic layer.
This is often followed by the attachment of bacteria and
other microbes, leading to the formation of a thick matrix
within which areas of variable oxygen concentrations
and often anaerobic conditions develop wherein
sulphate reducing bacteria (SRB) flourish causi"-
severe pitting corrosion.

Experiments at Kalpakkam have succeeded in
isolating and identifying primary film forming bacteria in
heat exchanger and other system materials exposed to
sea and freshwater. Those isolated from freshwater
included Desulfovibrio sp. Pseudomonas sp., Gallionella
sp., Sphaerotilus sp. arid Crenothrix. Scanning electron
micrographs of carbon steel coupons exposed to fresh-
water in a laboratory biofilm reactor have revealed the
presence of a diverse microbial community enmeshed in
corrosion products. These pictures also showed' extra
cellular polymeric substances as a reticular matrix as
well as the structures used for adhesion by the
bacterium. Laboratory experiments showed corrosion
rates in raw water to be two times higher than those in
sterile water, indicating the involvement of microbes in
the promotion of corrosion. In sea water systems, in
addition to three species of bacteria isolated, several
species of diatoms were also found to be associated
with biofilms. Wet biofilm thickness on mild steel cou-
pons in sea water ranged from 750 to 900 microns in 21
days. The biofilm matrix consisted mostly of proteins,
carbohydrates and lipids. One of the bacterial strains
was found to have a coating of exoporymeric substance
which gives the organism, power of adhesion to a
surface. It is believed that these exopolymers, in
addition to facilitating adhesion of the bacteria, (an
important step in the development of a biofitm) hinder
diffusion and in turn reduce the action of chemical
biocides like chlorine on the microorganisms. The
involvement of various types of microbes including
bacteria in the corrosion of structural and heat
exchanger materials in sea water is also being investi-
gated with a view to control their growth in cooling
circuits.
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Fig. 1 Microbial colony enmeshed with exopolymeric substances on mild steel surface in reticulate matrix (Exposed for 21 days in a Biolilm

reactor). /Photograph at 30kV X 4250J.

Fig.2: Bacterial species on mild steel surface showing extracellular polymeric substances [Photograph at 30kVX 16000].
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Fig.3 Complex microbial film in association with other organism on an aluminium surface {Photograph at 15kVX 16001.

Fig.4 : Michrobial community and corrosion products on a mild steel surface (exposed for 21 days in a Biofilm reactor) [Photograph at 30kV X
37501
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RUBIDIUM URANIUM (IV) TRISULPHATE, A NEW
CHEMICAL STANDARD FOR URANIUM
ANALYSIS

Optimum performance of a reactor depends on
the quality of the fuel loaded into it. Accurate chemical
analysis of uranium is an essential activity in the quality
assurance programme by which fuels not satisfying the
required specification are rejected. The methods devel-
oped for chemical assay have to be regularly checked
for their reliability by analysing standard reference
materials (SRM) which are well characterized compounds
of known composition and purity. High purity uranium
metal or very pure U3O8 of known stoichiometry are the
presently available standards, but these deteriorate if
exposed toambient atmosphere. Recent studies on the
structural and thermal characteristics of double sulphates
of uranium with alkali metals have resulted in the identifi-
cation of a new chemical standard for uranium analysis.

Rubidium uranium(IV) trisulphate, Rb2U(SO4)3,
the new chemical standard, is a compound of high
molecular weight which can be prepared easily and puri-
fied to the desired level by recrystallization. It is readily
soluble in acids and its stoichiometry is not affected by
storage "or long duration under atmospheric conditions.
Moreover, the compound is anhydrous and decomposes
only above 500°C as can be seen from the thermogram
shown in the figure.
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The above properties qualify the compound to be
considered as a standard material. However, any mate-
rial proposed as an SRM has to be evaluated by
analyzing it for its composition and impurity content by
different groups, utilizing as many different methods as
are available for each assay. Towards this end, nearly
750 g of the material has been prepared from very pure
chemicals in three batches. High purity UO3 dissolved in
1 M H2SO4 was electrolytically reduced to uranium(IV) in
a glass cell, and the compound crystallized by the
addition ofthe required quantity of AR grade Rb2CO3.
Recrystallization from 0.5 M H2SO4 gave a product of
high purity.

An experiment based on Randomised Block
Design (RBD) was conducted for which three dis-
solutions from each batch were aliquoted and distributed
to six groups of analysts for triplicate analysis of the
uranium concentration (see Table) The analyses were
done by the coulometric method (COUL) by three
groups, by potentiometric (POT), amperometric (AMP)
and mass spectrometric methods (MASP) each by one
group. The results obtained were subjected to a
stastical analysis which showed that there are no
significant difference between the dissolutions from
each batch or between the three lots. Moreover, a value
of 34.144 ± 0.02 could be assigned for the percentage
uranium content which is in agreement with the theore-
tically expected value of 34.149. A new and more
convenient chemical assay standard has thus been
introduced for the accurate analysis of uranium in the
fuel cycle.

SCHEME FORAUQUOTINGANPmLOCATIQN OF SAMPLES FOR ANAL1SIS

I STANDARD MATERIAL j

BATCH 1 1

DISSOLUTION 1 I

BATCH 2

I DISSOLUTION 2 ] DISSOLUTION 3

[ POT J I AM COULI COUL! I COUL3

x:1
ALIQUOT 1 1 [ALIQUOT 2 "1 | ALIQUOT 3 ]
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MACROPOROUS ANION EXCHANGE RESiN FOR
PURIFICATION OF PLUTONIUM

During the preparation of mixed carbide,
(U03Pu07)C, by carbothermic reduction, significant
quantities of plutonium volatalises and gets deposited
on various components of the furnace and this pluto-
nium is leached with 4-5 M HCI. Plutonium thus
recovered in large volumes of HCI has to be purified and
converted to nuclear grade PuO2 through oxalate route
for recycling. Direct precipitation as oxalate from HCI
and HNO3 did not give the required purity for the final
product Pu02and hence anion exchange purification
step had to be introduced to attain the required purity
level in PuO2, though this step is time consuming and
generates large volumes of aqueous plutonium waste.

Conventionally used gel type anion exchange
resin like Dowex 1x4 was considered not much suitable
for purification of concentrated plutonium solutions con-
taining uranium, due to slower kinetics for plutonium
sorption. Because of higher plutonium sorption kinetics,
macroporous anion exchange resins are expected to be
more suitable for purification of plutonium from
concentrated solutions. Though laboratory studies on
macroporous resins have indicated relatively higher
capacities for plutonium from concentrated plutonium
solutions, both in the presence and absence of uranium,
their use has not been reported for purification of
plutonium in large quantities. Therefore, a strong base
macroporous anion exchange resin Amberlyst A-26 was
chosen and purification of plutonium from the above
mentioned solution has been successfully accomplished.

A large column with 2 litre bed volume and
associated systems for automatic feed, on-line sampling
provision, etc. has been set up in a glove box. About
70 litres of 4 M HCI solution containing plutonium was
converted to nitric acid medium via plutonium hydroxide
precipitation. The acidity of the solution and oxidation
state of plutonium were adjusted to 7.2 M and tetravalent
state respectively. In a typical run, the feed contained ~
50 g/litre of plutonium arid ~ 20-30 g/litre of uranium.
Loading was carried out at the rate of 1 litre per hour and
the effluent was analysed at regular intervals for pluto-
nium breakthrough. Loadings upto 95 g of plutonium per
litre was achieved (~ 90% capacity utilization of resin)
with total loss of less than 0.5% plutonium in the loading
effluent. Loss of plutonium during washing with 12 litres
of7MHNO3wasalsonegligible(~ 0.1% of plutonium on

the bed). Loaded plutonium was eluted with 0.5 M HN03

at the rate of 250 ml/hour and approximately 90% of the
plutonium was eluted in just 2 bed volumes after the
forecut, and concentration of eluted plutonium was ~
30-40 g/litre which was directly taken for plutonium
oxalate precipitation.

In view of the large volume and large amount of
plutonium, the purification had to be carried out in several
cycles, reconditioning the resin bed after each cycle.

The capacity of the resin, loading characteristics
and washing characteristics remained almost unaltered
even after repeated use of the same resin bed. Elution
data of a few series (cycles) are given in the figure which
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shows that the elution pattern also remains unchanged.
Purified plutonium was converted to oxide through
oxalate route. Analysis of a typical batch of PuO2

showed the presence of less than 0.1 % of total metallic
impurities and 10 ppm of nitrogen, 15 ppm of fluoride
and 20 ppm of chloride. The product met the
specification requirements and the entire amount of
PuO2 was returned for fuel fabrication.
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The suitability of a strong base macroporous
anion exchange resin Amberlyst A-26 for purification of
plutonium from concentrated plutonium solutions has
thus been demonstrated for the first time.

CHARGE POLARISATION AND DYNAMICS OF
NUCLEAR FISSION

The measurement of fractional cumulative and
independent yields of fission products helps in under-
standing the role of nuclear structure in the fission
process and provides information on the nature of
descent of fissioning nucleus from saddle to scission
point. The charge polarisation (AZ) defined as the differ-
ence between most probable charge (Zp) and the charge
expected based on unchanged charged distribution
( Z ^ ) is an important parameter which is a measure of
readjustment of nuclear charges and provides useful
information on the dynamics of descent. The detailed
studies on charge distribution have been limited to
thermal neutron induced fission ofZ33^3SUanda3e-241Pu,
thus limiting the studies over a small range of fissility
parameters. Hence, to extend the investigations on
nuclei with higher fissility parameters, studies on 8S2Cf
(SF) were carried out.
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ZH
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Fractional cumulative and independent yields for
twentytwo fission products were determined using fast
radiochemical separation techniques and employing
gamma-ray spectrometric measurements. These yield
data were used to obtain most probable charge (Z^ as
well as width parameter az for seven different isobaric
chains forthefirsttimeas given in Table 1 and Fig1. Using
these parameters the charge polarisation AZ as a func-
tion of fission product mass was obtained. It was
observed that AZ increased with asymmetry as depicted
in Fig. 2. The higher polarisation with increasing mass

FIG.-2. VARIATION OF AZ WITH

FRAGMENT MASS.

asymmetry is required to achieve the minimum potential
energy, as the nucleus descends from the saddle point
to scission point. The slope of the straight line, 6AZ/5A,
for ^ C f (SF) was found to be much larger than other
fissioning systems of lower fissility. A plot of 6AZ/6A
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FIG.-3. VARIATION OF^AZ/^A WITH

FISSILITY PARAMETER.
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in mass division as a function of fissility parameter (x) is
shown in Fig. 3. Theoretical calculations carried out
elsewhere have shown that the time of descent from
saddle to scission increases appreciably with increasing
fissility parameter. With increasing time of descent, the
fissioning system can adjust itself to the minimum poten-
tial energy by increasing polarisation. Thus, increase
in 6AZ/AA with fissility parameter agrees with the
correspondence between the time scale of descent and
its dependence on the fissility parameter. This obser-
vation can also be correlated to the fact that the extent of
odd-even effects gets washed out with increasing fissility
parameter (x) due to viscous descent from saddle to
scission with increasing x.

Table 1

The most probable charge Zp and oz

lor different masses

Mass chain

105
131
136
138
139
140
141

Zp

42.28+0.12
51.21+0.05
52.95+0.07
53.68+0.08
54.22+0.07
54.67+0.04
55.05+0.04

°z
0.55+0.10
0.57+0.05
0.55+0.07
0.75+0.08
0.65+0.03
0.61+0.06
0.62+0.06

HEUUM ION INDUCED FISSION EXCITATION
FUNCTION OF LOW-Z (Z < 80) ELEMENTS :
FISSION BARRIER OF THUUUM-169

Although rather extensive experimental data on
the fission properties of heavy elements (Z > 90) are
available in the literature, those on lighter elements
(Z< 80) are extremely limited. This is because, even at
excitation energies well above the fission threshold, the
fission cross sections of low-Z elements are extremely
small, of the order of about one in a billion (i.e., 1/10°)
nuclear interactions, most of them leading to neutron
emission. Consequently, experimental measurements
on such systems are extremely difficult. It is necessary
to develop detection and measurement methods which
are not only extremely sensitive but also highly discrimi-
nating. Notwithstanding these experimental problems,
low-Z fission systems provide excellent opportunities
for determining important nuclear parameters such as
fission barriers, (E(), level density parameters for

neutron emission (an) and for fission (a,), influence of
shell effects, etc. and comparing these parameters with
predictions of theoretical treatments. Reliable and
accurate measurements of fission barrieis (which are
equivalent to measurement of nuclear masses at
distorted saddle point configurations) in the lighter
elements, not only help in the understanding of the
systematics of fission process but also would
enhance our understanding of the systematics of nuclear
masses in general.

As part of a long-range program of work on the
measurement of fission excitation function of low Z
(Z < 80) elements, the fission cross section ofHo-165
(Z = 67) induced by He4 ions in the energy range 40-60
MeV were measured using the sensitive "fission track"
technique using Lexan polycarbonate plastic as detec-
tors. Targets of high purity holmium oxide (purified by
a series of anion exchange columns) deposited on high
purity siiverfoils were irradiated with He-ions of different
energies from the Variable Energy Cyclotron at Calcutta.
The heavy element contents of both the holmium oxide

0 0 O 3 O 34 3B 'in 46 50 54 ^ - 6 2 - 6 6 70 74 78
E, Excitation Energy (MeV)
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and the silver foils were estimated to be not more than
1 - 3 ppb. The experimental fission excitation function
is shown in Figure 1. The measured fission cross section,
av varies from 1 nanobarn at an excitation energy 37.9
MeV (Ea = 40 MeV) to 800 nanobarns at an excitation
energy of 57.4 MeV (EQ = 60 MeV).

From the experimental cross sections, the ratio,
[,/ fn, which measures the competition between fission

and neutron emission, was calculated. For low Z
elements this ratio is very nearly equal to o, /aR where
aB is the total reaction cross section which can be com-
puted by standard optical model codes. These ratios, i.e.
f,/ ["„ = ai/°R w e r e analysed using the statistical model
expression given by Vandenbosch and Huizenga

gmro* -2an"
z(E-Bn)"

2]

to get the fission barrier E, and the level density para-
meters an and a,. A least square fitting procedure was

used to fix the experimental \j \n ratios by varying the
values of a, and an. The 'best fit'valuesare Ef = 30.2 ±
2.5 MeV, a, = 14.08 MeV \ an = 13.29 MeV1 and a,/an =
1.08. The 'best fit' curve is shown in Figure 2.

This work represents the lightest compound
nucleus for which fission barrier has been determined
experimentally. It considerably extends the rar -» of
elements studied at these intermediate energies in the
region of deformed rare earth nuclei.

The results were compared with predictions of a
semi empirical mass formulation based on the charged
liquid drop and the agreement is good, the predicted
fission barrier being 32.6 MeV. Comparison with similar
data for low and high Z elements available in the literature
lends credence to the "two mode" fission hypothesis.

O.OCH 34 38 42 46 50 54 58 62 66 ?O 74 79
E, Excitation Energy (MeV)
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MULTIPASS ABSORPTION CELL FOR HIGH
POWER LASER APPLICATIONS

The utility of laser radiation for isotope separ-
ation by photoexcitation of specific isotopic compo-
nent has been well established and proposals to
employ this technique for commercial scale production
of isotopic substances of interest such as heavy water
or uranium are already on the anvil. When the material to
be isotopically separated is in gaseous form such as
formaldehyde or fluoroform in the case of heavy water
production, the absorption cross section, natural abun-
dance and partial pressure of the desired isotopic
species are such that the interaction with radiation needs
to be carried out over long path lengths for the radiation
to be fully utilised and photon cost to be completely
realised. For ease of operation and maintenance and
keeping the hold up of working fluid low, the reaction
chamber has to be of smaller length. Hence, the laser
radiation has to be subjected to go through many path
lengths within the same chamber by multiple reflections
through highly reflective mirror surfaces at both ends of
the reaction chamber. The number of reflections, if
arbitrarily variable, helps in adapting the chamber to the
particular need of the experiment. Such an arrangement
is known as multipass absorption cell wherein the angular
aperture of the mirrors is not occulted on or off the optical
axis.

A multipass absorption cell for high power laser
photochemistry applications has been developed in
BARC. Essential parts of this device are the three
specially designed and shaped spherical concave mir-
rors of identical radii of curvature. The optical schematic
of the cell with mirrors M, M' and M" is shown in Fig. 1.

This cell has a 50 mm aperture with a funda-
mental path length of 1 m and 4 to 50 m variable effective
path length. The two side-by-side or D shaped mirrors
are separated from the T shaped field mirror by a distance
of 1 metre in a stainless steel tube. The mirror system
which forms the resonator cavity is fixed on kinematic
mounts which have the necessary aligning, fixing and
path adjusting screw controls, as shown in Fig.3. The

SI .SJ .SJ -Alljnmnl
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Fig.1. Optical schematic

Ffg.3. Mirrors and alignment system

concave quartz glass mirrors are polished and finished to
a very high surface accuracy of better than a tenth of a
wavelength. They are coated with absorption-free
multilayer dielectric stack. This stack consists of 41
layers of thin films of ZrO2 and SiO2 and was developed
by the method of reactive evaporation using electron
beam gun. All the process parameters were optimised
during the evaporation process to reduce the optical
losses to less than 0.5%. The optical thickness of each
layer is around quarter wave thick. The mirrors have
more than 99.5% specular reflection in UV spectral region
of 340 to 360 nm.

Preliminary tests in a dummy cell are carried out
to ensure the chemical resistance of the mirrors to the
reactants produced during irradiation of the test gas to
be used in the multipass cell. The mirrors have been
tested under simulated conditions of radiation of 30 MW/
cmJ power as well as ambient chemical reactants.

Tests conducted with a dye laser 22 ns output
pulse of 30 mJ energy and 3 watt average power, showed
that upto 28 reflections could be easily obtained with this
cell. Other facilities such as inlet and outlet ports for
admittance of fluid to be studied drawing off ofreactant
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Flg.2. Multipass Cell Schematic

sample and vacuum ports, etc. have all been provided as
shown in Fig.2. The cell has also been provided with
facility for heating it to conduct experiments at elevated
temperatures. A visual alignment window provided in
between the split 0 mirrors at their end helps in moni-
toring the image points formed on the T mirror and
obtaining the total path length traversed by radiation
before finally exiting from the reflection area, to get
absorbed on a black plate. Provision could also be
made for exit of this beam from the cell so that the energy
absorbed in the reactant fluid during the multipasses
could also be measured.

Mulhpam absorption cell for high power loser applications.

HYDROGEN SULPHIDE PRODUCTION
FACILITY BASED ON VAPOUR PHASE
ELEMENTAL COMBINATION

A promising method for large scale production of
hydrogen sulphide is the vapour phase elemental com-
bination of hydrogen and sulphur on a catalytic bed. This
method not only yields dry gas of good purity but also

generates very little effluents. Compared to the aqueous
route, the corrosion and waste disposal problems are
very minimal. Further, liquefaction of the gas can be
achieved without any formation of solid hydrate in the
high pressure equipment.

Determination of process parameters, develop-
ment of flow sheet, design of equipment and its lay out,
selection of proper catalyst and study of material com-
patibility have been carried out. Sintered alumina in
spherical ball shape pellets were found to be best for use
in catalyst beds at 823 K and a pressure of 1 kg/cm2.
Smooth flow of molten sulphur requires steam jacketing
of the entire sulphur transport system and removal of
unreacted sulphur needs special traps using high surface
area packing. This ensures a sulphur-free hydrogen
sulphide as the product. Testing of commercially avail-
able high temperature materials in simulated reactor bed
conditions showed that SS 446 and SS coated with
aluminium by diffusion process available under brand
name Alon were best suited as regards material
compatibility under the reducing atmosphere of this
process.

Reactors were fabricated with these materials
and the test facility was put up and operated to collect
data on flow sheet, design of special equipment such as
evaporator, sulphur traps, etc. The operation of the pilot
plant has been highly successful. Further studies to
scale up the process are currently being conducted.

Hydrogen Sulphate production factory.
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HEAVY WATER UPGRADING PLANT AT NAPP
GOES ON STREAM

The heavy water upgrading plant based on
vacuum distillation designed and engineeered at BARC
has been successfully commissioned during September
1989. Since then, the plant has been running smoothly
meeting the design intent of concentrating dilute heavy
water to reactor grade heavy water (heavy water isotopic
purity greater than 99.86%) while the top reject is
stripped to less than 0.2% heavy water. The excellent
performance of these towers owe entirely to its highly
sophisticated tower internals. Fabrication of these
tower internals, subsequent filling up into the section
followed by surface activation, performance evaluation,
etc. were carried out prior to despatching it to site.
These tall towers and the accessories have been
designed to withstand seismic conditions prevalent at
Narora. The design of this tower has been checked by
dynamic analysis with the available response spectra.
Design modifications incorporated in this plant resulted
in reducing the foreign exchange component to the bare
minimum.

Besides these towers, the upgrading plant also
includes seven banks of electrolysers with other
accessories which are undsr commissioning. The
design of this electrolytic upgrading plant has also been
carried out.

Including this upgrading plant, nine such units
have been commissioned and are under operation in the
country.

A NEW FACIUTYTO CUT DOWN HEAVY WATER
LOSSES AT DHRUVA

Leaking out from the seals of the recirculation
pumps is one of the sources of heavy water loss in
Dhruva.

A heavy water vapour recovery plant has been
set up at Dhruva. The process developed involves
passing the purge air from the seal enclosures, laden
with heavy water vapour, through beds of inorganic
adsorbents - molecular sieves, followed by desorption of
the saturated beds by hot air purge and subsequent
cooling of ihe process air using chiller units. The regen-
erated beds are then cooled for re-use. The process

design, involving dual bed adsorber together with ade-
quate control instruments, ensures continuous auto
operation of the plant with minimum man-power and
maintenance requirements.

The plant, which has been in continuous oper-
ation since the middle of last year, is recovering around
2.5-3.0 kg/d of condensate having heavy water of about
50% isotopic purity. The recovery is found to be about
99% with inlet stream dew point varying in the range from
5to+3°C.

Fig 1 A view ot the heavy water vapour recovery plant now in
operation in Jhruva

EXTRACTIVE DISTILLATION - A NOVEL
APPROACH FOR ZIRCONIUM/HAFNIUM
SEPARATION

An altogether new process is under develop-
ment for the production of hafnium-free zirconium. The
process is totally based on pyrometallurgy and makes
use of an integrated flowsheet involving direct chlori-
nation of zircon mineral and extractive distillation of the
resulting zirconium/hafnium chloride mixture to yield
hafnium-free zirconium.

The low neutron absorption cross section
coupled with good mechanical properties and excellent
corrosion resistance has made zirconium an essential
structural and component material in the water-cooled
type of nuclear power reactors. The DAE is operating
at present four nuclear power stations based on such
reactor systems, supplying power to the national grid
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and has scheduled the construction cf many more
power stations before the end of the decade. This has
necessitated a significant step-up in the production of
zirconium for fuel cladding and structurals.

The chief source material for zirconium in the
country is the mineral zircon which invariably contains
about 2.2% hafnium, an element closely similar to
zirconium in its chemical properties. Removal of
hafnium down to very low levels of around 0.01% is
essential before zirconium can be accepted for use in the
reactor, as the former is a heavy neutron absorber - the
neutron absorption cross section of hafnium is around
110 barn as against 0.18 barn for zirconium.

The process presently practised in the Nuclear
Fuel Complex, Hyderabad, for the separation of zir-
conium from hafnium requires several steps before
actual separation can be effected. In this scheme,
zircon is first fused with caustic alkali and the resultant frit
is leached successively with water and nitric acid to
separate silica and to get the sizirconium and hafnium
values in solution. Filtration, precipitation, controlled
drying and redissolution in acid are all then sequentially
done. The resulting solution is taken through the most
important step of solvent extraction of using tributyl
phosphate (TBP) solvent, to effect the removal of hafnium
and other impurities from zirconium. Pure zirconium
solution obtained by aqueous stripping of the loaded
organic is converted to hydroxide, which is then filtered,
dried and calcined to yield nuclear grade zirconium
oxide. The oxide is then briquetted with charcoal, coked
and chlorinated to get anhydrous tetrachloride, which is
purified by sublimation prior to magnesiothermic reduc-
tion to obtain the metal.

The new process under development employs
virtually a 2-step flow-sheet involving chlorination and
distillation for the separation of hafnium from zirconium.
The chlorination is carried out directly on the zircon min-
eral, thus eliminating the need for several steps to pre-
pare a suitable intermediate. The resulting chloride is
purified with respect to impurities, and the separation of
zirconium from hafnium is finally accomplished by
extractive distillation in the presence of a molten salt
stream in a multistage distillation column set-up.

Zircon Chlorination and Purification

For zircon chlorination, an electrothermal
fluidised bed reactor has been specially designed,
fabricated and assembled (Fig. 1). The assembly con-

g t Electro-thermal fluidised bed chlorinator

sists of a 125 mm dia. x 680 mm long vertically mounted
graphite reactor with a 50-hole graph'rtp distributor at the
bottom and an inconel disengaging section at the top.
The reactor is provided with adequate thermal insulation
and is enclosed in a M.S. shell. The other accessories
include a screw feeder, a ZrCI4 space condensor, two
cyclone condensors and an alkali scrubber to prevent
escape of any unreacted chlorine into the atmosphere.

In a typical chlorination campaign, the bed
temperature was maintained at 1200-1250°C and the gas
flow rate (2 vols of N2 + 1 vol of Cl2) regulated at 15 l/m.
Under these conditions, the production rate of Zr(Hf)CI4
was 400 g/hr and a chloride recovery of over 90% was
achieved; the chlorine utilisation efficiency was around
40%. The product analysis showed the major impurities
to be iron and silicon, their concentrations being 1.5%
and 0.2% respectively.

The electrothermal fluidised bed process has
several advantages over the conventional static bed
chlorination process. Good charge mixing, intimate
gas-solid contact, higher through-put and more uniform
heat distribution are some of the distinct merits of the
electrothermal process. Loiiaes, the process can be
operated in a semi-continuous or continuous manner,
leading to significant reduction In the operational costs.

The crude chloride is purified prior to distill-
ation. The purification system consists of a dissdver,
stripper and a condensor. For purification, a eutectic
mixture (MP330-340cC) consisting of Nad, KCI and the
crude chloride (Zr/Hf Cl4) in the mole percentage of
8:29:63, is first prepared and charged in a buffer tank
maintained at 340°C. A certain volume of the molten salt
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mixture is transferred to the dissolver and 6-7 mole% of
fresh quantity of the crude chloride is added with simulta-
neous heating to raise the temperature by about 10°C to
350°C to facilitate its easy dissolution. The resulting
hypereutectic mixture in its molten form is then fed into
the stripper where it is subjected to controlled nitrogen
sparging. The liberated pure Zr(Hf)CI4 is passed on to
the condensor maintained at around 150°C. The
sparging is continued till the Zr(Hf)C\t concentration falls
to the eutectic composition. The molten stock with the
retained impurities, is then pumped into the buffer tank
and the whole process is repeated. This way, the desired
degree of purity of the chloride is achieved.

Extractive Distillation

This is the most important step in this whole
scheme, which enables the main separation of zirconium
from hafnium to be achieved. The design of the distilla-
tion column as well as the ancillary units and the
calculation of the number of stages require a sound
knowledge of the whole mechanism of the process
besides a large number of experimental data. As much
literature is not available on this process, most of the
design calculations had to be made on theoretical
considerations and it has been worked out that a 50-
stage distillation assembly will be needed to achieve the
level of hafnium separation as stipulated for nuclear
acceptability.

However, in view of the height limitations in the
working area, a distillation unit with a 13-stage sieve plate
column (100 mm dia. x 100 mm long) has been set up
(Fig. 2). The unit is fitted with an air lift pump, screw

feeder, salt conveyer, reboiler, salt storage tank, stripper
and a set of condensors. The entire column is maintained
at350°C by means of flexible cord heaters. The uniform-
ity of heating along the column length is ensured by
measuring and controlling the temperature at various
points using a 30-channel temperature controller/
recorder.

The actual distillation operation is carried out
employing the countercurrent technique, and the basic
mechanism of separation is governed by the relative
solubilities of the twin chlorides in KCI - AICI3 salt mixture,
which has been selected as the solvent for the purpose.
The molten salt mixture is fed from the top of the column,
and as it travels downwards, comes into contact with the
ascending vapours of the mixed zirconium/hafnium
chlorides fed from the bottom. The more soluble ZrCI4
is progressively carried down by the molten salt stream
which finally enters the reboiler from where it flows into
the stripper. The pure ZrCI, is then sparged out using
nitrogen gas and collected in a condensor. A leading
factor of 40% and a zirconium chloride recovery of about
97% have been successfully accomplished in the trial
run.

The extractive distillation process, when fully
developed, should prove to be a high efficiency, cost-
effective alternative process to the conventional alkali
fusion - solvent extraction - precipitation - calcination -
chlorination process scheme, being presently em-
ployed at the NFC, Hyderabad.

Fig.2: Extractive distillation set-up

ALUMINIUM • ZIRCONIUM MASTER ALLOY

Aluminium is one of the few metals that find a wide
variety of domestic and industrial applications. The
demand for the metal is ever on the increase for auto-
mobile and aircraft body frames and for structural and
diverse components in the defence and other industries.
Pure aluminium is, however, somewhat poor in mech-
anical properties and hence, the metal is generally used
in the alloy form particularly for applications requiring
high strength and toughness. Some of the commonly
used alloys in the defence, space and aircraft industries
for structurals and different components are essentially
based on Al-Zn-Mg, Al-Zn-Mg-Cu, Al-Zn-Si, Al-Mg-Mn,
Al-Cu-Mg-Mn, etc. Their strength properties can be
significantly enhanced by the addition of small percent-
age, usually 0.1-0.3%, of zirconium, which acts as a
grain refiner. The addition of zirconium is best accom-
plished in the form of Al - Zr master alloys containing 2%
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- 5% Zr. This mode of addition helps in totally avoiding
any fire hazard associated with the handling of zirconium
metal in the open atmosphere and also in achieving
precise compositional control. Further, the oxidation
losses of zirconium, which is highly reactive to atmo-
spheric gases, are drastically reduced when added in
the alloy form. Also, the master alloy is much more
readily soluble in molten aluminium as compared to
zirconium and consequently the time required for com-
plete alloying is very much shorter, making the whole
process highly economical.

The technology for the production of the master
alloy nas been developed for the first time in the country,
and so far, the requirements of the alloy, which are quite
large, have been met through imports involving consider-
able amount of foreign exchange.

The technology for Al-Zr master alloy, as devel-
oped in BARC, is based on direct alloying of the consti-
tuent metals. The alloying is done in an oil-fired furnace
using salamander (clay-bound graphite) vessel as the
container. The process is carried out as follows:
Aluminium blocks are charged in the salamander vessel
and the vessel is then lowered into the furnace. The
temperature is rapidly brought to around 1000°C and
zirconium is added to the molten aluminium and stirred
well. After complete dissolution of zirconium, the
temperature is raised to 1250°C, and, after degassing,
the alloy is vigorously stirred and directly cast into ingots
in cast iron moulds. Each ingot is then evaluated by
XRF analysis of zirconium content and homogeneity of
composition. In the case of 5% Zr alloy, the scatter in
zirconium concentration in the ingot has been (ess than
0.1%. An overall alloy yield of 85% and more has been
consistently achieved in this process.

The suitability of the technology for commercial
production was tested by taking several heats in 25 kg
batches. The cast ingots have shown very high degree of
homogeneity and have given excellent results in the pro-
duction of high strength aluminium-based alloys used in
the defence industry. Over 2.5 tons of the master alloy
have been supplied to defence and other departments
and they have all reported very satisfactory results with
the alloy.

A CHEMICAL FORMULATION FOR SERVICE
WATER PIPE CLEANING

A chemical formulation based on an organic
acid has been developed for effectively removing all the
crudand oxide products formed on the carbon steel
piping used for water circulation in the reactor systems.
The choice of chemicals has been made keeping in view
the need for maximum dissolution of corrosion prod-
ucts and minimum attack on the base metal during the
treatment. The chosen chemicals are chalating acids
which have the ability to dislodge and solubilise the
corrosion products through complexingaction and at the
same time provide protection to the carbon steel piping
from the chemical attack. One such formulation
developed has the composition 0.5% citric acid, 0.25%
NasEDTA and 0.25% diammonium citrate with 100 ppm
of paraaminobenzaldehyde. The efficiency of decrud-
ding is enhanced at elavated temperatures, and is
optimum at 60°C. The formulation has been success-
fully used for decrudding the pipe lines in some of the
reactors.

ANODISED ZIRCALOY FLAPPERS FOR HEART
VALVES

Zircaloy-2 has long been in use as a nuclear
material for fuel cladding and for structurals in water-
cooled power reactors. Because of its excellent resis-
tance to acid and salt media, the alloy has also attracted
attention for non-nuclear applications in chemical and
allied industries. Recent investigations have revealed
that zircaloy has excellent compatibility with human
fluids and tissues, and this has opened up an altogether
new area of application, namely, medical engineering
where the alloy is used in making components for
mechanical heart valves for implantation in human
body. Although zircaloy has excellent corrosion
resistant properties for this specialized application in
medical engineering, it is necessary to develop actena-
cious surface oxide coating on the alloy for enhancement
of its properties and to ensure total protection against
corrosion by body fluids. A simple and elegant process
based on electrochemical technique has been devel-
oped for the production of a well-adherent oxide layer
on the alloy surface.

The process involves electrochemical oxidation
under closely controlled operation conditions to pro-
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duce a smooth and uniform oxide layer on the alloy
component surface. Tho component is then subjected to
heat-treatment at elevated temperature to improve the
tenacity of the oxide coating. The shining black lustrous
oxide layer so formed is highly insulating, with a resis-
tance cf more than 20 mega ohms. A large number of
specimens have been prepared by this process and they
have been used in making the components for artificial
mechanical heart valves. Their performance in actual
implantation trials has been reported to be excellent.

SPECIAL AND ULTRAHIGH PURITY MATERIALS

The technological advances in the high tech areas
have generated demand fora host of materials with very
stringent specifications. Of special significance to the
Department is the thermoluminescent phosphor mate-
rial CaSO4:Dy, which is used for making badges for
monitoring radiation doses received by personnel
handling radiative materials or equipment. Other high
tech materials are ultra high purity elements, such as
cadmium required for fabricating cadmium mercury
telluride (CMT), high performance infrared detectors
for thermal imaging. These materials are not available
indigenously. BARC is engaged in activities to develop,
prepare and characterise several of these exotic
materials.

CaSO4:Dy phosphor particularly finds extensive
use in radiation dosimetry for personnel monitoring
because of its highthermoluminiscent sensitivity, low
fading characteristics and stability under extreme
climatic conditions. For its efficient employment for
radiation monitoring, apart from the control of the grain
size (<75/im), the chemical purity of the material is
a significant parameter. Preparation of CaSO/Dy TLD
phosphor has been done to meet the entire requirement
of this material (6 kg per annum) to fabricate TLD badges
for the country. Foreign exchange to the tune of about
Rs.20/-lakhs is being saved annually by producing this
phosphor indigenously.

For achieving purity of the order of 6N and better
in a material, combination of several physicochemical
techniques is employed. For obtaining ultra high purity
cadmium metal, which is a crucial material for cadmium
mercury telluride (CMT), the most important material for
fabricating high performance infra red detectors for
thermal imaging, the indigenously vacuum distilled
cadmium metal was further purified by employing quad-
ruple zone refining (OZR). Because of the involvement

of 5 cycle operation during QZR which warrants reject-
ion of about 30% of the zone refined imgots' ends after
each cycle, i kg of the starting material ultimately yields
only about 250g of the ultra high purity cadmium metal
which typically gave the following trace analysis results
bySSMS.

Bi
Pb
Tl
Ag
Sb
Sn

QZfl-

Impurity
(ppm)

<0.1
<0.2
<0.1
<0.2
<0.1
< 0.2

Cd sample

As
Zn
Cu
Co
B

Impurity
(ppm)

<0.01
<0.06
<0.03
<0.02
< 0.006

ELECTRODEPOSITION OF RARE EARTH OXIDE
- CHROMIUM CERMET COATINGS

Cermets which are essentially non-metallic par-
ticles dispersed in a metal matrix, exhibit several useful
engineering properties. The dispersed non-metallic
particles contribute to the improvement in strength,
hardness, wear properties and corrosion behaviour of
the matrix metal. Besides cas:mg and powder metallurgy
routes, electro-deposition techniques can be used to co-
deposit non-metallic particles along with the metal from
an aqueous electrolytic solution. A process of electro-
depositing rare earth oxide- chromium cermet coatings
on steel surfaces from a chromic acid electrolyte has
been developed. A commercial plating bath composi-
tion has been suitably modified to achieve the desired
results.

The electroplating process developed in BARC
provides athin dense plating of uniform thickness, which
needs no further grinding for dimensional tolerence
control. The plating thickness of about 10 /im is func-
tional. Hardness value of over RC 70 is obtained which
remains unaffected by temperature upto about 550°C.
There is no necessity for post plating baking of the job for
hydrogen removal as in the case of conventional hard
chromium plating. The accompanying photomicrograph
shows the typical surface morphology of the cermet
plating.
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Fig. 1. SEM surface of chromium coating containing rare earth, oxide
purticles (800X).

The plating process thus has several advan-
tages over the coventional hard chromium plating in
respect of minimum thickness, dimensional tolerances,
hardness, etc. It can find innumerable applications in
areas where abrasion and wear are problematic. The
process has been used for electroplating several cylin-
ders, 100 mm diameter and 250 mm long, used in
hydropneumatic suspension units of a battle tank under
development at Defence Research and Development
Organisation (DRDO). The cylinders operate under
extremely high pressure. The cermet plating enhances
the life of the piston seal and cylinder combination.

ADVANCED ELECTROLYTIC PLANT FOR
HYDROGEN PRODUCTION

An advanced electrolyser plant of capacity 30
NM3/hr of hydrogen incorporating indigeneously
developed porous nickel electrodes in the cell module
was commissioned in November 1989.

The ceil module, comprising stainless steel bi-
polar plates and nickel electrodes of approx. 360 mm
diameter, forms the heart of the plant. The module is
based on advanced electrolyser technology. The module
assembly is of filter-press configuration consisting of
many cell blocks stacked in series. In each cell-block,

two electrodes fit in snugly within the counter-sunk
cavity of the central bipolar plate. The electrodes from
adjacent cell blocks separated by a thin asbestos
diaphragm soaked in 6N KOH, constitute the working
cell. The individual cell components are held tightly
together in pressure frames. The electrolyser can
operate at high current densities of even upto 8000
amperes per sq. metre (ASM).

Advanced electrolysis coil lor Hydrogen production.

An important innovation in the cell module is the
use of porous nickel electrodes to improve cell perform-
ance. The high specific surface area leads to a compact
sized module. The module consists of 100 electrolysis
cells, with a total superficial electrode area (cathode
side) of 10 square meters, electrically connected in
series. The end plates have electrolyte inlet, anolyteand
catholyte outlet nozzles and internal manifold connec-
tions. They connect the bus terminal for D.C. supply.

Besides the cell module, the plant incorporates
process equipment for gas separation, gas delivery
and electrolyte recirculation systems.

DEVELOPMENT OF AROMATIC POLYAMIDE
TYPE REVERSE OSMOSIS MEMBRANES FOR
HIGH DF RADIOACTIVE DECONTAMINATION
AND SEA WATER DESALINATION

Aromatic polyamide type membranes have
been successfully developed at BARC. Aromatic
polyamide hydrazide (PAH) and polyetheramide
hydrazide (PEAH) polymers suitable for membrane
formation were synthesized in laboratory scale by low
temperature solution polycondensation reaction using
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intermediates of very high purity, prepared and purified
in laboratory. Asymmetric membranes were prepared by
solution casting from these polymers under carefully
controlled conditions. These membranes offer upto 98%
- 99.4% solute separation and 50 cm/6 flux for sea water
feeds at 70 kg/cm2 pressure in an RO test cell. They
are capable of single pass sea water desalination and
show great potential for treatment of radioactive liquid
effluents with very high decontamination factors. Pres-
ently attempts are being made to synthesize the

POLYHR STRUCTURE OF REPEAT UNIT

MM £-NH-{o)-COMMHHCO-{^}-CO-]

PEAH £-RH-{o)-COMHNHCO-(o)-CO-l —

-[-»H-(0>-0-(5)-«MCO-{o)-Co]-

RO PERFORMANCE
WATER FLUX ^SEPARATION

TYPICAL STRUCTURES OF POLYMER SAMPLES W THEK
RO PERFORMANCE FOR SEA WATER

polymers in larger quantities for long term performance
evaluation In plate module RO unit. Such high
performance membranes are developed for the first time
in India.

COMMISSIONING OF THE 425 MVDAY MULTI-
STAGE FLASH (MSF) PILOT PLANT AT BARC

The 425 M3 /day MSF pilot plant was commis-
sioned in November, 1989 after completing erection and
testing.

The MSF process has been extensively used for
desalination of sea water to produce fresh water. This
process has great potential for meeting fresh water
needs for arid and semi-arid regions of the country.

The plant uses sea water as feed and has 11 no.
of flash evaporator modules having 33 flash stages, brine
heater, deaerator, chemical pretreatment system and an
evacuation facility. Complete design of the plant was
carried out by the engineers of BARC. An elaborate in-
strumentation system is specified for accurate monitor-
ing of process parameters of the plant during operation.

The technology of MSF process being developed
at BARC will soon be available for know-how transfer to
outside parties.

J

425 N?/Day MSF pilot plant.

SHIPBORNE DESALINATION PLANT (FRESH
WATER GENERATOR)

A shipborne desalination plant based on low
temperature distillation was commissioned and operated
in 1989. The plant was designed and fabricated, con-
forming to specifications as per Uoyds Register of Ship-
ping and has been certified by them. So far all ships
constructed in Indian Shipyards have been fitted with
imported fresh water generators.

The units developed in BARC utilises a low
temperature evaporation process. Most of the ships
these days are propelled by diesel engines. The hot
outlet from ihe engine cooling system of a ship can be
utilised as source of heat for evaporation in the fresh
water generator and no separate heat input is required.
The evaporator can use low pressure steam also, if
installed in a steamship.

Fresh water generator.
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A fresh water generator consists of three
sections, viz.. heater, separator and condenser. Feed
sea water enters at the bottom of the heater tubes and a
part of this evaporates by the time it comes out at thetop.
The evaporation takes place at 41 °C to 45°C. The vapour
enters the horizontal tube bundle at the top of the vertical
shell and gets condensed on the condenser tubes. The
tubes are cooled by sea waterflowing inside. Theproduct
water is pumped out. Water jet ejectors are used to
create subatmospheric pressure in the unit and drain the
reject sea water from the heater section.

The plant was operated for 1200 hours to
ascertain its performance, endurance and reliability in
connection with technology transfer.
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DEVELOPMENT AND FABRICATION OF CESIUM-
'S 37 BRACHY THERAPY SOURCES

Cancer of the cervix is one of the more common
forms of malignancy in Indian women and poses a
serious health and social problem. Radiation therapy
plays a dominant role in the management of this in all
stages. With optimum utilisation of intra cavitary brachy
therapy, control rates are appreciable. Radium tubes and
needles have been widely employed all over the world for
this type of treatment.

However, due to the inherent drawbacks of
radium, such as high energy gamma radiation and
possibility of air contamination due to release of its
decay product radon in case of breakage, these tubes
and needles are being replaced now with cesium-137
tubes. Cesium-137 has the advantage of sufficiently long
half life, less energetic gamma radiations and absence of
any gaseous decay products.

For the preparation of such cesium-137 sources,
vermiculite based glass matrix system has been devel-
oped and the glass sources are incorporated in welded
S.S. capsules. The process developed consists of
aosorption of cesium-137 activity in a vermiculite base
and melting this with glass forming oxides like SiOa, B2O3

and Na2Oat 1000°C to form a highly non-leachant glass.
The glass is then remelted at 650°C and extruded into
1.5 mm dia rods using a glass extrusion unit specially
designed and fabricated for remote operation (Fig 1).
The glass rods are then cut into 15 mm pieces using a
specially designed glass cutting unit which is also
remotely operable (Fig 2).

Shielded facilities for the regular fabrication of
these sources have also been designed, installed and
commissioned (Fig 3).
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Development and fabrication ol caesium-13/ Brachy

RADIOIMMUNOASSAY OF DRUGS

The high sensitivity and specificity offered by
the radioimmunoassay (RIA) technique have facilitated
the measurement of plasma levels of many of the
important drugs. However, the development of RIA of
drugs poses special challenges. Almost all the drugs are
low molecular weight antigens and hence not immuno-
genic by themselves. They also lack iodinatable sites
and need to be chemically modified by the introduction
of non-interfering groups which can be iodinated. The
close similarity of the drug of interest with other drugs
and its own inactive metabolites makes it necessary to
develop highly specific assays. Radioimmunoassays
for two important drugs have been developed at BARC
in collaboration with the Bombay College of Pharmacy.

Theophyllin*

Theophylline is a bronchodialator which is
useful in the treatment of asthma. Since theophylline is
metabolised in liver, many of the factors which affect
liver function affect theophylline metabolism invivo. The
therapeutic levels of theophylline is very narrow (10-20
/tg/ml). Factors such as cigarette smoking, chronic

Therapy sources.

theophylline therapy, alcoholism and impaired hepatic
or renal function may lead either to sub-therapeutic or
toxic dosages. At plasma levels above 20/Jg/ml serious
side effects such as unpleasant gastrointestinal symp-
toms, vomitting, convulsions, etc are observed. There-
fore, it is desirable to monitor the plasma theophylline
concentration for safe and effective use of this drug.

Antisera against theophylline was prepared by
injecting rabbits with a bovine serum albumin conjugate
of 7-propionic acid theophylline synthesized through a
mixed anhydride conjugation route. A titre as high as
1:30,000 was obtained in one of the rabbits. Radio-
iodinated theophylline was prepared by iodinating a
derivative of the drug prepared by conjugating tyrosine
methyl ester to 7-propionic acid theophylline using
carbodiimide as the conjugating agent. The lodine-125
tracer prepared by this method has a shelf life of 60 days.

A sensitive and reliable assay was developed
using polyethylene glycol 6000 as the separating re-
agent. The assay showed no cross reactivity with
metabolites of theophylline. Dietary caffeine showed
high cross reactivity with the, theophylline antiserum.
Work is undertaken to minimise the cross reactivity with
caffeine by raising antisera against 8-glutaric acid
theophylline-bovine serum albumin conjugate.
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Clonidine

Z 401

CROSS REACTION PROFILE OF CLONIOINE
ANTISERUM WITH ITS METABOLITES

-STANDARD CURVE
- METABOLITE A
• METABOLITE B
• METABOLITE C
-METABOLITE D

0.01 O.I
Cone (ng /ml )

p hyroxy clonidinr
3 - 2,6 dlchlorophtnyl- guanidine

1-(2,6 dlchldro-4-hydro«y phtnyl ) guanfdin*
J- 2-(2,6 dlchloro plwnyl )-imino- lmldazolldlrw-4-ont

Donidine is a clinically potent anti-hypertensive
drug that lowers mean blood pressure by an action in the
central nervous system. The therapeutic level of this drug
is very low 0.1 -1 ng/ml and hence high sensitivity offered
by RIA or a similar technique is essential for measuring
this drug.

A carboxy derivative of clonidine was used for
conjugating it with bovine serum albumin for the prepa-
ration of the immunogen which was injected into rabbits
for eliciting the antibodies. Labeling of clonidine with
iodine-125 was done after chemically modifying it to
introduce the iodinataWe tyrosine residue into the mole-
cule. Tracer with specific activity 3000 fid/tig was pre-
pared by iodinating the derivative using the chlora-
mine-T oxidation method.

A highly sensitive radioimmunoassay was devel-
oped and evaluated extensively. The cross reactivity of
the assay system developed was checked with various
metabolites of clonidine and significant cross reactivity
was seen only with p-hydroxy clonidine whose serum
concentration is very low and hence clinically not signi-
ficant.

Radioimmunoassay of drugs find application in
several areas. Knowledge about the concentration of
drugs in serum of plasma is useful to adjust the optimal
dosage, monitoring the efficacy of therapy, study of the
metabolism and pharmacokinetics of drugs, determi-
nation of the bio-availability of different drug formul-
ations and for the design and evaluation of new drug
delivery systems. Clinical evaluation of the drug assays
are in progress in collaboration with the Bombay College
of Pharmacy.

RADIOISOTOPE TRACER STUDY ON BEDLOAD
TRANSPORT IN MADRAS PORT

It is well established in India, France, Australia,
U.K. and a few other countries that radiotracers offer
ideal approaches for investigating bedload transport on
sea-bed. Many studies are aimed at obtaining qualitative
information on the direction of transport to enable deci-
sions on the choice of dumping site for dredged silt or for
confirmation of the suitability of proposed alignments of
navigational channels. This study in the Madras port is
with a difference. Besides answering questions such as
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(a) whether the material dumped at a chosen spot
returns to the dredged navigational channels, and (b)
whether the dumped material would replenish the
beach, the study yielded quantitative data on the
velocities of bedload transport during the NE monsoon
and pre-SW monsoon period.

The radioactive tracer used was scandium-
46 labelled 1 % scandium glass powder having the same
specific gravity and particle size distribution as the
natural sediment at the area of investigation in the Madras
port. About 400 GBq (10 Ci) of Sc-46 was used. After
releasing the tracer on to the sea bed in late October
1988, the progress of the radiotracer patch was moni-
tored in four trackings from October 1988 to March 1989.
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A qualitative analysis of the tracer data indicated
that the direction of sediment transport was to the south
(Fig 1) towards the navigation channel till February, but
the direction reversed northwards in March well before
the tracer reached the channel. Tracer movement
towards the shore was also observed indicating the
desirable possibility of beach replenishment by the
dumped material.

Quantitative Analysis of Data

Having established the general direction of trans-
port from the isocount contours, it was desired to
estimate the velocities of transport during the various
periods and also the thickness of the moving bed, that
is the average depth of penetration of radiotracer par-
ticles which is a measure of quantity in transport.

For estimating the velocities, transport
diagrams -total tracer activity along each transect along
the direction of transport vs distance from the point of

TffUSPtUT PIAC»«M< FOB «ADIOIB»CEII T««C»mOS

injection - were built (Fig 2). Centre of gravity (first
moment about the origin) of each transport diagram was
determined and these values have been used to
calculate the velocities.

For calculating the mean depth of penetration of
radioactive particles or the thickness of the moving bed,
the following equation derived on considerations of
count rate balance (closed system from which the
radiotracer is not lost except by decay) is used.

N =

where N

K

A

a

E

0KA (1 - &<*)

Ear

/ / n ds, the count rate integrated over
the whole area of tracer patch
calibration factor for the detector
used
total activity injected

attenuation coefficient characteristic
of the isotope used, bed material
and geometry of detection
thickness of moving bed
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The results of the analysis are given below:

Tracking N, Velocity Thickness of
No cpmxm(108) m/day moving bed (cm)

1
2
3
4

324
299
306
166

0
3

31
-24

negligible

The above analysis indicates that the southward
movement is slow from October to January, is much
faster during NE monsoon in January -February and the
reversal of direction with the change of wave conditions
in March is not only swift, but causes also deeper burial
of tracer particles indicating that the quantum of trans-
port northwards after March is far greater than in the
earlier season.

Thus the radiotracer investigation confirmed the
suitability of the selected dumping site for dredged sedi-
ments in the Madras port.

SOURCES OF SALINITY IN WEST BENGAL
GROUNDWATERS

Identification of the origin of groundwater
salinity and design of measles to control the saliniza-
tion process are the problems usually faced by a hy-
drologist. Deterioration of water quality is normally due
to pollution or over exploitation of groundwater
resources. Conventionally ionic ratio Na+/CI\ Ca+2/
Mg'2, etc are used to identify the source of salinity.
However, in many cases, the chemistry of water may
undergo further secondary changes such as precipita-
tion, ion exchange, etc which may make it difficult to
identify the salinization mechanism precisely. Environ-
mental isotopes deuterium, oxygen-18 and tritium could
help in knowing whether the salinity isdue to present day
sea water intrusion, past sea water intrusion, leaching
of salts from evaporitic minerals, etc. The recharge to
a groundwater system could also be studied using
environmental tritium. If a groundwater body contains
tritium significantly above 5-10 TR (1 TR is the activity of
tritium equal to 3.2 pCi/l or 0.12 Bq/I) it has tritium
attributable to hydrogen bomb tests in the atmosphere
in the fifties or early sixties. Tritium could thus be used
to detect recharge which has occurred during the last 3
decades, i.e., modern recharge. These techniques have

been employed to identify sources of salinity in the
groundwaters of Midnapore district in West Bengal.

Coastal Midnapore District, W. Bengal

In the coastal region of Midnapore, there exists
a saline belt in the north east - south west direction (Fig
1). The possible sources of salinity in this area could be

c.

FIG.l LOCATION MAP OF COSTAL MIDNAPORE

modern sea water intrusion, past sea water intrusion and
contribution from saline rivers such as Hoogly, Haldi,
Roopnarayan, etc. The salinity of the rivers is due to the
inflow of sea water into the river channels. The area is
covered by unconsolidated recent and older alluvium of
quarternaryand upper tertiary age. Groundwater in the
coastal area occurs in semiconfined conditions generally
in 3 different zones. The top water bearing zone is from
35 to 100 mm, middle water zone from 100 to 155 mm
and the deep water bearing zone from 165 to 200 mm.
Groundwater away from the coast is present in uncon-
fined condition upto a depth of about 100 m.

Experimental

Groundwater samples were collected from pie-
zometers, tube wells, dugwells and surface waters (sea
water at Digha, river waters, etc) and analysed for
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environmental tritium and other isotopes deuterium,
oxygen-18, as well as major, minor and trace chemical
species. The results obtained are presented in Figs 2
and 3.
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Results

The tritium vs chloride plot of the samples
collected is presented in Fig 2. From the figure, it can
be seen that tritium values of groundwatei 3 close to the
coast such as Digha, Daxin Dauki (DD, and DD2) and
Sutahata (S,, S2 and S3) fall approximately on the mixing
line between fresh water and modern sea water. They
also fall on similar mixing line in Deuterium - Oxygen-18
diagram (Fig 3). Hence the salinity of these groundwater
samples could be due to modern sea water intrusion.
Samples away from the coast but within the saline belt
such as Sarda seed farm (SF,, SF2andSF3), MarisdafMg)
in Contai, Chandipur (C3) and Tamluk (T3) have low
tritium and possibly represent salinity due to past sea-
water intrusion. This has been confirmed by the
observed enrichment of Sr+2/CI. I'/CI", B/CI'compared
to sea water in these waters.

The isotritium contours for the shallow and
deep zone groundwaters in the area are shown in Fig 4.
The isolated pocket of saline water in contained area can
be clearly seen in the figure. From the tritium distribution,
it is clear that the recharge to the ground-water in the area

10 20 KM.

FIG.4 (A) ISOTRITiUM CONTOURS-
SHALLOW ZONE SAMPLES
MIDNAPORE
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FIG.4(B) ISOTRITIUM CONTOURS
DEEP ZONE MIDNAPORE

is from the northern part of Midnapore and the groundwa-
ter flow can be delineated.

Conclusions

The isotope studies showed that

(i) salinity of groundwater very near the coast could
be due to present day sea water intrusion.

(ii) salinity of groundwater away from coast but within
the saline belt could be due to past sea water
intrusion as well as contribution from saline rivers
(Hooghly, Haldi, etc).

(iii) The recharge to the groundwaters in the area is
from the northern part of Midnapore and the
groundwater flow paths can be delineated.

GANGA RIVER - GROUNDWATER EXCHANGE
FROM HARDWAR TO NARORA

Planning for irrigation and power projects in a
river basin is based on an assessment of the available
water potential and its seasonal variability. This assess-
ment has to take into consideration, among other things,
the influent and effluent conditions along the river
course.

Choice of an environmental stable isotope
approach to study the influent and effluent conditions of
Ganga in Hardwar-Narora sector is based on the fact that
the river water originating in the Himalayas is depleted in
deuterium and oxygen-18 contents compared to the
groundwater recharged from rainfall in the plains. This
distinct difference in the stable isotope levels helps in
identifying the contribution of one to the other.

Environmental Isotope Study

River water and groundwater samples were
collected every two months from 8 stations along the
course during December to October and were analysed
for oxygen-18.

Observations and Discussion

618Oof River Samples

The 6'8O values of river samples collected
from Hardwar, Balawali, Shukartal, Garhmukteshwar,
Hastinapur and Narora are presented in Fig 2. It can be
seen that at Hardwar and Balawali, the £18O is nearly
constant at about -10% from December to June with a
slight enrichment thereafter. At the other stations, the
6'8O value is enriched to -8% to -9% during December -
April and is then depleted to about -10% from June to
September. The river originates in the higher altitudes
in the Himalayas and is hence depleted in the heavier
isotopic content (D or t8O) compared to the ground-
waters in the plains as these are mainly recharged by
local precipitation. At Hardwar where the river level is
always higher than the groundwater level, the river
receives practically no contribution from the ground-
water which has enriched oxygen-18. Hence the 618O
value is practically constant at about-10% throughout
the year. At the other stations such as Shukartal,
Hastinapur, Garhmukteshwar and Narora where the river
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LOCATION OF SAMPLES IN THE HARDWAR- NARORA SECTOR
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level is below the groundwater level during December -
April, groundwater could contribute to the river and this
contribution is reflected in the enriched 618O values
during those months. As the river level rises during the
monsoon months of June to September, the river
receives negligible contribution from groundwater and
the 6'8O values are depleted to about -10%

S '80 of Groundwater

The variations of 5'8Oat Hardwar, Balawali,
Hastinapur, Garhmukteshwar and Narora during
December to October are shown in Fig. 3. It can be seen
that the 6'8O of groundwater at Hardwar shows only
small seasonal fluctuations and has an average value of
about -9.5% indicating strong recharge from the river.
On the other hand, the value at Garhmukteshwar is
constantly enriched to about -5.2% indicating practi-
cally no contribution from the river. This is to be expected
as the groundwater level at Garhmukteshwar is always
higher than the river level. At Balawali and Hastinapur,
the groundwater is depleted in oxygen-18 during the
monsoon months due to contribution from the river and
is enriched during the non-monsoon months.
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Calculation of Groundwater Contribution to the River

If R, is the isotopic composition of the ground-
water body contributing to the river with an isotopic
composition R2, and R^ be the isotopic composition of
the admixture and if m, and m2 are the fractions of
groundwater and river water in the admixture, then the
isotopic balance and mass balance considerations
lead to

m2 = 1 - m,

The groundwater contribution to the river at each
of the 8 stations was computed.

The results of computation are graphically pre-
sented in Fig 4. It is seen that the groundwater contri-
bution is negligible at all stations for the month of
August. In the Balawali - Shukartal sector, the ground-
water contribution is maximum (about 23%) in October
with only small contributions in the MG Barrage -
Garhmukteshwarsector. The Shukratal -MG Barrage

GROUND WATER CONTRIBUTION TO THE RIVER
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sector gets its maximum groundwater contribution of
about 30% in December whereas the maximum shifts to
MG Barrage - Hastinapur sector in April. In the month of
June, however, there is a general decrease in the ground-
water contribution.

Conclusion

The study demonstrates the applicability of
env..onmental isotope methods to investigate both
qualitatively and quantitatively the regeneration in river
courses. The methodology is, however, suited to situ-
ations where there is a significant difference in the iso-
topic contents of river water and ground water. The full
benefit of such an investigation is derived when it is
coupled with simultaneous discharge measurements at
the sampling stations.
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SEAL DISC FOR 500 MWe PHWR COOLANT
CHANNELS

To facilitate onpower refuelling in a PHWR, the
ends of the coolant channels are sealed with a special
plug which can be installed by the fuelling machine. The
seal disc which forms the metallic sealing element is a
highly stressed component which, in addition to with-
standing the channel pressure, generates sufficient seal-
ing force along the seal surface by virtue of its action
under the loads applied by fuelling machine rams and
the channel pressure. In order to qualify the design of
seal disc in accordance with tha requirement of the
ASME codes, detailed elastoplastic analysis has been
carried out to optimise the dimensions of the seal disc
which would perform the sealing function and, at the
same time, satisfy the codal requirements. Similar analy-
sis has also been done to qualify the design of seal disc
for235MWePHWRs.

Fig.2 Progress of plastic front for 220% of design pressure in seal

disc of 500 MWe PHWR

Fig. 1: Stresses in seal disc of 500 MWe PHWR (in operation)

SEISMIC QUALIFICATION OF N U C L ;
EQUIPMENT UNDER MULTIPLE SUPPC
EXCITATIONS

All safety related pieces of equipment in a nuclear
reactor are qualified to perform under earthquake
conditions. The general practice is to Identify response
spectrum at the supports of the equipment and to check
the equipment under excitation corresponding to the
identified response spectrum. Some of the large equip-
ment which get supported at more than one support
may experience seismic excitation at the supports
which are not necessarily identical. Seismic qualifi-
cation of such multiple supported pieces of equipment
have been carried out by considering an envelope
response spectrum wherein an upper bound response
spectrum enveloping the individual response spectra at
different supports is assumed to act on all of them. This
method is known to yield conservative results and is
recommended by ASME code.

For more rigorous analysis it is necessary to
consider multiple support excitations. A finite element
software PRISM has been developed to carry out such
multiple support response spectrum analysis by means
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of redefinition of modal participation factors through
support influence function vectors. Salient features of
PRISM include: 1) No limitation on number of support
groups, 2) No limitation on number of supports in a
support group, 3) Algebraic, Square Root of Sum of
Squares (SRSS) and Absolute support group combi-
nation rules, 4) SRSS and closely spaced modal combi-
nation rules, and 5) Built-in band-width optimiser.

OPTIMISATION OF NEW TIGHT FIT DESIGN OF
GARTER SPRING SPACERS

As already described, a mechanical flexing
technique based system has been developed to relocate
displaced garter springs, having a favourable direction of
tilt, in the affected cool., it channels of reactors under
construction. Inthefortnooming reactors, starting with
KAPP-2, it is intended to do away with the bangle type
loose fit design of the garter spring spacers. Instead,
garter spring spacers, which are tight-fit around the pres-
sure tubes, are planned to be used. A garter spring
spacer which is tight-fit over the pressure tube cannot
get displaced from its as-installed position due to vibra-
tions of the coolant channel. Thus the problem of dis-
placed garter springs is unlikely to appear in future
reactors having tight-fit garter spring spacers.

The material used so far for the garter springs in
the Indian PHWRs is the alloy Zr-2.5 wt% Nb-0.5 wt.%
Cu (Zr-Nb-Cu). It is apprehended that, like other high
strength zirconium base alloys, this material will be
susceptible to accelerated local hydriding, hydride
reorientation and delayed hydride cracking at highly
stressed regions in presence of thermal gradients. As
such it is considered prudent not to use this alloy for tight-
fit design of garter springs, in which the peak stress levels
will be higher than those in the current loose-fit type
design. Inconel X-750 alloy is an alternative material
which is superior to zirconium alloys with respect to
high temperature strength, corrosion resistance, stress
relaxation, and irradiation enhanced material degrada-
tion. However, the thermal neutron absorption cross
section of this material is higher than that for the Zr-Nb-Cu
alloy. Hence, it is necessary to optimise the design of
the tight-fit Inconel X-750 garter spring such that its
mass is the minimum possible.

In order to carry out this exercise, a number of
dedicated computer codes were developed. These
codes perform the analysis of local deformation of
calandria tube around its point of contact with garter
spring, determine the radial stiffness of garter spring
coils, determine the number of coils actively supporting
the pressure tube and its contents, determine the
maximum loads acting on a single coil, and carry out a
detailed stress analysis of this coil. Validation of the
stress analysis code was carried out by using Finite
Element Technique.

For design optimisation of garter springs, a
number of cases had to be run. For this purpose a
master program 'GSOD' was developed. This program
makes use of the dedicated codes described above. It
runs for a large number of cases using various combi-
nations of the geometric parameters to obtain the opti-
mum garter spring design with minimum mass, neeting
all the allowable stress and stiffness limits.

From the analysis, it was found that the existing
design of Zr-Nb-Cu garter spring, if made tight-fit, will
not meet the design criteria followed for existing loose-
fit garter spring and the maximum tensile stress will also
exceed the hydride reorientation threshold derived from
available information on Zr-2.5 wt% Nb pressure tubes.
Further, even by altering the geometry of the garter
spring, it is not feasible to achieve a design which meets
the stipulated allowable limits. On the other hand, an
inconel X-750 garter spring with existing design has a
high margin of safety but its mass will be 49.5 gm.
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Fig 1 Optimised design of tight fit garter spr;ng of Zr 2.5"t Nb 0 5% Cu
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However, by carrying out the optimization excercise, it
was found that it is possible to bring down the mass of the
inconel X-750 garter spring to only 16 gm while meeting
all the design requirements. Such saving in the mass of
the inconel X-750 garter spring is expected to yield a net
saving of 387 MWD/Te of fuel burn-up over what is
possible with an inconel X-750 garter spring of existing
design.

MODULAR INSULATION PANEL :
A SUBSTITUTE FOR JIG-SAW PANEL

Insulation cabinets are provided in the fuelling
machine vaults to prevent excessive heat loss from bare
end-fittings and feeders. They also reduce the fuelling
machine vault system heat load, and protect the fuelling
machine vault-liner and concrete from excessive heating.
In the region of end-fittings, the insulation cabinet has to
be removable to facilitate work on reactor face. It is also
necessary to provide seals for end fitting penetrations in
order to prevent leakage of hot air into the fuelling
machine vault. The construction of insulation cabinet in
thisareathusconsistsofan outer sheet steel ring section
(angle ring) which is fastened to the end-fitting, and a
number of sheet steel plates called jig saw panel which
fill the area between the end-fittings.

The present design of the jig-saw panel consists
of 17 loose parts per channel which are held together by
nuts and bolts. On account of such design, theman-
Rem expenditure incurred in carrying out assembly and
disassembly of jig-saw panel, at the time of creep-adjust-
ment or any other repair or maintenance work to be
done on coolant channels, is quite substantial. In view of
this, a new design of jig saw panel named modular
insulation panel was developed. The new design is of
modular construction in place of interlock construction.
Each channel is provided with only a single module and
no bolts and nuts need to be handled. This design will
considerably reduce the time required for assembly and
disassembly of the panel and it is estimated that the
associated personnel radiation dose will be only fourteen
percent of that being incurred with the old design of jig-
saw panel.

As already indicated, the modular insulation panel
consists of modules. Each module consists of four inter-
locked sheets. Asbestos sheet has been fixed on the
back side of the interlocked sheets to reduce heat load
in the fuelling machine vault system. A garter spring has
been provided to hold the interlocked sheets in position

n LOOSE PARfS
PER CHANNEL

JIG-SAW PANEL (OLD DESIGN)

SMGIE MODULE
PER CHANNEL

MODULAR INSULATION PANEL
(NEW DESIGN)

on end-fitting body. The modular insulation panel rests
on end-fitting bodies at a distance of 190 mm from its front
end. The mounting and dismounting of modules of the
modular insulation panel, over the end-fittings, is carried
out with help of a special pneumatically operated tool.

Interlocking between the modules is carried out
with the help of strips, which can be positioned and
removed manually. This has been done to keep the
design simple and reliable. However, for carrying out
the installation and removal of these panels remotely, it is
feasible u design remote operable interlocking com-
ponents at the cost of complexity of design. Work in this
direction is also planned.

This modular insulation panel requires only slight
modification in existing feeders and headers insulation
cabinet. This scheme has already been accepted for
implementation in RAPS and MAPS on a trial basis.
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TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT FOR ZERO-
CLEARANCE ROLLED JOINTS NEEDED FOR
Zr-2.5% Nb PRESSURE TUBES

Due to its higher strength and lower deuterium
pick-up rate as compared to the existing cold worked
zircaloy-2 material, cold worked zirconium 2.5 wt%
niobium (Zr-2.5% Nb) alloy is to be used as the material
for pressure tubes in all forthcoming Indian PHWRs start-
ing with KAPP-2. These pressure tubes are to be joined to
their stainless steel end-fittings by using rolled joints.
Since the new pressure tubes havea lower wall thickness
and higher room temperature yield stress than zircaloy-
2 pressure tubes, the design of the pressure tube to end-
fitting rolled joint had to be developed afresh. Further,
since the Zr-25% Nb material is very susceptible to
delayed hydrogen cracking, the residual stresses in the
tube resulting from the roll expanding of this joint has to
be kept to a low value by having a nominal interference
fit between the pressure tube outside diameter and the
end-fitting inside diameter to begin with. Such joints have
been named 'zero clearance' type rolled joints.

Being a part of the primary heat transport system,
these rolled joints must have a high degree of integrity
under the service conditions. The specifications call for
a helium leak rate amounting to less than one cc. per year
for these joints and a pull out strength of more than 50
tonnes for the 235 MWe pressure tubes. Short length test
components were used for developing these rolled
joints. A number of required facilities were set up for this
purpose. In addition to the tests for satisfying the
specified minimum requirements, several other tests
were carried out to insure the long term integrity of these
rolled joints. These include thermal cycling, hydrostatic
pressure test, helium leak tests at elevated temperature,
pull out test at elevated temperature, and post-
sectioning examination. On the basis of these tests,
a large number of alternative joint designs were com-
paratively evaluated and the optimum was selected. This
work also led to the optimisation of the process para-
meters relating to the initial interference fitting of the
pressure tube and end-fitting, to be achieved by heating
the end-fitting rolled joint portion to an elevated temper-
ature, and also the extent of wall thinning of the pressure
tube during rolling. A similar work was also completed
for the zero clearance type pressure tube to end-fitting
rolled joints for the 500 MWe PHWR.

The first phase of this work, as described above,
enabled the freezing of rolled joint design and facilitated

the manufacture nf the end-fittings and pressure tubes
to be taken up. The next phase pertained to the
development of procedures and tooling for achieving the
zero-clearance type fit-up during actual installation of
coolant channels in a 235 MWe PHWR.

As already mentioned, in order to achieve the
initial fit-up between the pressure tube and end-fitting, it
is necessary to heat the rolled joint area of the end-
fitting to a high temperature, established as 375° C.
This must be done as fast as is possible to reduce the
time available for oxidation of end-fitting material.
Keeping this requirement in view, medium frequency
induction heating was adopted as a means of achieving
heating. The fit-up has to be done very quickly, within
one minute, afterthe end-fitting has been heated. During
this brief period, not only must the two meter long end-
fitting pass smoothly through close-fitting bearing
surfaces within the end shield lattice tube, but the five
meter long pressure tube resting over the calandria tube
also must be brought in perfect alignment with the end-
fitting so as to be received by the hot bore without
getting jammed. Further, once inside the hot bore the
temperature of the pressure tube should not be allowed to
exceed 200°C so as to avoid a possibility of contami-
nation of its outer surface leading to deterioration of
leak tightness of the joint.

To facilitate this work, a full size coolant channel
was set up along with end shield lattice tubes at each end.
Further, for meeting the afore-mentioned stringent
requirements, a large number of fixtures, mechanisms
and tools were designed and qualified using this facility.
The entire operation was made semi-automatic to en-
sure that, in the actual work situation at the site of a
reactor under construction, the demands on the skill of
the operator would be kept to a minimum.
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The complete system along with the procedure
was qualified in several mock-up tests. Using this
technique, a number of rolled joints were assembled,
rolled and subjected to various tests including helium
leak tests after thermal cycling. The performance of
these joints met all the stipulated requirements.

RELOCATION OF GARTER SPRING SPACERS
IN PHWR COOLANT CHANNELS BY
MECHANICAL FLEXING TECHNIQUE

Garter spring spacers support the pressure tube
inside the calandria tube of horizontal coolant channels
of Indian PHWRs. These spacers, placed like bangles
around the pressure tube, maintain an annular gap
between the pressure tube and calandria tube for the
reduction of heat losses and prevention of occurrence
of contact between pressure tube and calandria tube.

In the current generation of Indian PHWRs,
beginning with NAPP-1, four garter springs are provided
in each of the coolant channels. During installation of
pressure tubes, these garter spring spacers are
positioned at their design axial locations along the cool-
ant channel. It has been estimated that with four garter
spring spacers situated at their design axial locations,
even with the fast neutron radiation enhanced bending
creep of the pressure tube, occurrence of a contact
between pressure tube and calandria tube can be ruled
out within the thirty year design life of the coolant chan-
nels. It is important that such contact is avoided since the
resulting cold spot on the pressure tube is known to
attract brittle hydrides which can eventually lead to a
failure of the pressure tube.

In ail Indian PHWRs up to KAPP-1, these garter
spring spacers have been designed to be loose fit
around the pressure tube and snug fit within the bore of
calandria tube. It has been observed that garter springs
of such design could get displaced from their original
installed locations due to vibration of the coolant chan-
nels during construction and hot conditioning phases of
the reactor, when the coolant channel is not loaded with
fuel bundles. This could lead to premature creep contact
between pressure tube and calandria tube, necessi-
tating either an early replacement of the coolant channel
or relocation of the garter spring spacers in the affected
coolant channels of an operating power plant.

A program was initiated to develop a system
which could carr^' out the task of relocating these
physically inaccessible garter springs, so as to improve
the creep contact limited life of affected coolant chan-
nels. This led to the development of a Pressure Tube
Flexing Tool, actuated by compact hydraulic cylinders
which could be operated as per a programmed
sequence. After rigorous trials conducted on full scale
mock ups, this device was found to be capable of suc-
cessfully shifting individual gaiter springs in their direc-
tion of tilt. This shifting action is caused by the walking
mechanism which, in fact, is responsible for the original
displacement of the garter springs from their designed
locations.

The first task after obtaining the data on the
measurement of the axial positions of the garter spring
spacers is to determine the corresponding value of the
creep contact time, so as to identify the coolant channels
requiring the relocation of garter spring spacers. A
dedicated computer code 'SCAPCA' (Static and Creep
Analysis of Pressure Tube Calandria Tube Assemblies)
was developed for evaluating creep limited life for
PHWR coolant channels. This code has the capability
of predicting the changes in the geometry of coolant
channels owing to radiation enhanced axial, diametral
and bending creep and growth of pressure tube and
calandria tube. This code has been validated through
comparison with data of actual measurements reported
in literature.

This code, originally developed for running on a
mainframe computer, was modified to enable its execu-
tion using a personal computer. This was done to facili-
tate its use at a reactor site while carrying out the work
of repositioning of garter spring spacers. In parallel, a
personal computer based software package 'RESET'
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was also developed for serving as an aid to decision
making while carrying out the actual site work. This
package has got the capabilities of making use of an
experimentally generated databank for predicting the
displacements of all the garter springs of a channel with
a given set of operating parameters for the Pressure
Tube Flexing Tool (PTFT), providing an estimate of
creep contact life resulting from such an operation, and
furnishing an animated graphic display of the relocation
process.

The complete system, comprising PTFT, its
hydraulic drives and controls and RESET, was used for
thefirsttimein NAPP-1 reactorafter its hot conditioning.
During this campaign, this system was able to success-
fully improve the creep contact life of five coolant chan-
nels, In which the controlling garter spring had a favour-
able direction of tilt. In two of these channels the creep
contact life was improved from less than five full power
years to more than thirty full power years.

EARLY DETECTION OF FAILURES IN ANTI-
FRICTION BEARINGS

There is often a "Universal" type of behaviour for
wear induced failures of machines: localised defects
appear first, followed by distributed type of defects.
Onset of localised defects induce vibration having
Impulsive character. The various rponitoring techni-
ques for early failure detection in bearings try to detect
this onset of localised defects.

Since localised defects cause sharp peaks in the
vibration pattern, the high frequency spectrum is a com-
mon method. The crest factor which is the ratio of peak
to RMS value of vibration signal could also detect the
appearance of spikes in the vibration signal. The more
common method of shock pulse monitoring use the pulse
energy to excite the natural frequency of vibration pick
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up and use this response to characterise the extent of
defect. Another newer technique is the Kurtosis of the
vibration amplitude pdf. Since the sharp spikes change
the tails of the pdf. which otherwise is gaussian,
kurtosis is also an effective indicator of the onset of
defects. Various techniques for the effective diagnosis
of the roller bearings have been examined in BARC. The
conclusions, so far, suggest that kurtosis is a very effec-
tive indicator of the onset of the defect and very consis-
tent unlike the other techniques. However, it has been
found that it fails to distinguish between a defective
bearing and a good bearing starved of lubrication. The
genuineness of the defect could be established if the
kurtosis reading is supplemented by envelope analysis.
Trials so far suggest that as long as the kurtosis values are
in the region of gaussian value, there is hardly any chance
of imminent failure. In case of high kurtosis values,
envelope analysis should always be resorted to before
any conclusion is drawn. Any defect in the bearing shows
up in the spectrum of the enveloped signal at its
characteristic frequency. In the absence of defect, the
spectrum remains featureless.

K M UH0

HOUKS OF OfEMTIOH—•»

OHBUVA MAIN COOLANT PUMP-1

The figure shows the kurtosis with time for MCP-
1 of Ohruva reactor. The photograph of the bearing
when removed afterthe last point in the graphs is shown
inset.

INNOVATIONS AND SPECIAL APPLICATIONS
WITH FUEL HANDLING MACHINES

The background and experience gained with
fuelling machines of Pressurised Heavy Water Reactors
(PHWRs) has enabled some innovations and special
applications for PHWRs.
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REMOTE CREEP MEASUREMENT OF PHWR COOLANT CHANNELS USING FUELLING MACHINES

Indian PHWRs have a large number of
horizontal coolant channels, 306 in a 235 MWe unit.
These channels undergo gradual creep elongation due
to the effect of pressure and temperature which is
enhanced due to irradiation. Each channel has been
provided with a controlled amount of space at each end
to permit elongation without the risk of unacceptable
loading. It is necessary to periodically measure this
creep and adjust the gap to account for the changed
length of the coolant tube.

An optical method has been in use for the mea-
surement of creep in the existing nuclear power stations.
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MAGNETIC COUPLING FOR RAM-C POTENTIOMETER

However, this method suffers from drawbacks like high
man-rem consumption, laborious calculations and takes
about a week for measurement each time. All operations
being manual, the probability of error is more.

In order to overcome the above drawbacks, and
also because the optical method is not suitable for NAPP
type reactors due to changed layout, a new method for
creep measurement has been developed. Since the
fuelling machines can remotely carry out complicated
fuelling operations inside radiation environment, and
since all coolant channels are accessible to the fuelling
machines, the new creep measurement technique
utilises the fuelling machines in conjunction with a special
tool.

Basically the method consists of measuring the
distance that each of the two fuelling machines on either
side of the coolant channel has to traverse, by using

very sensitive linear distance measuring potentio-
meters. The signals are fed to a microcomputer which
gives the creep data as output.

The software developed is of interactive type, and
any person with a little knowledge of computer can run
the program. A coolant channel assembly located out-
side the reactor serves as reference, as it is not subject
to radiation-induced creep. This technique has been
successfully implemented in RAPS, MAPS and NAPP-1.

On-load fuelling of PHWRs is being achieved with
the help of Fuelling Machines (FMs). For refuelling,
various actuations are carried out inside the FM maga-
zine pressure housing with the help of high pressure
heavy water hydraulic actuators. For safeguarding
against unsafe load on fuel bundles and other compo-
nents by these actuators, a constant differential pres-
sure is required to be maintained between pressurised
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magazine housing and actuator supply line. This is
achieved with the help of Differential Pressure Reducing
Valves (DPRVs). So farthese valves have been procured
only from a single foreign supplier. To get out of this
dependence on a single foreign supplier, an effort was
made to design and manufacture the DPRV indigenously
meeting the stringent specifications. The performance
of the indigenous DPRVs for the 235 MWe PHWR Fuel
Handling System compares favourably with that of the
imported valves. The pressure drooping is much less
in the case of the indigenously developed DPRVs.
Based on this experience, DPRV for 500 MWe PHWR
application also wasdeveloped whose flow capacity was
much larger (100 Ipm compared to 50 Ipm for 235 MWe
reactor). The performance of the 500 MWe DPRV was
satisfactory.

The hydraulic ram, ram C, of the fuelling machine
has potentiometer to indicate its position. This compo-
nent has been frequently failing. A magnetically coupled
potentiometer, which takes the potentiometer out of
pressure boundary, has been designed and tested. This
design has been passed on to Nuclear Power Corpora-
tion for regular manufacture and incorporation in the
fuelling machines.

INSPECTION OF CALANDRIA INTERNALS AND
RELOCATION OF LOOSE DEBRIS PIECES IN
MAPS REACTORS

Each of the two units of Madras Atomic Power
Station (MAPS) incorporates a Pressurised Heavy
Water Reactor (PHWR) to serve as a source of nuclear
heat. In each of these reactors, this heat is produced in
the zircaloy clad natural uranium di-oxkJe fuel bundles
contained within 306 horizontal zircaloy-2 pressure
tubes, through which the pressurised heavy water
coolant is maintained under circulation.

In order to initiate and sustain the nuclear chain
reaction in this reactor, it is necessary to use heavy water
moderator under which the coolant channels are kept
submerged. The moderator is kept within a horizontal
stainless steel calandria which has thin walled zircaloy-2
calandria tubes rolled at all the 306 lattice positions in the
two tube-sheets. The pressure tubes are located con-
centrically within each of these calandria tubes with an
insulating annular air gap between the two. At the
bottom of the calandria, dump ports are provided. The
moderator level in caiandria is supported and main-
tained by application of a controlled pressure of helium

Fig 1 Relocation of loose parts in MAPS reactors

gas at the other end of these dump ports. During a trip
of the reactor, moderator is dumped through these
dump ports into a dump tank located under the calandria.

As per the original design, the moderator main
flow enters the calandria through a pipe joining at
the lower portion. A moderator inlet manifold, mainly
fabricated out of 3.2 mm thick zircaloy-2 sheet material,
is provided to distribute the moderator within the
calandria.

For carrying out a quick detection of the occur-
rence of leakage of heavy water from any part of reactor
system, a large number of instrumented collection trays
called beetles are provided in these reactors. A collec-
tion of heavy water in these beetles leads to sounding
of an alarm in control room so as to facilitate a quick
diagnosis of the problem and suitable operator action.
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With the help of these devices, a moderator
leak in the calandria vault of MAPS-2 was detected. This
was later confirmed to be leaking from R5 calandria tube.
After a recovery of three metallic pieces of zircaloy-2 in
a moderator pump casing, a need for the inspection of
calandria internals was felt as one of these pieces was
identified to be from the moderator inlet manifold.

Later, while the work of MAPS-2 inspection was
still in progress, a heavy water leak from S5 coolant
channel was detected at MAPS-1 also.

Inspection of Calandria Internals

A radiation resistant micro-video camera
system, which could be introduced through the only
access into the calandria through lattice bores of 118 mm
inside diameter, was procured. The ready availability of
this camera system, the only one of its kind available in
the country at that stage, played a key role in quickly
identifying the source of problem through inspection of
the calandria internals.

Details of the required lighting arrangements
and viewing positions were worked out, and sufficient
out of reactor trials were carried out to establish, the
working procedures for undertaking such work in the
power reactors for the first time. The manipulators for
introduction of camera and light were also engineered
in BARC.

The views obtained through the use of this system
in MAPS-2 revealed a failure of the moderator inlet mani-
fold. On the basis of this inspection, a complete dimen-
sioned map of the damaged area was made. A similar
damage was subsequently observed during an inspec-
tion of MAPS-1 carried out in first week of April 1989.

Relocation of Loose Debris Pieces

The video inspection of the calandria internals
of the two units of MAPS revealed the presence of two
large pieces of debris lying within the dump ports of
MAPS-2 and three such pieces lying within the dump
ports of MAPS-1.

In order to bring back the reactors to operation
with a modified moderator circulation route, it was neces-
sary to remove these loose parts from the active flow zone
(dump port region). Since these loose pieces had maxi-
mum dimension of about 45 cm, it was not possible to
remove them out of the reactor through the available

118 mm diameter openings without cutting. A feasible
scheme of shifting these loose parts to certain pockets
within the reactor which were out of the active moderator
circulation zone was identified. These pockets are
located at each end (north and south) of the dump port
box between the end plates and the annulus plates of the
calandria. These pockets have a width of 135 mm and
avariabledepth reaching to a maximum of 447 mm in the
middle.

Having identified a scheme for relocating the
debris within the reactor, plans were made to design,
fabricate and qualify a manipulator to perform the
formidable task within the reactor where the radiation
field was of the order of one million R/hr and the access
was very limited. The operations had to be carried out
using a minimum number of persons from a vault having
radiation field of the order of 500mR/hr. Further, under
no circumstances should the manipulator cause
damage to delicate internal components of the
calandria, and it must be always possible to take out the
manipulator after its insertion into the reactor even if
some components of the manipulatorfailed. These were
some of the requirements, apart from the requirements
pertaining to the load handling capability and the
required degrees of freedom, which had to be consi-
dered during the design of this manipulator.

This manipulator was designed and fabricated for
the specific purpose of vertically lifting the loose parts
weighing up to 15 kg through a stroke of 380 mm, shifting
these over the pocket (involving horizontal movement of
about 2 meters), and lowering into the pocket. All these
actions could be carried out in a controlled and predict-
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able manner either by means of winch drives operating
the relevant wire ropes or by pushing, pulling or rotation
of the main extension of the manipulator.

The manipulator was provided with a specially
developed pneumatic gripper, telescopic arm and a
shoulder rotation motion. In order to facilitate easy
insertion and withdrawal of the manipulator through the
available opening in calandria tube-sheet bore, special
design features had been incorporated. By using a
scoop attachment, which could be screwed to a jaw of
the gripper, any part lying flat over the dump ports could
also be dragged on top of dump port crowns.

For carrying out trials on this manipulator and the
micro-video camera based inspection system, a full
scale mock-up was set up simulating the calandria tubes
in the neighbourhood of R-5 and S-5 lattice locations,
dump ports, adjuster rod diffusers and a pocket. The
debris pieces were also made in mild steel. The mock-up
trials using this manipulator were successfully completed
on 15.5.1989.

The scheme worked out for the removal of debris
pieces involved pushing in the manipulatorfrom one end
of an open lattice bore and inserting camera along with
light source mounted on another manipulator through
the opposite end. Taking guidance from the television
pictures, the loose pieces were to be approached,
gripped, suitably positioned, lifted to clear the dump
port top, shifted horizontally up to the nearest safe
pocket and lowered into the pocket.

The very first piece of MAPS-2 was successfully
handled on 22.5.1989 using this manipulator. This was
the first such task ever carried out in our reactors.

As an alternative and redundant measure, a
foreign agency had also been hired to carry out this work.
However, the equipment of this agency could reach site
only after this first piece had already been handled by
BARC team. The manipulators brought by the foreign
agency were conventional, readily available master slave
manipulators. After the arrival oftheir equipment, further
work for the handling of the remaining one piece in
MAPS-2 and three pieces in MAPS-1 was handed over
to this agency. Using its manipulators, this agency was
able to relocate three of these pieces.

Since the last remaining piece of MAPS-1, wedged
against the central adjuster rod diffuser, did not have a

feature enabling the application of wrist elevation motion,
this piece could not be lifted by using the conventional
foreign manipulator. The BARC team was able to shift this
last part also to the safe pocket after merely two hours
of operation.

BURST TEST ON A LARGE DOME ROOF TANK

Burst tests on pressure vessels are of importance
in assessing the actual factor of safety for large vessels.
The assessment of factor of safety has to be necessarily
based on analytical estimates. Opportunities for carrying
out burst test on large tanks are usually rare. One such
opportunity arose when M/s. Bharat Petroleum
Corporation Ltd. decided to carry out burst test on one of
their dome roof tanks (11m dia x 8m ht) in collaboration
with BARC. The tank was instrumented with strain
gauges to record strains at discrete pressure intervals.
Detailed elastic and elastoplastic calculations were car-
ried out both for the purpose of identifying the layout of
strain gauges as well as for the purpose of comparing
with experimental results.

Fig. 7 : Tank after burst
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The study has helped in validating the finite
element codes and improved understanding on the fail-
ure mechanism of dome roof tank.

EXP

FEM
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Fig.2: Meridional strain at strain gauge No. 4

ANALYSIS FOR STATION BLACK-OUT
CONOmON IN A 235 MWe PRESSURISED HEAVY
WATER REACTOR WITH INITIATION OF CRASH
COOUNG SIX MINUTES AFTER BLACK-OUT
BEGINS

Safety analysis is carried out for nuclear reactors
for a number of postulated abnormal/accident condi-
tions. Station blackout is one such condition, wherein
total loss of both normal (class IV) and emergency (class
III) A.C. power is assumed. An analysis has been carried
out for such a condition in a 235 MWe PHWR, for the case
where crash cooling is initiated six minutes after black-
out begins. The computer code RELAP4/MOD6 has
been used for the analysis.

The scenario considered in the analysis is as
follows. Following class IV power failure, the Primary
Heat Transport (PHT) system, coolant recirculating
pumps and the pressurizing pumps trip immediately.
Reactor trips on loss of power with a time delay of 0.5
seconds. The heavy water accumulator cuts in at the set
pressure. Onthe secondary side, the Main Boiler Feed
Pumps (MBFPs) trip immediately afterthepowerfailure.
The Steam Generators (SGs) are bottled up and for the
next six minutes cooling is by boiling-off ofthe secondary

side inventory of the SGs; the Atmospheric Steam
Discharge Valves (ASDVs) would open and close
periodically at the set pressure. At six minutes, the
ASDVs are manually opened and left in the fully open
position, thus initiating crash cooling. When the SG
pressure becomes equal to the pressure on the dis-
charge side of the fire fighting water pumps, cooling
water is supplied to the secondary side of the SGs by
these pumps. The salient features of the results of the
analysis are as follows.

The secondary pressure increases as shown in
Fig. 1. At about 10 seconds, the SG dome pressure

1 mr srsiw ntcssuu

2 Auutwuion rmssunt

Fig. 1 Pressure in PHT system, accumulator and steam dome

reaches the set pressure of the ASDVs, which open and
relieve some steam. Beyond this time, the SG dome
pressure is maintained at the set pressure, till the start of
crash cooling by the periodic opening and closing of the
ASDVs. The variation of PHT system and accumulator
pressures is also shown in Fig. 1. At360 seconds, crash
cooling is started, and a continuous steam discharge
from the steam generators to the atmosphere is
maintained. The steam dome pressure starts falling. This
results in increased heat transfer and consequently the
primary coolant temperature and pressure decrease.
The PHT system pressure falls below the set pressure of
the accumulator at about 420 seconds, when heavy
water injection from the accumulator (into the inlet
headers) starts.

As the primary coolant pumps coast down, the
flow fraction reduce to about 0.04 at about 134 seconds
when the speed of the primary coolant pumps reduces to
zero (see Fig. 2). After 134 seconds the primary coolant
flow is sustained by the thermosyphon mechanism. At
360 seconds, when crash cooling is started, the heat
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Fig 2 Core flow rate
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Fig.3 Heat transferred to the secondary coolant

removal rate in the SGs increases sharply (see Fig. 3).
The enhanced cooling causes a sudden pressure fall and
consequently there is vapour formation in the hot leg.
This causes an increase in the buoyancy force and hence
the flow rate. With injection from the accumulator, the
PHT system fluid returns to single phase condition
resulting in flow reduction. The maximum value of
coolant temperature at the core inlet is about 270°C, while
at the core outlet it is 304°C and the maximum value of
clad surface temperature is about 306°C (see Fig. 4).
The maximum clad temperature occurs at about 3
seconds.

Fig.5 Liquid inventory in SG shells and accumlalor

The SG shell liquid inventory increases initially
(see Fig. 5) as some liquid is transferred from the annulus
to the shell as voids collapse in the shell due to the rise in
pressure. On the initiation of crash cooling, the shell
liquid inventory falls sharply due to rapid evaporation.
Subsequently, the SG shell liquid inventory increases
continuously after the fire fighting water pumps come on
line. The heavy wateraccumulatorliqukJ inventory starts
falling rapidly from about 420 seconds. After about 460
seconds the fall is gradual. At about 1000 seconds the
liquid mass in the accumulator reduces to about 15% of
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the initial inventory. As can be seen from Fig. 3,
adequate heat transfer in the SG is maintained through-
out the transient.

From the results of this analysis, it is seen that, for
the scenario envisaged, continued core cooling is main-
tained and no occurrence of unduly high temperature
is observed anywhere in the system.

THERMOSYPHON TESTS IN NAPP-1

Following a class IV power failure, core cool-
ing is provided by thermosyphon flow in Pressurised
Heavy Water Reactors (PHWRs). Phenomenological
studies to understand thermosyphon behaviour were
carried out in a simple figure-of-eight loop. Based on
the experimental results from this loop, a computer code
was developed for the analysis of thermosyphon beha-
viour in PHWRs. This code has been used for the predic-
tion of thermosyphon behaviour in 235 as well as 500
MWe reactors. To verify the predictions of the code
against plant data as well as to establish the thermo-
syphon behaviour of a PHWR, a proposal for carrying
out a thermosyphon test in Unft-I of Narora Atomic
Power Project (NAPP) was prepared. This proposal was
examined by the various safety committees (DAE SRC,
NDSC.ACPRSandAERB). Itwas ensured thatadequate
provision for ensuring plant safety exist and the final
authorisationforcarryingoutthistestwas given byAERB
in July 1989. Additions/modifications to the plant
instrumentation as well as the other required pretest
preparations were made and thermosyphon tests were
carried out f orthe first time in an Indian PHWR during July
19 and 20, 1989. The magnitude and the complexity of
the effort involved called for the participation of engi-
neers and scientists from BARC, NPC and NAPP. These
tests were carried out with the reactor critical at nominal
power levels of 1%, 2% and 3% F.P. The tests have
demonstrated the adequacy of thermosyphon flow to
remove core heat in PHWRs at these powers.

The transient thermosyphon behaviour for the
test conditions was predicted by the computer code
TINFLO-III and compared with the test data. In this
analysis each half core was represented by a single
equivalent channel. Figure 1 shows the measured and
predicted flow rate at 1 % FP. During the test, the channel
flows in only eight channels in a half core could be
measured. Since the code predicts core average
values, the measured channel flows were added up and
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Fig. 1 Variation of flow with time

averaged for comparison. From Figure 1, it is seen that
a very good match fs obtained between the predicted
and measured flows during the coast down phase (up to
about 60 seconds). Beyond this, the predicted and test
values, though showing somewhat simitar trends, differ
in magnitude considerably. This difference is attributed
to the fact that since the flow is less than 10% of the
normal value, the readings of the plant instrumentation,
which is provided for measurement in the normal range,
will have poor accuracy.

• , J
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Fig 2 Variation of average channel detta-T

Figure 2 shows the measured and predicted
values of temperature rise (deita-T) across the half core.
The experimental curve is the mean value of measure-
ments made on eight coolant channels in one half core.
Although the agreement between the measured and
predicted steady state valueslsvery good, the predicted
peakvalueislargerthanthatobtalnedfromthetest. This
Is attributed to the lumping of all the channels In a half
core Into one for analysis. In the reactor the channels
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have different feeder lengths and are located at different
elevations. Therefore, the individual peaks having
different values occur at different times. Averaging the
delta-Ts results in lower peak value. Also a large time
lag is observed between the peak values predicted and
observed during the tests. This is again attributed to the
difference in lengths of the various feeder pipes in the
reactor, whereas the code used only one equivalent
feeder of average length. Improvement of prediction in
this respect can be obtained by incorporating a number
of channels in the half core model instead of lumping
them. However, this will involve considerably increased
computational effort.

Since no provision for direct measurement exists,
the steady state thermosyphon flow at different reactor
powers was estimated from the measured core power
and average channel delta-T. This as well as the average
value of steady state channel delta-T are plotted in
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Fig.3 Measured and predicted steady state flow rate and channel
delta-T

Fig. 3 along with predicted values. It is seen that predic-
tions are within ± 2 0 % of thetest values. This agreement
is quite good considering the complexity of the system
and the simplifications in the analysis.

PRESSURE DROP ACROSS THE JUNCTION
BETWEEN TWO 37 ELEMENT FUEL BUNDLES
OF 500 MWe PHWR FOR VARIOUS RADIAL
ALIGNMENTS OF THE BUNDLES

In a Pressurised Heavy Water Reactor (PHWR),
several fuel bundles are stacked one after another in the
horizontal fuel channels. The fuel bundles are loaded
into the channels with the help of fuelling machines
which do not specifically take care of the radial alignment
of the fuel bundles. With the fuel bundles thus loaded
randomly, radial misalignment between the adjacent fuel
bundles in the channel could be different at different
junctions. This will cause the pressure drop across the
junction between two fuel bundles at different locations
to vary. The pressure drop will be lowest for the best
possible alignment of fuel bundles and highest for the
case of total misalignment. The pressure drop values for
different alignments of one fuel bundle with respect to
another were obtained experimentally to arrive at the
upper and lower bounds for the pressure drop across
the junction between the 37 element fuel bundles of the
proposed 500 MWe PHWR. Details of the test section for
the experiment is shown in Fig. 1. It consists of a trans-
parent lucite tube in which are housed two 37 element
fuel bundles. Provision is made for changing the radial
alignment of the bundles as desired.

The variation of junction pressure drop with the
angle of rotation (of one bundle with respect to the other)
is shown in Fig. 2. Zero degree of rotation corresponds to
the view given in Fig. 3A. It is seen from Fig. 2 that the
nature of the curve is more or less repetitive after each
60° of rotation. Thus a maximum in pressure drop is
obtained at 15°, 75°, 135°, 195°, 255° and 315° of rotation.
Similarly, a minimum in pressure drop is obtained at 60°,
120°, 180°, 240° and 300° of rotation. This variation in
pressure drop is caused by the change of projected flow
area at the junction of two fuel bundles (see Fig. 3). After
every 60° of rotation, the projected flow area at the
junction is almost same and this causes the repetition of
the junction pressure drop. From these measure-
ments and the measurement of pressure drop along the
length of the fuel bundle, it is estimated that the variation
in junction alignment can contribute to a maximum of
± 6 % deviation in the pressure drop across the fuel
channel.
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(a )
0* ROTATION 6 * ROTATION

(c)
60* ROTATION

SHADED PORTION WBCATES THE PROJECTED FlOW AREA AT THE JUNCTION

FIG. 3 VIEWS OF JUNCTION FROM FLOW DIRECTION (AT B-B] FOR DIFFERENT DEGREES OF ROTATION

STRESS AND VIBRATION ANALYSIS OF INLET
MANIFOLD OF MAPS CALANDRIA

In order to assess the cause of failure of heavy
water inlet manifolds in the calandria of both the units at
MAPS, detailed stress and vibration analyses were
carried out. Both theoretical and experimental methods
were used. A finite element analysis revealed that under
conditions of failure of the three Nelson studs which form
the central support on the top of the edge of manifold
casing, the distribution of maximum bending stress is
similar to the failure contour observed in actual mani-
folds. A study of natural frequencies of inlet manifold
indicated *hat there is likelihood of manifold casing
excited due to moderator flow leading to considerable
dynamic loading at the Nelson studs. Fig. 1: Stress distribution in X-direction when Nelson skids have

fated
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Fig.2: Stress distribution in Y-direction when Nelson studs have
failed

Fig. 1 . Stress distribution in X-direcion

Table

Natural Frequencies

1

of Inlet Manifold

Mode Frequency (in Hz)
No. With Nelson Studs Without Nelson Studs

1

2

3

4

5

6

8.05

8.11

10.12

11.03

12.07

13.69

2.53

5.30

5.39

8.52

8.77

11.53

STRESS ANALYSIS OF OUTLET MANIFOLD OF
MAPS CALANDRIA

In the short term rehabilitation scheme the flow of
moderator in calandria was reversed. The manifold which
earlier was acting as outlet manifold now became the new
inlet manifold. In order to assess the safety of the inlet
manifold In the new condition, this manifold was also
evaluated in detail. It was seen that margin on allowable
stress is quite high. The first fundamental natural fre-
quency is 15.25 Hz.

Fig.2: Stress distribution in Y-direction

COMPUTATION OF FLOW AND THERMAL FIELD
IN MODERATOR OF MAPS CALANDRIA USING
3-D FINITE ELEMENT PROGRAM

In the original configuration of MAPS calandria,
the inlet manifold was located near the dump port. The
cool moderator entered from inlet manifold and the hot
moderator came out of outlet manifold which was at
higher elevation. Due to the failure of inlet manifold in
both the units, outlet manifold is now being used as inlet
for cool moderator, hot moderator being discharged
out from dump port. To study the effects of this change
in flow configuration, flow and thermal analysis was
performed. The analysis is important to establish the
maximum temperature in moderator to avoid boiling
during operation. In addition, the maximum calandria
tube sheet temperature should also be established and It
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should be less than the prescribed limit to ensure its
structural integrity in the present mode of operation. A
3-D finite element code was developed and commis-
sioned. The analysis was carried out to know the flow
and temperature distribution in moderator at 50%, 75%
and 100% power levels. In all, the three maximum
moderator temperatures remain below boiling tem-
perature. However, the maximum metal temperature in
calandria tube sheet exceeds the prescribed limit of
201.5°Ffor100%power level. Fig. 1 and 2 showvetocity
and temperature distribution in the central plane of
calandria corresponding to 50% power while Fig. 3 and 4
correspond to 75% power.

LEGEND
MAX HAX

LENGTH VELOCITY
18.236 in/sec

3D-VEL. 01 ST. ON K-5 PL. 50'/ COWER. FULL FL

Fig.3 3D-vetocity distribution on K=5PL50%
power, flow full up.

TEMP. IN F

Fig.2 3D-temperature distribution on K=5PL 50% power, full flow up
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Fig-3 3D-temperature distribution 75% power and
75% fbw.full flow up on K=S plane
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TEMP. IN F

Fig. 4 Temperature distribution from 3D-model on
K=S plane. 75% power and 75% full flow up

VENT LINE

EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES ON MODERATOR
FLOW FIELD IN MAPS CALANDRIA

Following the failure of the moderator inlet
manifold, the short-term rehabilitation of the reactors at
Madras Atomic Power Station (MAPS) is based on
moderator entry into calandria through original outlet
manifold and spray nozzles and moderator exit through
dump ports. Both the units of MAPS were restarted and
operated at 50% of full power (FP) based on simplified
two-dimensional theoretical analysis. Based on further
analysis, the power has been raised to 75% FP. Simulta-
neously experimental studies were also initiated on a
scale model of calandria to study the flow field in this
mode of operation. A semi-transparent scale model of
about i/9th size was used for the experiments. A
simplified sketch of the model is shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 2
depicts a photograph of the model. Experiments were
conducted at flow rates corresponding to flow rates
required through reactor calandria at 50% and 75% of full
power. To study wave formation at free surface, Froude
number in the model was made equal to Froude number
in prototype. To study the flow pattern in bulk fluid, the

SHELL
WATER INLET TO
SPRAY SIMULATOR
(16 NQS?

NOZZLE SPRAY
SIMULATOR

PRESENT
INLET MANIFOLD
(ORIGINAL OUTLET
MANIFOLD)

CALANDRIA
TUBE BUNDLE

ORIGINAL INLET MANIFDLD

OUTLET TUBES <TDTAL NO 8>

DUMP P0RTO4 N0S>
SIMULATOR <VIEV AFTER
ROTATION OF ACTUAL
CONFIGURATION BY 90 DEG.
HORIZONTALLY)

Fig. 1: Simplified sketch of calandria model
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Fig.2: The calendria model

criterion for simulation adopted is the equalisation of
velocity in model and prototype. The flow pattern in the
model was visualized using potassium permanganate
dye. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 depict the flow patterns obtained in
the central plane at 50% and 75% of fuH power respec-
tively. It can be seen that the water emanating from the
inlet (original outlet manifold) continues to flow in the

Fig.3: Flow pattern for 50% at central plane

azknuthal direction restricting Itself to a narrow region
adjacent to the shed. Row In the tube bank region is
mainly secondary circulating flow of low velocity. It can
further be observed that the eye of the recirciiatfng flow
shifts downwards with increase in flow.

Fig.4 Flow pattern for 75% flow at central plane

EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES ON FLOWTHROUGH
THE DUMP PORT OF MAPS CALANDRIA

For the short-term rehabilitation of MAPS reac-
tors (following the failure of moderator inlet manifold),
moderator entry and exit locations inthecalandriahave
been changed. Under the new mode of operation,
moderator leaves the calandria through the dump ports.
Experimental studies were undertaken to ensure that
the required amount of flow at different power levels can
be passed without any problem.

Tests were conducted on a scale model of dump
port to (a) visualize flow pattern; (b) determine hydraulic
loss coefficient; and (c) detect fluctuation, if any, of
water level above the dump port. For the tests, one of
the fourteen dump ports of the calandria was simulated.
But for the length (1:5), a scale ratio of 1:1 was
maintained.

A sketch of the experimental set up is shown in
Fig. 1. The dump port model was installed inside a tank
open to atmosphere at the top. To fadtate flow visuali-
zation, the lower parts of the front and back sides of the
tank were made of transparent acrylic sheets. The water
column in the tank above the dump port was maintained
by pressurised air in the space below dump port. A
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WATER FROM

PUMPS

TRANSPARENT

VERTICAL LEO

DUMP PORT TOP EDGE

FROM
COMPRESSED
AIR SYSTEM

'-PRESSURE

REGULATING
VALVE

- TO MANOMETER

" STEEL TANK

" TRANSPARENT ACRYLIC SHEET

- WATER LEVEL

WATER LEVEL UNDER NO
FLOW CONDITION

Fig. 1: Test set up

photograph of the set up is shown in Fig. 2. Experiments
were conducted at different flow rates and different
values of air pressure. The maximum flow rate was
slightly higher than the flow rate corresponding to full
power.

Variation of hydraulic loss coefficient for dump
port, with volumetric flow rate, is shown in Fig. 3. No
fluctuation of the water level above the dump port was
observed during the experiments. Fig. 4 shows the air
water interface in the dump port for a flow rate slightly
higher than the full flow.

° AIR PRESSURE OF 220 CM. OF WATER COLUMN.

A A X PRESSURE Of I N CM. OF WATER COLUMN.

VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE I I P M I ,

Fig.3 : Variation of dump port loss coefficient with flow rate

Fig.2: The set up tor dump port tests
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fLOW HATE : 310 1PM.

SCALE : 1 : 2.92

- A I R WATER INTERFACE

WATER

Fig. 4 : Air water interlace in the dump port

PROBABILISTIC SAFETY ASSESSMENT OF
NARORA ATOMIC POWER PROJECT

Level-I Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA)
of the standardised 235 MWe PHWR at Narora was
carried out using the fault tree (FT) and event tree (ET)
analysis techniques. All the dominating initiating events
(lEs) and accident sequences (ASs) resulting from these
have been identified. Failure frequencies/demand
failure probabilities of the process/safety systems were
evaluated using FTs and ASs frequencies using ETs.
Data uncertainties were propagated using Monte Carlo
simulation. Some noteworthy results of the study carried
out are:

(i) the ASs resulting from station blackout are
dominant contributors to core damage frequency
(CDF).

(ii) Class IV, transients and small break LOCA are sig-
nificant lEs. Main steam line break is likely to
induce steam generator tube failures.

(iii) Moderator circulation, fire fighting system, secon-
dary steam relief are important in CDF reductions.

(iv) Underaccidental situations human errors arelikeiy
to be associated with valving in shutdown cooling
and fire fighting system.

SAFETY ANALYSIS OF 2 MWINPILE LOOP

Inpile facilities are extensively used for irradiation
testing of nuclear fuels. Such a facility essentially con-
sists of a reactor channel located in the core of a
research reactor. Fuel to be irradiated is located in the
reactor channel. Besides neutron flux, the reactor
channel provides desired pressure, temperature and flow
environments for the fuel. Thus an inpile facility is (ike a
mini PWR. One such facility called 2 MW Inpile Loop is to
be installed in the research reactor Dhruva. Before in-
stallation in the reactor, the loop was installed in Hall-7
and commissioned. The loop was operated successfully
at rated thermal hydraulic conditions for about 600
hours. Now the loop will be installed in the reactor.

Before installing the loop in the reactor, all safety
aspects have been examined. In particular, analyses
have been carried out for the following:

(1) Loss of heat sink due to
(a) class IV power supply failure,
(b) loss of flow in the secondary system having

dowtherm as the working fluid.

(2) The Wowdown phase following a loss of coolant
accident (LOCA) due to
(a) a spectrum of breaks in the hot leg,
(b) a spectrum of breaks in the cold leg, and
(c) a break in the surge line.

(3) The injection phase following the blowdown
phase.

Based on the results of the analyses a system for
decay heat removal and emergency loop cooling was
engineered. Surge line was sized to ensure that the
surge tank acts as an accumulator during a postulated
loss of coolant accident. For LOCA analysis, the com-
puter code RELAP4/MOD6 was used. Typical results are
given in Fig. 1 for a cold leg break and Fig. 2 for a hot leg
break for the chosen surge line size.
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EIC-EMERGENCY LOOP COOLING

1105

FIG:2. TEST SECTION PRESSURE AND PEAK

CLAD SURFACE TEMPERATURE

TRANSIENT FOR A 200 % BREAK IN

THE HOT LEG

For initial phase of loss of heat sink analysis, the
computer code COBRA-IIIC was used, while the later
phase was analysed by manual calculations. A typical
transient is given in Fig. 3. For both the loss of heat sink
transients analysed, the loop pressure does not reach
the relief valve set pressure.

AXIAL FLUX MEASUREMENT IN NAPS-1 235
MW(e) PHWR REACTOR DURING ITS COMMIS-
SIONING PHASE

During the commissioning of the first Narora
reactor (NAPS-1), a number of physics measurements
were made. Among these, and for the first time in Indian
power reactors, axial flux measurements were made in an
empty channel in different configurations of reactivity
devices. These measurements were undertaken to

generate measured data for the validation of codes for
reactor computations. The measurements were made in
five different configurations of reactivity devices. The
overall axial distributions are given in Fig.1 and com-

KM CHAIWR CHMMIS

—Itl—I
» l

Fig. 1 Measured thermal flux distributions in L-6
empty channel of NAPP-1 in various
configurations of reactivity devices. Diagram
at top shows, on same abscissa, top view of
locations of reactivity devices. Measurement
channel and ion chambers for normalisation.

parison with present computed distributions is given in
Figs. 2.1 to 2.5.

The top part of Fig.1 shows the layout of the
reactivity devices. It also shows the location of empty
channel (L-6) which is in the top row of the bottom half of
the reactor. The positioning of the power-monitoring
ionization chambers is also shown. The measurements
were made at power levels near 10"* full power (FP). The
amplitudes of the measured distributions shown in
Fig. 1 have been normalised to ICT* F.P. on ionization
chamber A.
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Fig. 2.1 Comparison of experimental data and dimentri values

The reactivity devices are the following:

Absorber Rods (ARs); Cobalt cluster : 4 Nos.
(slug type)

Regulating Rods (RRs); Cobalt cluster

(pellet type) : 2 Nos.

Shim Rods (SRs); Borated SS : 2 Nos.

Primary Shutdown System (PSS); : 14 Nos.
Hollow rods of SS-Cd-SS sandwich,
divided into two banks of seven each
Secondary Shutdown System (SSS); : 12 Nos.
Liquid poison tubes (lithium penta-
borate solution in heavywater), divided
into four banks of three each

L E G E N D
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Fig.2.2Comparison of erpermental data and dimenlri values
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Ftg.2.3 Comparison of expermental data and dimentri values
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The five configurations of the reactivity devices
chosen for the axial flux measurements were the follow-
ing :

Configuration No. 1;
SRs 100% IN
Configuration No. 2;
3 SSS Banks IN
Configuration No. 3;
13 PSS IN
Configuration No. 4;
14 PSS IN
Configuration No. 5;
RRs80%IN;
ARs 100% IN

(RRs 80% IN; ARs 100% IN)

Bank B-4 OUT; (RRs 80% IN;
ARs 100% IN)
Rod M-1 OUT; (RRs 80% IN;
ARs 100% IN)
(RRs 80% IN; ARs 100% IN)

This configuration is termed
•Nominal'

° ->e.»->»•» -^o-.v>5Tso ib.js A . n 3>.';«
A«l«i O i i i i n c f '•.«> • 10«» ' - 1 )

Fig.2.5Companson of experimental data and dimontri values

As indication of magnitudes of flux-tilt effects in
relation to worths of the reactivity devices, TaWe-1 gives
these worths. During the commissioning, these worths
were measured in terms of boron equivalent and
later converted into reactivity units (mk) by code
computations.

At each configuration, the criticality of the reactor
was achieved by the adjustment of boron concentration
in the moderator. The moderator itself was at "full tank"
throughout (about 93% of full tank).

For each of the five chosen configurations of the
reactivity devices, the axial flux measurements were
made by simultaneously irradiating three copper wires of
1 mm dia strung taut along the empty channel and held
in position by special end-fittings attached to the ends of
the channel. The three wires were positioned round the
axis of the channel at a pitch centre distance of 4 cm.
Their azimuthal positions were the same for all the
irradiations. The wires were drawn from a compart-
mented supply spool attached at one end of the channel,
and as the irradiated lengths of wires were drawn out
from the other end after the irradiation, fresh lengths of
unirradiated wires were drawn from the supply spool into
the channel and positoned for the next irradiation.

After each irradiation and some cooling time,
the activity distribution of each wire was counted on an
automated counting set-up with the wire passing
between two independent gamma-counting detectors
placed face to face and with a lead collimator having 1 cm
dia channel placed between the wire and each detector.
When loaded, the wire was mounted on two spools on
either side of the detectors. Eighty equidistant points
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were measured on each wire spanning an axial length
going from about 50 cm within one end-shield to about
50 cm within the other end-shield. Step movement of the
wire from one measurement point to the next in either
direction was made by microprocessor-controlled
stepping motors. Each single counting was done for 60
sec, with 30 sec waiting time in between. At the end of a
counting, a pulse went to the microprocessor to move
the wire by one interval, and another pulse went to the
printer to print the starting time of the counts and the
number of counts collected by each of the two
detectors. Each wire was counted by each detector in
four scans (two forward scans and two reverse scans).
Ambient background was measured just before a wire
was loaded into the counting set-up and just after it was
removed. The data collected permitted obtaining eight
determinations of axial distribution from each wire and
hence of twenty-four independently obtained axial
distributions for each configuration of the reactivity
devices. Each curve in Fig. 1 is drawn through the aver-
age of these twenty-four scans.

For processing the raw data collected at the
reactor site, supplementary measurements were made
inApsarafor confirming the half-life of the copper-wire
decay, for determining the dead-times of the detector
set-ups, and for obtaining the response function for the
portions of wire on either side of the collimator as well
as the mounting spools. Count-rates per isolated 1 cm
length of wire were then obtained and converted into
absolute flux by absolute-calibration measurements also
made in Apsara by irradiating gold foils and 1 cm length
of copper wire simultaneously at the same location. All
count rates were processed to give values at the end of
irradiation and thence to the absolute flux on the wires
during the irradiation.

Fig. 1 givesthelocalabsolutefluxonthewiresper
10"* F.P. local reading on ionization chamber A. The
readings on local ionization chambers would have a
relation with total reactor power that would, in principle,
depend on the configuration of the reactivity devices
and the consequent boron content in the moderator,
and, for a chamber calibrated in units of signal strength
per unit flux incident on the chamber, It would also
depend on the local environment in which the chamber
is housed. The readings on theionizatlon-chambers in
units of F.P. are the ones at the low-power commission-
ing stage at which the flux measurements were made,
viz., prior to measured power calibration in the configu-
rational situation of the Narora reactor. The readings are
hence to be considered as nominal ones for the

purpose of normalizing the set of measured curves. The
relative axial distributions are the more important data.

An indication of the overall accuracy of the meas-
urements is given by the standard deviation of the eight
values obtained with each wire; and this is roughly about
2% of their average value, being in general less in the
centre portion of the axial distributions and more at the
tails of the distributions. Some selected measurements
were also done by beta-counting of the wire to check that
the distribution obtained is the same as with gamma
counting.

Figs. 2.1 to 2.5 show how theoretically computed
distributions compare with the five measured distri-
butions. For theoretical calculations, the basic lattice
parameters were generated employing the CUMAX
code for different types of fuel (natural and depleted
(0.612 wt%) 19-rod clusters and natural 22-rod clusters)
at the measured boron concentration in the moderator,
with fuel and coolant temperatures of 26° C, moderator
temperature of 20°C, and moderator level of 93% full
tank. Superceli calculations were made employing
BOXER code to obtain the controlled-cell parameters
for different devices. The three-dimensional diffusion
theory code DIMENTRI was used forthe core simulation.
To simulate the devices at their actual axial locations, a
variable mesh spacing was used along the axial direc-
tion, and the radial meshes were of one pitch length.
The simulation was done with 26 x 26 x 38 meshes. The
empty channels and the empty liquid poison tubes of
SSS were simulated by applying streaming corrections
to cell diffusion coefficients.

In each of the Figs. 2.1 to 2.5, the normalization
between measured and calculated distribution is by
equal areas under the axial spans covered by the
theoretical computations. The agreement is good and
further improvements in the codes will be made for still
better agreement.
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Sr.No.

1.
2
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

Table 1

Measured Worths of Reactivity Devices of NAPS-1

Reactivity Device whose
worth is measured*

All ARs
All RRs
All RRs 80% IN and all
ARs 100% IN (Nominal
Configuration)
All SRs
3 SSS Banks (Bank 4 OUT)
13 PSS Rods (Rod M 1 OUT)
All 14 PSS Rods

Configuration relative
to which the worth is
measured

All devices OUT
All ARs IN
All devices OUT

Nominal
Nominal
Nominal
Nominal

(Cold Critical)

Measured
boron worth
(ppm)

1.24
0.67
1.67

0.95
3.56
4.07
5.15

Reactivity
worth (mk)

7.8
4.1

10.3

5.9
22.6
26.7
34.0

'Measurement is for device 100% IN, unless otherwise stated. "AH" means that measurement is with all of them
simultaneously in the reactor.

U-233 FUELLED REACTOR PURNIMA III

Purnima III, an experimental reactor using ura-
nium-233 as fuel, attained criticality on 9th November
1990. Employing a fuel inventory of 590 g of U-233 in the
formofuranium-aluminium alloy plates, this reactor uses
demineralised light water as moderator and bery! jm
oxide encased in zircaloy/aluminium as reflector. Cur-
rently, this is the only experimental facility in the world
which is fully fuelled with U-233.

The core reflector arrangement of Purnima III is a
mock-up of the 30 kW research reactor, Kamini, which
is expected to become operational soon. The construc-
tion of Purnima III is so designed as to perform various
experiments of operational and safety interest to Kamini.
The reactor system consists of a main reactor tank (Figs
1&2) which houses the core-reflector assembly, nuclear
instrumentation, control rods, etc. Oimineralised light
water is pumped into the reactor tank when desired
from a storage tank and drained back into the same with
the help of fast acting solenoid valves. The core is in the
form of nine subassemblies each having eight fuel plates
of U-AI alloy with 19 wt% of uranium. These fuel subas-
semblies are positioned on a grid type of reflector made
of BeO encased in zircaloy. The core is surrounded on
all sides by BeO reflector encased in zircaloy/
aluminium. The BeO reflector is in the form of modules

to permit ease of handling and also allow them to be
assembled around cavities and experimental fixtures
like beam tubes and irradiation tubes.

Compensation for fuel burn-up in Kamini reactor
is done by addition of reflectors known as Adjustable
Reflector Blocks. A portion of a side BeO reflector is split
up for this purpose into smaller modules. An alternate
method to provide compensation for burn-up and
adjustment of reactivity is with the help of the top axial
reflector.
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Two absorber plates of cadmium sandwiched in
aluminium are used for control of the reactor. These
plates are also provided with gravity drop to act as
safety shutdown devices in the event of an emergency.
A stainless steel tube carrying boron carbide pellets acts
as a fine control rod for minute adjustments of reactivity.
Nuclear instrumentation for this reactor consists of five
boron coated ion chambers and two pulse type detec-
tors. These are housed in special aluminium containers
adjacent to the core reflector assembly. In addition,
probes for monitoring levels, differential pressure cells
for level measurement and a thermocouple are provided.
The reactor system is located in a concrete vault with the
operations done from an adjacent control room. Health
physics instrumentation is provided in these areas to
monitor the radiation dose.

Fuel loading in Purnima III commenced on 26th
October 1990 after detailed commissioning checks and
obtaining the necessary safety clearances. Starting with
an all graphite dummy configuration, fuel elements were

loaded one at a time replacing graphite dummies.
Reflector modules were added to increase system reac-
tivity and each configuration was studied with water
pump-up followed by safety control plate and fine
control rod withdrawal. Plots of inverse counts with fuel
loading as well as against mean chord length which gives
a more linear variation (see inset of Fig. 3) were used to

MEAN CHORD LENCT

Fig. 3 Purnima III- first approach to critical

determine the extrapolated critical loading after each
fuel assembly addition. By choosing a combination of
fuel, graphite/waterdummy and reflector, reactivity was
progressively added in stages till criticality was attained
with a core-reflector configuration having nine fuel sub-
assemblies and top axial reflector as well as adjustable
reflector blocks removed.

Experiments to study the reactivity worths of
safety-control plates as well as fine control rod followed
by adjustable reflector blocks have already been done
as part of the first critical experiment. These will be
followed by more detailed experiments for studying
reflector worths, control plate worths, effect of Pu-AI
fuel elments, voids in BeO reflector to simulate beam
tube and temperature effects prior to despatching the
core-reflector assemblies to Kalpakkam.
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VORTEX AMPLIFIER FOR PRESSURE
REGULATION OF GLOVE BOXES

A vortex amplifier for pressure regulation of
glove boxes handling plutonium was designed and devel-
oped in BARC. This is a pure flukjic device in which a
tangential flow is superimposed on a radial flow in a cir-
cular chamber, creating a vortex, which in turn, causes a
resistance to flow and acts as a fluidic throttling valve.

At constant values of the tangential and exhaust
pressures Pc and Po, the radial flow can be reduced and
brought to zero by a tangential flow which is only a
fraction of the original radial flow. Hence the name
"amplifier" for the device.

The functions of
regulator are as follows:

any glove box pressure

(i) to maintain the box negative pressure at 2 to 3
mbar during normal glove operations by regulat-
ing gas flow through the box;

(ii) to exhaust a large flow under an "emergency"
condition resulting from accidental tearing or
removal of a glove.

For pressure regulation of a glove box, a vortex
amplifier is installed between the glove box outlet port
and a constant vacuum source of 10 to 25 mbar. The
gas from the glove box constitutes the radial flow to the
vortex chamber. The tangential or "control" flow is taken
from the atmosphere through one or more rectangular
orifices. The two streams mix in the vortex chamber and
are exhausted through an outlet pipe by the vacuum
source. When the glove box pressure falls, as for
example, when the gloves are retracted from the glove
box, the differential (Pc-P,) increases, the tangential flow
increases, and the vortex resistance increases, thereby
enabling pressure recovery. When the glove box pres-
sure rises, as for example when gloves are thrust inside
the box, (Pc-Pr) decreases, tangential flow decreases,
vortex resistance decreases, and the exhaust flow from
the glove box increases, thus resulting in a pressure
recovery. Under an "emergency" condition resulting
from an open glove-port, (Pc-P,) becomes almost zero
and the vortex virtually disappears, thus offering low
resistance to exhaust flow from the glove box. Under
such a condition, the tangential flow will be almost zero.

The device, which was designed using funda-
mental fluid flow equations, has a vortex chamber of

diameter 27 cm and thickness 5 cm, has an annulus of 1.2
cm for inflow of radial gas, four tangential ports of width
0.3 cm each, and an outlet port of 4 cm diameter. The per-
formance characteristics of the device as a glove box
pressure regulator were experimentally obtained. The
experimental values were in close conformity with the
design values. The device exhibits fast recovery from
pressure upsets during normal operation of the gloves,
and its exhausting capacity exeeds the emergency flow
requirements for glove boxes.

tXITFLOW TO EXHAUST

(Op •<>,+Oc)

OUTLET PORT

VTIRTCX CHAMBER

RADIAL PORT

CONTROL flOW
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V
Fig i With top cover removed
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Fig 2 Mounted on a g'ove-box

MIXED URANIUM PLUTONIUM MONONITRIDE
FUEL FOR FBTR AND PFBR

Mixed uranium plutonium monocarbide (MC) and
mononitride (MN) belongs to the same family of
advaced fuels for liquid metal cooled fast breeder
reactor (LMFBR) and have higher heavy atom density,
higher thermal conductivity and better chemical com-
patibility with sodium coolant compared to the conven-
tional mixed uranium plutonium oxides (MOX) fuel. MN
fuels of plutonium and uranium rich compositions have
been developed for the operating fast breeder test
reactor (FBTR) and the forthcoming prototype fast
breeder reactor (PFBR) at Kalpakkam. Unlike monocar-
bide fuel, mono-nitride is not pyrophoric and dissolves
easily in HNO3, making fuel fabrication and reprocessing
simpler.

Fabrication flow sheet of mononitride fuel was
based on carbothermic reduction of: (i) tableted oxide-
graphite powder mixture, and (ii) gel- microspheres of
oxide - carbon at 1400° - 1550° C under flowing N2,
N., + 8% H., and Ar + 8% H2. This was followed by direct
cold-pelletisation (840 MPa) and sintering (Ar,1650°C, 4
hours) in case of MN microspheres and crushing, milling,
cold-pelletisation and sintering in case of MN clinkers.
The sol-gel- microsphere-pelletisation (SGMP) process
has lesser process steps compared to the powder-pellet
route, avoids generation and handling of mononitride
powder (which is susceptible to oxidation and hydrolysis)
and leads to sintered pellets with "open pore" black
berry microstructures which would facilitate fission gas
release and, in turn, minimise fuel swelling during reactor
operation. Further, the dust-free and free-flowing micro-
spheres would minimise radiotoxic dust hazard and
facilitate automation and remote fuel fabrication, thus
reducing exposure of operating personnel to radiation.
Mixed uranium plutonium mononitride pellets of high
purity (< 1000 ppm each of oxygen and carbon) and of
controlled density (85 ± 1% T.D.) could be repro-
ducibly fabricated in batches of 600 g. High (>800 litres/
hour) of N,, and N2 + 8% He reacting gas facilitated
complete conversion of oxide to mononitride.

The thermal conductivity of the mixed nitride
fuel were evaluated upto 1600° C by the laser flash
method. The compatibility experiments at 700° C for
1000 hours established the exellent chemical compati-
bility of mixed mononitride fuel with SS 316 (20% cold
worked) cladding.

The fabrication experience and evaluation of
essential thermophysical properties have paved the way
for considering plutonium and uranium rich mononitride
fuels for FBTR and PFBR respectively.

Fig. 1: Microstructure of sintered MN pellet prepared by POP route
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Fig 2 M:croslructuie ol sintered UN pellet prepared by SGMP route
showing mictosphcre and open pore "blackberry'' structure
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Fig.3 ; Thermal conductivity of UN. (Uo.ePuo.2) N. (U0.3PU07) N fuels

SOL-GEL-MICROSPHERE-PELLETISATION
(SGMP) PROCESS FOR FABRICATION OFUO2

- 4% PUO2 FUEL PELLETS

Sol-gel microsphere-pelletisation (SGMP) pro-
cess has been developed for fabrication of high density
(>96% T.D.) U02 - 4% PUCX, fuel pellets for thermal
reactors. Thegel-microspheresof hydrated mixed oxide
were prepared from uranyl nitrate and plutonium nitrate
solution of relatively lower concentration (molarity <
1.2) by "ammonia internal gelation" process. Around
30g carbon black pore former per mole of the heavy
metal was added to the solution prior to gelation. The
gel-microspheres were dried and subjected to controlled
air calcination at 700° C for 24 hours followed by Ar +
8% H2 treatment and stabilisation in C02 in order to
produce dust-free and free-flowing porous micro-
spheres which were easy to pelletise and sinter to high
density. The microstructure of sintered pellet was free
from microsphere boundaries and showed a single
phase structure with equiaxed grains in the size range
of 5-10 micron. The X-ray diffraction pattern of sintered
(U, Pu) O2 pellets revealed complete solid solution
formation which in turn ensured excellent micro-
homogeneity of plutonium. The thermal conductivity of
U02 - 4% PuOz pellet prepared by SGMP route was found
to be 10% higher than the pellets prepared by conven-
tional powder-pellet route. This is attributed to uni-
formly distributed spherical pores in the diameter range
of 2 - 5 /im in pellets prepared by the SGMP route.

Fig. 1 Microstructure of UOp-4%PuO2 pellet prepared by SGMP
route
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• SGMP ROUTE

o POWDER ROUTE
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Fig.2 Thermal conductivity of UOs - 4% PuO? pellet prepared by
SGMP and Powder-Pellet'routes

INDENTATION TECHNIQUES FOR
EVALUATION OF MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
OF CERAMIC NUCLEAR FUELS

Indentation technique is a novel way of deter-
mining fracture toughness, fracture surface energy,
creep and fatigue properties of ceramic nuclear fuel
pellets.

The activation energy of creep is derived from
"hot hardness" data of fuel samples, generated at a
particular temperature as a function of time of inden-
tation. The activation energy data thus obtained was
found to be in close agreement with data reported by
conventional compression creep testing method. Hot
hardness and creep data have been evaluated for U02,
UC & (U03Pu07)C ceramic nuclear fuel pellets.

Fracture toughness and fracture surface energy
of U02 (undoped and doped with TiO
YA 2VA- NbA

d 8% UO)

2

ThOa and ThO2-UO

CaO, MgO,
2 (containing
V

A A- A a 2 2 ( g
2,4,6 and 8% UO2) were calculated by both Vicker's and
Hertzian methods. In Vicker's method the crack
emanated from the corners of indentation beyond a

critical load is related to fracture toughness and fracture
surface energy by the following relations:

7 8 = (1

where E = Young's modulus, v is Poisson's ratio, P is the
load and C is the crack length.

The Hertzian method is based on the application
of an initial load which causes the formation of a single
circular ring crack without any plastic deformation. The
critical load is related to the fracture toughness by the
following relation:

P C =[0 .7 S K.R/ (1 - 1/̂ ] (a , /c" ) {* " } 2

where Pc = critical load, R= radius of indentor,
K = describes the mismatch between speci-

men and indentor
")"2 = crack extension function for which

values are available in literature.

Fatigue properties were estimated by repeated
indentation at the same point of the sample with the help
of a Vicker's indentor. The repeated indentation results
in the formation of lateral chips. The no. of cycles (N)
for the formation of lateral chips are plotted against the
corresponding load (S) to obtain the typical S-N curve,
similar to that obained by conventional fatigue testing.

Fig. 1. Vtcker s indentation of sintered UOz pellet showing radial
cracks
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Hertzian ring cracks on sintered UO2 pellet
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Fig 3 Load cycle pattern for indentation fatigue studies
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FigA: Fatigue curve for sintered UO2 pellet
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Fig.6 : Log H-log t plot tor (U0.3PU0 J) C for estimation of the activation
energy of creep
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FABRICATION OF Al-U*»
KAMINI

FUEL CORE FOR
KAMINI FUEL SPECIFICATIONS

The Radiometallurgy Laboratory has successfully
completed the fabrication of Al-U233 fuel core for the
forthcoming research reactor at IGCAR, Kalpakkam. This
is an important mlestone in the development of U233

based fuels, and in turn the thorium utilization pro-
gramme in India. The Kamini core consists of nine fuel
sub-assemblies. Each sub-assembly contains eight
Al-clad AI-20% I P 3 plate fuel elements.

Fuel material
Amount of IP33 in the core (g)
Fuel meat dimensions (mm)
Thickness of aluminium cladding (mm)
Fuel plate dimensions (mm)
Water gap between fuel plates (mm)
No. of fuel plates per fuel assembly
Fuel assembly dimensions (mm) (fuel
region)
No. of fuel assemblies in the core

AI-20% U233

600
1x55x250
0.5
2x62x260
6
8

66X66X275
9

The feed materials for Kamini fuel are aluminium
and U233 metals. The major fabrication steps are master
alloy preparation, remelting for dilution, ingot casting,
hot rolling, picture-framing in the aluminium clad com-
ponents and roll-bonding. Small amount of zirconium
addition during the alloy preparation stage was found to
minimize formation of the brittle UAI4intermetallic phase
and prevent cracking of the fuel alloy during the hot
rolling. Zirconium stabilizes the relatively denser and
softer UAI3 phase leading to improved ductility. A novel
roll-swaging technique was also developed for mechani-
cally locking the fuel plates in the spacer grooves of the
short swaging strips. After insertion into an aluminium
box with a coolant entry channel at the bottom, the
gripping handle at the top is finally rivetted to complete
the fabrication of the fuel subassembly.

Several innovative inspection and NOT tech-
niques were standardized and adopted during the fabri-
cation campaign to meet the specification on chemical
composition, bond quality and dimensions of the fuel
platesandthesubassemblies. The homogeneity of fissle
material distribution has been checked by scanning for
the optical density distribution in the high resolution X-
radiographs. The bonding between the fuel alloy meat
and the clad components was evaluated by a thermal test
and also by "immersion ultrasonic" technique. The fuel
subassemblies would first be used in Pumima-lll reactor
atBARC for conducting initial physics experiments. The
subassemblies would then be trasported by road to
IGCAR for loading in Kamini reactor. A special transpor-
tation package, "birdcage", has been designed and
fabricated at BARC. This bird cage fulfils the safety re-
quirements of IAEA and has been approved by the AERB.

Fig.2: Microslructure of AI-20% U showing brittle UAU phase as
platelets

Fig.4: Kamini fuel plate and subassembly at different stages of
fabrication
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Fig. 1: Flow sheet for Kamini fuel
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Cast in graphite mould (XI75)

Cast in graphite mould (X100)

Fig.3: Mhrostructure of AI-20% U showing minimization of brittle
phase after Zr addition

POST IRRADIATION EXAMINATION OF POWER
REACTOR FUELS

Three suspected failed fuel bundles from Madras
Atomic Power Station were examined in the Hot Cell
Facility at BARC to determine the cause of their failure.
The examination revealed that two of the three fuel
bundles had failed during in-reactor service. One fuel
bundle was found to have failed due to fretting wear by
debris in the coolant circuit. The other bundle failed due
to massive hydriding of the fuel element end plugs near
weld.

Cladding specimens from four irradiated fuel
elements ofTarapur Atomic Power Station were exam-
ined using Scanning Electron Microscope and Electron
Probe Microanalyser, with a view to understand the na-
ture of the chemical deposits at the inner surface of the
cladding. Such fuel pins are prone to failure due to stress
corrosion cracking (SCC) in which the corrosive depos-
its at the clad inner surface play a significant role. The
examination revealed that the deposit at the inner
surface of the cladding forms a double layer and contains
U. Cs, Sn, Ba, Te, Rb, Zr and O.

. " * * • . .

Fig. 1: Fretting failure of a fuel element of Madras Atomic Power
Station

Fig.S: Water immersion UTscanning setup
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Fig.2: Circumferential split of a fuel element in a fuel bundle of
Madras Atomic Power Station, near the end plug weld

too

DISTANCE (MICRONS)

Fig.S: Profile of uranium and cesium across the layer: A = U- Cs-O
and B = U-Zr-Cs-O layer

Fig.3: Axial section of the end plug showing cracked massive hydrid-
ing near the weld

Fig.4 : The clad inner surface of a fuel element Tarapur Atomic Power
Station

DEVELOPMENT OF A NEW TYPE OF
ELECTROLYSER FOR URANOUS NITRATE
PRODUCTION IMPROVES THE EFFICIENCY OF
SPENT FUEL REPROCESSING

At present, hydrazine stabilized uranous nitrate
solution is externally added in the partitioning cycle of
PUREX process to achieve the reduction-cum-stripping
of plutonium from the organic phase (TBP). Because of
its relative instability, this reagent is not commercially
available and the reprocessing plants have to produce it
in fairly large quantities as and when reqired. This is done
by the electrolytic reduction of uranyl nitrate solution.

Conventionally, platinum anode and mercury
cathode are the electrodes used in the cells where U (VI)
is reduced to U (IV) at the mercury cathode. One such cell
was in use in PREFRE plant, Tarapur, in the early days of
its operation. However, the operation of such a cell was
attendent with a large number of problems such as accu-
mulation of crud in the electrolytic cell due to formation
of mercury and other azides, frequent break-down of the
cell due to splashing of mercury, progressive deteriora-
tion in the performance and mechanical stability of the
platinum anode due to amalgam formation, etc. In the
effort to find suitable substitutes for Pt/Hg electrodes,
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2 TITANIUM CATHODE
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Fig. 1: A blow up of the newly developed membrane cell.

PREFRE Plant succeeded by introducing, for the first
time, an electrolytic cell assembly consisting of TSIA
(Titanium Substrate Insoluble Anode) and Titanium cath-
ode. This cell had obviated all the problems encountered
earlier with Pt-Hg assembly. Similar cells have been
operating at both PREFRE plant, Tarapur, and Pluto-
nium plant, Trombay, for the past several years.

Even this type of cell has an inherent disadvan-
tage. Complete conversion of U(VI) toU(IV) could not be
achieved because of the back oxidation of the uranous
ions at the anode since the anolyte and cathotyte were
not separated from each other In this cell design. In the
uranous nitrate produced, still 40-50% of the uranium
was In the U(VI) state. This necessitated the use of an
excess reagent, In the process leading to unproductive
recycling and processing of the excess reagent, thereby

cutting into the throughput of the plant. This also led to
the dilution ofthe plutonium product stream with its own
attendant problems at the reconversion stage. The low
concentrations of U(IV) ions in the strip solution will
also pose a serious constraint while processing BWR
or MOXtype of fuels when the plutonium concentration
In the process stream will be much higher than what it is
now.

Studies conducted in PREFRE plant laboratories
have shown that it is possible to achieve 100% conversion
of U(VI) to U(IV) along with higher current efficiencies if
the cathode and anode chambers of the electrolytic cell
are suitably isolated but kept permeable for the passage
of current. After establishing the feasibility of this by the
use of an ton exchange membrane in a small cell of about
150 cm2 cathode area, a multichamber, filter press type
electrolyser unit of larger capacity has now been built for
pilot plant scale studies. This unit consists of a battery of
3 cathode chambers and 2 anode chambers with a total
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electrode area of about 800 cm2. The titanium expanded
sheet metal cathode, the TSIA and the ion exchange
membrane isolating these two are fitted on to a perspex
frame. The membrane is supported on both sides by a
netlon support.

This unit has been successfully operated for
125 hrs. continously producing about 14 kg of 100%
uranous nitrate solution at a concentration of about 180
g U/l. The current efficiency achieved was about 3.7 g /
amp. hr. as against the 2.2 g/amp. hr. obtained with the
cells of earlier design.

FEED INLET

PRODUCT OUTLET

Fig.2. Schematic of the titter press type electrolyser for uranous
nitrate production

Fig.3: A view of the new electrolyser set up used in pilot scale

studies at PREFRE

Following the success of these studies, it is pro-
posed to build a larger electrolyser unit of the new design
that will meet the entire uranous nitrate requirements of
the plant.

SUCCESSES IN THE AUTOMATION/ REMOTI-
ZATION OF LABORATORY MEASUREMENT
TECHNIQUES

Process control analysis for a spent fuel repro-
cessing plant calls for techniques that would meet the
following three important criteria:

(1) Rapid methods, so that corrective actions can be
initiated in the process, if necessary, based on the
control analysis of process samples.

(2) Methods amenable for automation/remotization,
so that the radiation exposure to the operator is
reduced considerably.

(3) Methods that require small aliquots, so that the
volume of liquid radioactive wastes generated is
minimised.

Since many of the destructive, wet chemical
methods followed hitherto in the process control labo-
ratories do not satisfy these requirements, studies have
been initiated in the development of new techniques.
Flow Injection Analysis (FIA) is one such technique where
notable successes have been achieved in the laborato-
ries of Plutonium Plant, Trombay.

This technique involves injection of a very small
aliquot of the sample solution (usually micro litre quan-
tities) into a steady flowing stream of a suitable reagent
and passing the sample-reagent mixture through a suit-
able detector for measuring a parameter.

The injection port assemblies are suitable for on-
line or semi automated off-line monitoring of the process
streams also, with minor modifications In the sampling
system. So far, an open cup or closed cup assembly has
been used as injection chamber In the FIA technique
developed. Now, a multiple entry-exit valve has been
incorporated in the design. The valve has a sample loop
that has a fixed volume. After the sample is fled In the
loop, it can be flushed into the main reagent stream by
manipulating the control knob on the va!ve.
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To begin with, the FIA technique has been
adapted for the following measurements:

(1) Estimation oftheU(VI) content of the process
stream, in the concentration range 40-350g/l, by
direct absorptkxnetry at 410nm.

(2) Estimation of the U(IV) content of the process
stream, in the concentration range 15-120 g/l, by
direct absorptiometry at 650nm.

(3) Estimation of U(VI) content of the process stream
in the concentration range of mg/l byspectro
photometry of the colour induced by an appro-
priate chromogenic reagent.

(4) Estimation of the gross gamma activity in the
sample.

Fig.1: The flow injection Analysis set-up

Metrohm 662 photometer with a recorder and a
Nal well type scintillation counter have been used in
these measurements.

In all the cases, the analysis can be performed
within minutes with a precision better than ± 2%. The
entire assembly can be installed in a shielded enclosure
with a laboratory type of Robot injecting the sample into
the injection port. It is proposed to adapt this techique to
many other measurement methods.

HIGH LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTE VITRIFIED
FOR THE FIRST TIME IN INDIA

The technology for converting the high level
radioactive waste into a vitreous glass mass for its
ultimate safe disposal in geological formations after an
interim storage under surveillance has been successfully
developed by India. The first ever plant to be built in this
countryfortreating the reprocessed waste has started its
operations.

After elaborate precommissloning trials involving
all the sub systems to ensure that the various safety
stipulations by the regulatory agencies were met, the
Waste Immobilization Plant atTarapur (WIP) started
treating the high level wastes stored in the underground
tanks in the Power Reactor Fuel Reprocessing Plant
(PREFRE). The initial trial runs, planned In three stages
of increasing activity, are being carried out now with the
actual reprocessed high level waste suitably diluted.

The entire operation, consisting of the transfer of
the waste from the underground storage tanks into the
process vessels,reducing its volume in an evaporator-
fractionator loop, feeding of the concentrated waste
along with glass forming additives to a metallic process
pot followed by induction heating to convert the whole

Fig. 1: Interior view of the vitrification cell in the Watte Immobilization
Plant at Tarapur
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Fig.2: Canister containing vitrified high level waste is being remotely
seal welded in WIP. Tarapur

mass into a molten glass form, transferring the molten
glass into a stainless-steel canister and seal welding the
canister is carried out remotely in a concrete shielded
cell specially equipped with sophisticated remote
handling devices and process control instrumentation.
The intermediate level wastes arising from these opera-
tions are fixed in a bitumen matrix in another shielded
cell. During the full scale operations of this plant, the inter-
mediate level alkaline wastes from the reprocessing
plant will be immobilized in this bituminization cell.

The performance of all the systems during trial
runs has confirmed the soundness of the basic engi-
neering design and the process flow sheet. The infor-
mation gathered during the full scale operations will be
used in firming-up the design of the other two plants
presently under construction at Trombay and Kalpakkam.

A NEW RAD WASTE CONTAINMENT SYSTEM
TO MEET THE STRINGENT REQUIREMENTS
OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

To meet the stringent requirements of environ-
mental protection, a high integrity, retrievable type
storage container (HIC) for intermediate level condi-
tioned solid wastes like spent resins and filters from
reactor clean-up systems has been designed and a
prototype fabricated at BARC-

The HIC design integrates in it an all-side welded
metallic container together with concrete liners on
either side of the container. The concrete provides both
protection during storage, and strength and shielding
during handling. These containers, stored temporarily
in earth trenches at reactor sites, can be retrieved, if
necessary, at any time for off-shipment to permanent
disposal sites and can be disposed without any further
treatment or handling of the wastes.

In order to ensure confirmity with acceptance
criteria for storage and handling of rad wastes, the
prototype container was successfully drop tested with
no visible damage. One such container is being installed
at Narora Atomic Power Station Site (NAPS).

Fig. 1: The protoype High Integrity Container being fall-tested at
NAPS site
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Fig.2:A schematic of the High Integrity rad waste Container developedat BARC.
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REPOSITORY EXPERIMENTS TO PROVE THE
SAFETY OF LONG TERM CONTAINMENT OF
HIGH LEVEL WASTES

The present approach to long term safe manage-
ment of high level radioactive wastes is to bury the
overpacks of sealed canisters containing the vitrified
waste mass in deep underground geological formations
known as repositories.

With this aim, an experimental research station
(a chamber measuring 7.5m x 6.0m x 2.7m), to study
the thermo-mechanical behaviour of host rocks, has
been set up in one of the abandoned mines of the Kolar
Gold Fields (KGF) at a depth of about 1 km. The eventual
decay heat from the overpacks of wastecanisters is being
simulated by electrical heating in these experiments.

An array of 58 bore holes of varying sizes have
been dug in the mine chamber to insert electrical heaters
as well as detectors to monitor the temperatures,
stresses and displacements. AN the detectors are
coupled to an IBM-PC. The data collected is entered into
an in-put file to be read by a computer program. This
program calculates the time elapsed and the observed
rise of temperature of each of the monitoring points and
stores it in a separate f Ne. Another computer program
compares the observed data with those predicted by
a digital simulation model of the experiment and gives
statistical treatment to the results.

The experiment was started In February, 1988,
and the preliminary results are available now. Statistical
analysis using non-linear regression technique isapplied
todeterminethe mean field value of thermal conductivity
of the rock.

Comparison of experimental and theoretical tem-
perature profiles has shown good agreements on most of
the monitoring points, whereas the observed radial
compressive stress is much lower than the predicted
value. This is not unusual because the rock mass is
actually permeated by discontinuities like joints and
fractures. Hence the module of elasticity of the rock
masses is lower than the one obtained in laboratory
measurements. Further processing of the data is
continuing.

TRANSFER OF SPECIAL AIR FILTER TECH-
NOLOGY FOR DEFENCE APPLICATION

The technology for the assembly of cylindrical
paniculate fitters and testing of the filters for paniculate
removal efficiency, flow, pressure drop characteristics,
etc., has already been developed at BARC to a high
degree of sophistication. This technology has now been
transferred to Defence Research and Development
Establishment (DRDE). This will enable DRDEto under-
take indigenous production and testing of special air
filters to be used in armoured vehicles and personnel
carriers.

Fig.1: Experimental Research Station for studying the host rock Fj , . special particular filter for armoured vehicles
characteristics for a repository
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OPERATION OF REVERSE OSMOSIS PILOT
PLANT FOR TREATMENT OF LOW LEVEL
RADIOACTIVE LIQUID EFFLUENTS

A reverse osmosis pilot plant based on plate
module utilizing cellulose acetate membranes was fabri-
cated, installed and operated for treatment of radio-
active effluents having about 103 fic\/mi sp. activity.
The operational data indicated that a decontamination
factor of 10 and a volume reduction factor of 10 were
achieved. Subsequently, the plant was run to assess the
possibility of achieving further higher volume reduction
factors ranging from 20 to 25. During the operation, aN
the equipment and the membrane/module system per-
formed well. The membranes did not show any appre-
ciable deterioration in performance, indicating a pro-
jected life of at least one year. The radiation levels
around the various systems were within the allowable
limits during the course of the operation. The test runs
have demonstrated the feasibility of adoption of reverse
osmosis process for treatment of low level radioactive
liquid effluents.

Fig.1 Reverse osmosis plant for radwaste
treatment
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DIGITAL PERSONAL DOSIMETER WITH PC
INTERFACE

Personnel monitoring using TL dosimeters is
backed up by Direct Reading Dosimeters for controlling
the exposure to occupational workers in nuclear facili-
ties. The quartz fibre direct reading dosimeters gener-
ally used for the purpose is giving way to more sophis-
ticated electronics digital dosimeters. A programme
for developing such a dosimetric system with PC inter-
faceability has been initiated, and a batch of 10 dosi-
meters with the reading interface unit for PC/printer and
a battery charging rack is undergoing field tests. The
dosimeter uses a miniature GM counter as detector and
gives digital display of the dose using miniature cluster
LEDs on pressing the display switch. Other features
included are pre-set dose alarm and a connector on the
backside to hook it to a PC for setting it before issue and
for logging the dose along with identification number,
date and time of issue and return. Presently, the dosime-
ter has a range o f i Rdose. The dose received can be
added to the personnel dose record file in the PC and the
reader gives a print out of identification number, date and
time of issue and return, and the recorded dose.

SITE EMERGENCY CONTROL CENTRE,
TROMBAY

A Site Emergency Control Centre has been
commissioned at Trombay as part of the emergency pre-
paredness programme. The Centre is equipped with
real time environmental dose logging system, meteoro-
logical data acquisition and processing system and

various radiation monitoring instruments required in an
emergency. A mobile monitoring lab is also being set up.
The VHF based environmental dose logging system uses
large area energy compensated GM counters. The
master station is located at the SEC Centre and the slave
stations are at various sites in and around the Trombay
complex. The master station sequentially wakes up the
station and gets the dose rates transmitted at the interval
of 5 minutes. The stack release data from Cirus reactor
in terms of Curie/hour is also transmitted using VHF. All
these radiological data in terms of hourly averages are
printed out and also displayed on a site map at the Centre.
The Met data is also logged and displayed in analog form
and the processed hourly data is given as print out. A
PC is being set up to compute the plume dispersal and
isodose curves using the programmes incorporated in
the PC. It is proposed to use on-line real time data as
input to this programme by interfacing the micro-
processor systems.

MEASUREMENT OF CURIE CONTENT IN 200
LITRE WASTE DRUMS

Solid wastes are currently categorised and stored
on the basis of the surface dose rates and there is a need
to quantify the curie content in the wastes.

A gamma spectrometer system using a Nal
detector attached to a microprocessor based HPD 4K
MCA has been set up as a dedicated system for measure-
ment of activity content in 200 litre low and medium active
waste drums. The MCA is programmed to analyse the
curie content in the drum for 4 specific gamma emitting
nuclides, Cs-137, Ru-106, Co-60artd Ce-144. The drum
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is positioned on a marked location on a platform balance
so that the well shielded 5" dia x 2" thick Nal detector
views the drum at an broadside-on position at a distance
of 4.5 m. A 3 mm thick steel filter attached to the front of
the detector serves to cut out scattered low energy
photons. The weight of the drum recorded by the balance
is to be entered by the operator into the MCA through the
keyboard and on the basis of the mean density of the
wastes in the drum the MCA corrects for self attenuation.
The density is assumed to be uniform, and if the material
is highly hetrogeneous, it can lead to errors. The error
due to hetrogeneity in spatial distribution of the activity is
not more than 10-20%. The system is designed to operate
with minimum user interaction and check procedures
are provided to ensure error-free operation. After a 200
second count, it gives printout of the Curie content of
the 4 radionuclides and the total activity together with
sample no. and date and time of counting. A prototype
is under operation at the Radioactive Solid Waste
Management site at Trombay.

SUB-SEABED DISPOSAL OF HIGH LEVEL
RADIOACTIVE WASTES

Sub-sea bed disposal of high level radioactive
wastes (HLW) is a potential alternative to the deep repo-
sitories and the effectivenss of this method relies
on isolation, confinement and, in addition, dilution in
large volumes of ocean waters. A model for sub-
sea bed burial of high level wastes which couple uni-
dimensional geospheric model, consisting of advective
and diffusive transport of radionuclides along with
sediment sorption, with oceanic model incorporating
diffusional migration, geochemical elimination and

reflection at boundaries was developed at BARC.
Computation of concentration of radionuclides in surface
ocean waters have been made for two cases of release
modes: one considers an instant release of entire
radioactivity for low integrity waste matrix and the other
considers slow two component leach from the vitrified
matrix.

Results indicate little difference of canister/
waste matrix integrity on the surface ocean water con-
centration. However, burial of HLW in sub-sea bed at
depths ranging from 10-50 m would allow all short-lived
radionuclides (TI/2 < 103 Y) to decay within the matrix
and all radionuclides having moderate half-lives (T1/2 <
10s Y) with high Kd would decay to inocuous levels
during their transit through sediment media. Few
radionuclides that reach ocean surface waters have
either long or moderate half-lives with low Kd values.
Peak concentration of these nuclides are low, or peaks
commence after about 104 years. Such contributors to
ocean water concentration are C-14, Zr-93, Tc-99 and
Np-237. None of the parameters considered such as
pore water velocity, porosity and sorption retardation
properties present enough delay for significant decay
for 1-129 and U-238. Unlike other radionuclides, 1-129
and U-238 show more or less uniform concentration
profiles in surface ocean waters for burial depths
ranging from 1-50 m under all conditions studied owing
to their long T1/2 and low Kd. Temporal profiles of the
concentration of various radionuclides due to burial of
unit activity (Bq) in sub-sea bed (Burial depth = 50 m;
Temperature = 70°C) for pore water velocity of 3x10"6 cm
is shown in Figure 1.

The phenomena of rate of sedimentation will have
effect on the temporal concentration profiles, especially
for such radionuclides having long T, „ and high Kd
values. Radionuclides having Kd > 10 , especially of
those of transuranics would not be able to breach the
sediment-water boundary at sites where sedimentation
rates are about 1 mm/1000 year or lower.
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TRITIUM MAPPING OF THE INDIAN SUB-
CONTINENT AND THE ARABIAN SEA

Measurement of low levels of tritium requires
special procedures due to its low beta energy and very
low concentrations. Low level counting of tritium in
terrestrial waters of the subcontinent and in the Arabian
Sea is being carried out in BARC. The technique involves
preconcentrating large volumes of samples (about one
litre) by three stage alkaline electrolysis at low
temperatures (~ 4 deg C) by electrolytic enrichment and
measuring the tritium concentration using liquid scintilla-
tion spectrometer. The lowest detection limit by this
method Is - 5TU (i.e., 16pCi/l orO.592 Bq/I of water).
The tritium concentration values ranged between ~
5 TUand - 65 TU hi the aqueous samples collected from
various pats of the country (Fig. 1). These values
decrease with latitude from Srinagar (Kashmir) in the
northtoQulon (Kerala) kithe South and tend to stabilise
at a value corresponding to that at 10°N lat. further south.

96' 100' 1

Flfl. I. Tritium oonMntraHon In notural wot«rt
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The Arabian Sea surface samples werealso analy-
sed for their tritium concentration values by low level
tritium counting methodology. While the tritium concen-
tration values are available for the Pacific and the Atlantic
Oceans, mapping (partial) of the Arabian Sea have been
carried out for the first time and found to be in the
rangeof ~5TU to~75TU(i.e., 16to240 pCi/lorO.592
to 2.775 Bq/I).

Fif .2. Tritium concentration m oraMan *to surfact warns
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LARGE DIAMETER 40 PROPORTIONAL
COUNTER

A large diameter 4ff proportional counter has
been developed for standardisation of electron capture
isotopes. The cylindrical counter is 30 cm in diameter
and 40 cm in length. It operates with a mixture of 90%
argon, 10% methane (P-10 gas) as detecting medium.
Because of the large path length of the radiations in the
counter, its efficiency for low energy (6 keV) X rays is
almost hundred percent. It also provides a method for
standardisation by counting the conversion electrons
for radionuclides with highly converted gamma levels.
Electrons of energy upto 100 keV are completely stopped
in the counter; hence they give a distinctive peak in the
pulse height spectrum.

The counter has been used for standardisation of
isotopes such as Cr-51, Fe-55, Mn-54, etc. by detecting
the K X rays emitted in the decay. Cd-109 has been stan-
dardised by measurement of the conversion electrons
emitted in the 88 keVisomeric transition of the daughter
Ag-109. The counter has also been used for standardi-
sation of large area Sr-90/Y-90 beta sources.

Fig 1 Large diameter 4n Proportional counter

STANDARD FOR PROTECTION LEVEL BETA
DOSE MEASUREMENTS

A parallel plate, variable air volume ionisation
chamber has been developed to serve as standard for
calibrating beta dosemeters used for radiation protec-
tion. Basically, it consists of two large plane parallel
electrode plates of 30 x 30 cm2 suspended in free air from
a light supporting frame. The rear electrode plate of
perpex coated with graphite is divided into two sections,
viz., an inner circle of 4 cm diameter and an outer portion
both being electrically isolated. The inner circle serves
as a collecting electrode and the outer one serves as
guard electrode to define precisely the ion collecting
volume. The front plate has a very thin conducting foil
(1 mgm/cm2) which absorbs very little of the incident
beta radiations. The height of the sensitive volume is
about a metre from the floor level which minimises error
due to scattered radiations. The thickness of the
collector plate (~ 1 cm) is adequate to obtain saturation
back scatter. The charge produced by ionisation is
measured with a sensitive electrometer. The charge
measured per unit volume at different spacings is ex-
trapolated to derive the beta dose at the centre of the
chamber. The existing facility has been utilised to meas-
ure the beta fields to an accuracy of better than ± 5%.
The measured value with this chamber gives air dose
which can be used to calculate dose to any other
medium by using stopping power ratios appropriate to
the incident beta energy.
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Fig. 1. Standard for protection level beta dose measurements

TLD BADGE READERS FOR PERSONNEL
MONITORING

Radiation workers are monitored routinely to
estimate the radiation exposure using Thermolumi-
nescence Dosimeter (TLD) badges. These badges
consist of three dosimeter elements (CaSO4: Dy teflon
discs) fixed on an aluminium card, housed in a plastic
holder with appropriate filters. A semi-automatic TLD
Badge Reader (Model TLDBR-5, Fig. 1) based on a

Fig.1: Semiautomatic TLD Badge Reader TLDBR-5

microprocessor system (Intel 8085) has been developed
for processing the TLD badges. In this Reader, the TLD
card is manually loaded and the reading cycle is initiated
by pressing "Start" key on the panel. The Reader has
a mechanical arrangement, which, under micropro-
cessor control, positionsthedosimetersoftheTLD card
onebyoneoverakanthalheaterandraisesthe heater to
make contact with the dosimeter. The dosimeters are
then subjected to a precisely controlled temperature of
280°Cfora minute and the luminescence emitted during
the heating cycle, which is proportional to the radiation
exposure, is collected by a high gain, low dark current
Multiplier Phototube (PMT). The PMT anode current is
fed to a linear current-to-frequency (I-F) converter, which
has an automatic dark current cancellation circuit wherein
thedark current is sampled and stored priortothe start of
the reading cycle and subtracted from the PMT anode
currentduringthereadingcycle. The output pulses from
the I-F converter are fed to a microprocessor compatible
counter (8253), the contents of which are read and
stored in a non-volatile RAM, at one second intervals
during the reading cycle to obtain the luminescence
profile with respect to time (glow-curve).

At the end of the reading cycle, the reading is
multiplied by a calibration factor which is entered through
a numeric key-board and stored in the non-volatile RAM
which hasa capacity for storage of data of 50 badgesand
three glow-curves. The reading is printed on a built-in
numeric printer and the glow-curve data are transmitted
to an IBM PC or compatible through a RS-232 serial I/O
for dose evaluation and storage. After all the three do-
simeters are read, the card is ejected.

For use with PC, an user-friendly software pack-
age has been developed wherein the user has a choice
of two modes of operation,'off line' and 'online'. In the
'off line' mode the PC is not required for the operation of
the Reader and 50 badges can be read and the readings
are stored in the Reader. Once the built-in non-volatile
memory is full the Reader cannot be operated until the
memory is cleared using a code number after transfer-
ringthed&ainthememorytoaPC. In the on-line mode,
at the end of read-out of every dosimeter, the glow-curve
data are transmitted to the PC and the glow curve is
displayed onthe Monitor. The digital glow curve data are
also stored in the floppy/hard disk along with the dosi-
meter readings if the exposure exceeds 400 "iR.

The semi-automatic reader can process up to 20
badges in an hour. A fast read-out rate of fifty badges per
hour has been achieved in a TLD Badge Reader (Model
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Fig.2: TLD Badge Reader TLDBR-6

TLDBR-6, Fig. 2) by parallel processing of the throe
dosimeters of the badge with the use of a microprocessor
system (Intel 8085). The three dosimeters of the badge
are simultaneously heated and the luminescence out-
puts from the dosimeters are collected by three Multi-
plier Phototubes (PMT) through high efficiency fibre-
optic light guides. The PMT anode currents are fed to
three current-to-frequency converters and the pulses
from She converters are counted by a three-channel
counter in the microprocessor system. The counters
are read periodically and the readings are stored during
the heating cycle to obtain the glow curve data. The
three dosimeters are individually calibrated by entering
appropriate calibration factors through a numeric
keyboard. The Reader also has features like RS 232 C
output for connection to a PC and a printer interface.

INSTRUMENTS FOR QUALITY ASSURANCE
TESTING OF X-RAY MACHINE

Quality control of diagnostic X-ray machines is
of great importance as it serves to reduce radiation
exposure to staff as well as the public to the minimum
while ensuring a good quality X-ray image. Among the
many parameters of the X-ray machine, the peak
kilovoltage (kVp) applied to the machine, the exposure
time and the exposure are required to be precisely
monitored and controlled to obtain consistent radio-
graphic image quality. Two portable instruments, kVp
Meter/Timer and X-ray Exposure Meter, have been
developed to meet these requirements.

Fig. 1 : KVp Meter/Timer

The kVp Meter/Timer (Fig. 1) is a low power
CMOS microprocessor (Motorola 146805 E2) based
instrument forthe non-invasive measurement of kVp and
exposure time. The instrument is based on the principle
that the ratio of responses of two detectors located under
filters of different thicknesses exposed to X-rays is pro-
portional to the kVp of the X-ray machine under certain
conditions. Two arrays of gallium phosphide LEDs
covered with copper filters of thickness 1 mm and 2 mm
are used as detectors. The short circuit current resulting
from exposure to X-rays from the detectors are fed to
current-to-voltage converters, the outputs of which are
connected to multi-channel ADC (0809) interfaced to the
microprocessor. On exposure to X-rays, the voltage
developed at the output of one of the current-to-voltage
converters triggers a comparator connected to one of
the input ports of the microprocessor. This in turn
initiates a software based measurement cycle during
which the outputs of the I-V converters are sampled at
intervals of 1 msec and digitally integrated. A100 Hz,
quartz crystal based clock is also gated Into the timer/
counter of the microprocessor during this period to
obtain the exposure time. At the end of the exposure, as
indicated by the switching of the comparator back to its
initial conditions, thetimerisstoppedandratioofthetwo
integrated outputs is computed. From the ratio, using a
look-up table in the Read-Only-Memory (ROM), the
corresponding kVp is obtained. A 4 digit LCD display
interfaced serially to the microprocessor through the
I/O lines is used for display of kVp or exposure time as
selected by a front panel switch. The battery powered
instrument has also features such as automatic reset,
measurement of kVp and time in a single exposure and
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user friendly prompts for proper positioning of the instru-
ment with respect to the X-ray tube. The instrument has
a kVp measurement range of 60 kVp to 120 kVp with an
accuracy of ± 3 kVp and exposure time range of 0.02
sec to 2.55 sees with an accuracy of ± 10 m sec.

Fig. 2: X-ray Output Meter

lntheX-rayOutputMeter(Rg. 2),asurfacebarrier
detector is used as the detector. The short-circuit current
from the detector, when exposed to X-rays, is converted
into a voltage using a CMOS operational amplifier
(CA3140). The output of the amplifier is fed to a sample
and hold circuit, the output of which is displayed on a
31 /2 LCD DPM. The exposure meter has a range of .01
R/mt to 19.99 R/mt and has an accuracy of better than
± 10% for X-rays in the range of 50 kVp to 130 kVp. The
instrument works on two 3V lithium button-type ceils
(type CR 2032) and is useful for monitoring tabtetop X-ray
exposures.

RADIATION MONITORING INSTRUMENTS

A Microprocessor Bated Radiation Survey Meter

A microprocessor (Motorola 146805E2) based
portable radiation survey meter (Fig. 1)hasbeendtvel-

oped for measurement of leakage radiation levels
around radioactive source housings to meet radio-
logical protection requirements. The survey meter, which
uses GM counter (Type PhHip3ZP1200) as detector, has
features like storage of twenty readings, direct incHcation
of maximum, minimum and average of the twenty read-
Ings, energy response correction for five selectable
commonly used radiolsotopes, dead4ime correction for
GM counter, and 4 -1 /2 digit LCD display.

The operation of the instrument is controlled by
five push-button switches on the panel connected to the
microprocessor I/O lines. Two keys (+) &(-) are used
for recalling one of the twenty readings in the memory
by Incrementing or decrementing the reading number
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which is displayed on the LCD display along with the
corresponding reading. A Measure (M) key is used for
initiating the measurement and a function key 'P recalls
on the display maximum, minimum or average of the
readings. A'select' key is used for selection of one of
the five radioisotopes for effecting an energy response
correction to the readings, as indicated by one of the five
LEDs on the panel. An 'auto' mode of operation can be
selected by keeping the'measure'keydepressedforthe
duration of one reading cycle. An LED indicator lights
up when the instrument enters the'auto' mode and in
this mode twenty readings are taken one after another
and sequentially stored in memory.

The pulses from the G.M. counterare shaped and
fed to the internal counter of the microprocessor. A
preset count (2048) mode of operation is used for meas-
urement to ensure a given statistical accuracy and
reduction of measurement time at high exposure rates.
The higher limit of measurement time is set around 5 sec.
An external clock based on a 555IC connected to the
interrupt input of the processor is used as the time
base. At the beginning of the measurement cycle, a
software timing counter is cleared and the interrupt is
enabled so that the software counter could be incre-
mented every time the external clock interrupts the pro-
cessor. The external clock frequency is approximately
1 kHz and hence the timing can be resolved down to 1
msec. Theintemalcounterofthemicroprocessorisalso
cleared and the G.M. counter pulses are gated in. This
counter is stopped either when the counts equal the
preset count (2048) or when the number of counts in the
software timer counter, which is a measure of the
measurement time, equal 5000 (ie 5 sees approximately),
the number of counts registered in the internal counter
of the processor is then divided by the measurement
time corrected for dead time of the G.M. Counter by
subtracting a value 2048 r where r is the dead time of
the G.M. Counter. Thisvalue is stored in the memory and
displayed on the LCD after multiplication by one of the
five energy correction factors stored in the ROM, as
selected by the 'select' switch. The calibration is
achieved by varying the frequency of the external clock.
The instrument works on 4 pen light cells and a'Lo Bat'
indication lights up on the LCD display when the batteries
need replacement. It has a measurement range of 0.1
mR/hrto1R/hr and can be readily extended with the use
of appropriate G.M. counters.

Personal Dosimeter

A compact digital personal dosimeter (Fig. 2)
has been developed. A solid state detector Cd-Tehas
been used in the instrument and it has advantages of
small size low voltage operation and negligible dead-
time losses. Thedetector isused in the pulse modeand
the radiation induced pulses are amplified using a low
noiseamplifierwithavoltagegainof 1000. Theamplified
pulses are fed to a comparator LM 339 to discriminate
the noise pulses and are divided by a programmable
divider (CD 4040) to adjust the calibration for obtaining
one pulse/mR. The output pulses from the divider are
counted and fed to a 4 -1 /2 digit LCD to display Inte-
grated exposures from 1 mR to 19,999 mR. The pulses
from the divider are also fed to a ptezo-electric buzzer to
give a beep for every 1 mR of integrated exposure. The
linearity of response of the detector with exposure rate
is within ± 10% up to 100 R/hr and the energy response
of the detector is within ± 20% over the energy range of
60keVto1.2MeV.
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Scintillation X-ray Monitor (X MON PLUS)

A scintillation X-ray monitor (X MON PLUS, Fig.
3) has been developed for routine monitoring of leakage
and scattered radiation around diagnostic X-ray installa-
tions. The instrument consists of aNal(TI) scintMator of
25 mm dlax 12 mm thickness coupled to a pbotomultJ-
plier tube of the Type EMI 9734B. The instrument has
been designed to monitor both the peak exposure rates
as wen as thelntegrated exposure. The instrument has
a fast response with a response time betterthan0.02 sec
to monitor the peak exposure rates of short duration X-
rayexposures. The Instrument monitors peakexposure
rates of 0 to 10 R/hr and Integrated exposures of 0 to 100
mR hi four ranges. In integrating mode, the instrument
incorporates a circuit to exclude the dark current from
beinglntegrated. Theenergy response of the Instrument
is corrected using suitable correction factors which can
be selected manually through a band switch depending
on the kV/Wter combination employed. The Instrument
is useful for area monitoring during radiological protec-
tion surveys of diagnostic X-ray installations. The
integrating mode of instrument is also useful for quality
assurance checking of diagnostic X-ray machine.
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GAMMATOGRAPH FOR FAST BREEDER TEST
REACTOR (FBTR), KALPAKKAM

In FBTR, Kalpakkam.liquid sodium is used as
coolant and argon is used as cover gas. Any fuel clad
failure in the reactor will result in release of fission gases
to the cover gas through the coolant. Monitoring the
concentration of selected isotopes of fission gases in the
cover gas can help in assessing the extent and time of
such fuel failures. However, since argon itself will
become intensely radioactive any gross gamma-count-
ing will not be reliable and accurate. This problem is
circumvented by a combination ofgas-chromatographic
separation of fission gases from argon and gamma-
spectrometry. The combined unit is called a Gammato-
graph. In this unit, fission gasesare separated from each
other and argon. As and when these elute out from the
gas chromatograph, argon is vented and the fission
gases are diverted to a gamma-scintillation counter
connected to a multichannel analyser.

The multichannel analyser is tuned for
monitoring concentrations of Kr**(10.76 y), Kr85ni(4.4
h), Kt°7(76A m),Kr"(2.8h),Xe133(5.27d)andXe135{9.14
h) without interference from Ar4.

Relative ratios of thesa isotopes provide indica-
tion of fuel failure and the time of occurrence. The unit
is designed for continuous automatic operation with
analysis time cycle of 6 minutes. The instrument is being
commissioned at the FBTR.

Block Diagram of Gammatograph
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GENERATOR CORE MONITOR

The unit works on the principle of ultrasensitive
smoke detection based on nuclear technique. Intense
ionisation capability of the alpha source provides a
simple iow cost and fast response equipment to monitor
degradation of insulation in power generating machines.

A built in alpha source (Am 241/25 micro-curie/
plated source) in a chamber causes a continuous current
of 10 pico amperes while the coolant gas is passed
through the chamber at an appropriate flow rate In case
of overheating of an electrical power generator, the
electrical insulation of the armature disintegrates and
heavy insulation compound molecules enter the sturdy
moisture proof ion chamber. Electrons generated due
to ionisation get attached to the heavy molecules and
subsequently neutralize the positive ions insidethecham-
ber. Thus the population of free ions is drastically
reduced and the chamber current falls appreciably.

Fig. 1 : Top inner view of Gammatograph oven Fig 1 Generator core monitor
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GENEBHTDR CORE MONITOR

The reduction in the current is an indication of the
extent of armature overheating. It provides an alarm well
before a major damage of insulation occurs. The system
is capable of detecting 0.5 watts heat dissipation over an
area of 1 cm2 and with a delay of about 30 seconds.

Block Diagram of MuHichannal Hydmgtn Monitor
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Fig. 3

HIGH PRESSURE IONISATION CHAMBER FOR
ENVIRONMENTAL MONITOR

A high pressure spherical ion chamber, with an
outer diameter of 260mm and a sensitive volume of 7
litres filled with argon gas at 20 atmospheres has been
successfullydeveiopedandtestedto monitor low gamma
radiation levels of the order of 5 to 10 micro R/hr which is
normally present in the environment due to the terrestrial
and cosmic radiation sources. It has a gamma sensitivity
of 2 x 10 • A/R/hr and forms a part of the environmental
monitor which displays the output of the chamber in three
linear ranges of 50, 500 and 5000 micro R/hr.

The equipment is used to observe the changes
in background radiation in the vicinity of an operating
reactor. Such radiation monitoring stations can form a
national network for quick detection of radiation releases
into environment. The network of monitoring stations
can be linked by telex or telephone and can be integrated
into the global network of environment monitoring
stations.

Fig. l: High pressure iomzation chamber for environmental monitor
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ENVIRONMENTAL RADIATION MONITOR
BLOCK DIAGRAM

Fig. 1 Self-powered neutron detector

8 nos. of these units have been commissioned
at Narora Atomic Power Station. Similar systems are
planned to be installed at environmental stations to be
set up at Ahmedabad, Alwaye, Bangalore, Baroda,
Bombay, Calcutta, Chandigarh, Delhi, Gangtok,
Gauhati, Gulmarg, Hyderabad and Jaduguda.

SELF-POWERED NEUTRON DETECTORS

Self-powered neutron detectors have been suc-
cessfully fabricated for reactor control applications and
incore mapping of neutron fluxes of the order of i014nV
in large power reactors of 600 MW CANDU type. They
do not require any polarising voltage for their operation.
The overall diameter of a detector is 3.5 mm with
sensitive length of 210 mm coupled with 12 metre long
mineral insulated cable which can stand incore hostile
environment.

Two types of detectors, one with prompt
response using cobalt and platinum for reactor control
applications, and the other, with delayed response
using rhodium and vanadium for flux mapping, have
been made. They have neutron sensitivities between
10w to 1022 amps/nV and linear response to flux
variation over 2 decades of power range. These detec-
tors have been extensively tested in the high flux environ-
ment of the Apsara reactor core.

For safe and economical operations of nuclear
power stations, these incore detectors are essential for

EM ITT COMTENSHTING
COBLE

INSULRTOft -TWINBX CBBLE

SKETCH OF THE SELF-POWERED NEUTRON DETECTOR

on-line monitoring of neutron fluxes at different locations
of the reactor core.

An ultra low bias current DC amplifier has been
specially developed to interface the detector with
reactor regulating, protection and core flux mapping
systems. It has inbuilt DC to DC converter for providing
isolated outputs. Test features for online insulation
measurement, detector burn-up compensation have
been incorporated.

IMAGE COMPACTION
APPROACH

STATISTICAL

The pixel data in an image is highly correlated in
view of inter pixel dependencies, arising from the nature
of point spread function. The image data is fully
decorrelated using the principal component analysis or
Karhunen-Loeve (KL) transform. By decomposing the
data into a set of uncorrelated components of decrea-
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sing statistical significance, compression is achieved by
selecting those components of greatest statistical
importance (variance) and discarding the rest. K-L trans-
form is the optimal transform in that minimum errors of
reconstruction ensues. The K-L transform which requires
computation of the eigenvectors and the eigen-values of
anNxN by NxN matrix is a stupendous task. As there
are no fast algorithms to compute covariance matrices,
other transforms (based on orthogonal sine/cosine
components like Fourier, Discrete cosine and Hartley:
and those with non-trigonometric bases like Walsh-
Hadamard, Haarand slant) were developed to overcome
these difficulties. But, these are suboptimal in the sense
that the reconstruction errors cannot be totally
eliminated.

Computation of K-L transform for the entire pic-
ture requires a large number of images, and, therefore, a
given image is divided into a number of sub-blocks, each
assumed to be a sample of the image. The K-L transform
for the sub-images is computed and the full image is
reconstructed block by block from the mean and eigen
vectors of the covariance matrix. It is interesting to note
that, whereas the first 5% of Fourier components contain
95% of image information, the first three principal com-
ponents (K-L T) are dormant with 97-98% of the image
information.

A model image was subjected to various
transform domain operations using software developed
in IBM-PC-AT environment. Inverse operations have
also been carried out to reconstruct the images. During
reconstruction, the number of coefficients employed for
the reconstruction is varied to demonstrate the extent to
which fidelity in the images is retained. Fig. 1 shows that

rncati or conroMnn i
mcomiiucTiaH

T
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reconstruction errors are least for K-L transform, in
comparison to other transforms. Fig. 2 (a) shows recon-
structed images from the K-L transform components.
Using the subjective criteria of visual assessment, the
image reconstructed from the first four components
seems adequately representative. Fig. 2 (b) shows the
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Fig.2:

Fig. 1: Root mean square error in image reconstruction with different
percentage of transform coefficient

: Reconstructed images using K-L transform components
(a) principal components are progressively added for foe
reconstruction, (bj Principal components are individually used
for reconstruction.

reconstructed images from individual K-L transform
components: the first component alone gives adequate
details in the reconstructed image. Reconstructed
images using other transforms are not shown for brevity.
From these figures, it is clear that K-L transform based
reconstruction is superior to all other transforms.

LASER FIRE ARM SIMULATOR

A rugged IBM-PC based fire arm simulator with
infrared laser source hasbeendevelopedforthedefence
services at the request of Military College of EME,
Secunderabad.
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The laser assembly is mounted on the barrel of the
gun and is powered from 12V rechargeable battery
located in the magazine. An infrared Ga-As pulsed laser
with 90.5 nm wavelength provides realistic simulation of
gun firing. The weight of the complete assembly,
inclusive of transformer, complete electronics and optics
is kept within 450 gms so that it can be mounted on the
soldier's gun.

The target consists of 30 cm x 30 cm array of
photodiodes and gives out 6 bit encoded data giving the
position of hit. It can be powered from a single 9V dry
cell.

The exercises for 10 firers can be carried out
simultaneously on one system. A single microcomputer
interface links all the ten targets to an IBM-PC using a
serial link. Real sound simulation is provided. The
missed target firing data is also transmitted through rf to
the receiver for processing and accounting. The system

allows complete security of data and privacy of results.
Software has been developed for all regular training
practices and evaluation of training exercises.

hig I Laser tire arm simulator
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The use of simulator can save considerable
amount of ammunition and time in comparison to labori-
ous traditional method for range training of soldiers.

PERSONAL COMPUTER ANALYSER

A low cost high performance PC-based multi-
channel analyserfor data acquisition and processing has
beendevetoped. Thecompact PCAhardwarecomprises
a histogram memory PC-plug in card and a 8K Nuclear
ADC card. Both these cards are connected together in
a piggyback fashion. The 8K resolution Nuclear ADC
utilizes interpolation principle for generating the accu-
rate quantization steps to obtain very low DNL A
commercial ADC Burr-Brown type PCM-78 is used to
decide the digital code corresponding to a nuclear pulse
height This ADC gives a DNL of better than ± 1 %and
conversion time of nearly IS micro sees. Histogram
memory has a 8Kx 24 bit dual ported high through-put
data acquisition buffer which is concurrently accessed
by the PC and the onboard data acquisition logic. This
board also incorporates the required logic for Live/
Clock Time acquisition, setting digital back bias and
conversion gain.

PGA hardware is fuNy backed up by a totally
menu intensive software developed in Turbo PASCAL
for PCA operation and Data Processing. PCA software
provides a user friendly interaction with the PCA for
setting up various experimental parameters through PC
keyboard. Extensive display manipulation features
include live spectrum display in normal and expand
mode, simultaneously two cursors with window move-
ment feature for setting regions-of-interest, vertical scal-

Fig.1: Personal computer analyser card
a) From view (Histogram memory)
b) Back view (Nuclear ADC)

ing, eta Data processing software includes spectrum
smoothing, auto peak search and peak analysis with
background subtraction to provide peak centroid, peak
area and fuH width at half maximum, energy calibration
and isotope identification complete with analysis report
printing and spectrum plotting for documentation.
Results and data fites can be saved and restored for later
review and analysis.

Total integration of PCA hardware including ADC
and software in higher level language into an IBM-PC pro-
vides an indigenous PCA as an effective import substi-
tute at a reasonably low cost.

CAMAC INSTRUMENTATION

For control applications in accelerator pro-
gramme and nuclear data acquisition systems, various
types of CAMAC modules have been developed.

CAMAC Crate Controller for IBM-PC with DMA

This is a dedicated CAMAC crate controller for
IBM-PC which also incorporates the Block Transfer
channel, supporting the execution of all the algorithms
recommended by IEEE for block transfers Jn CAMAC
Systems. The controller comprises of a PC buffer card,
and the two width controller interface which incorporates
the major CAMAC control logic. Design of the speed
efficient hardware supports DMA transfer rates up to
200K bytes per second.
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The controller hardware is supported by stan-
dard subroutines developed in Turbo Pascal to imple-
ment level C of CAMAC Support System ANSI/IEEE std.
758-1979, for block transfer.

CAMAC CPU Module with Ethernet Interface

The module is designed around Intel 16 bit micro-
processor 8086 with ethernet hardware to support
CAMAC-Ethernet interface. Ethernet hardware uses
industry standard AMD LAN chip set which provides
connection to cheapernet coaxial cable or ethernet
standard cable through external transceiver. Firmware
incorporates number of diagnostic and communication
protocol routines to provide high speed ethernet com-
munications. The communication protocol routines are
compatible to the memory resident network kernel
developed for commercially available PC-ADD in
ethernet controller cards, to provide PC Ethernet inter-
face. The CPU module has interface for the CAMAC
crate cont-roller through which it has access to the
CAMAC bus, thus forming a stand alone CAMAC crate
controller with ethernet interface.

Various standard CAMAC modules have been
developed for pelletron control and nuclear data acqui-
sition systems.

Fig. 1 . CAMAC instrumentation

TRANSPUTER BASED
PROCESSING SYSTEM

PARALLEL

evaluation of parallel algorithms and application pro-
grams. The system allows massive information process-
ing at a very fast rate for performing many scientific and
engineering calculations. Typical applications include
Medical Imaging, Artificial Intelligence, High Energy
Physics, Robotics, Machine Vision, Simulation, Mod-
elling, Computer Automated Design and Engineering,
etc. The multicomputer parallel processing architecture
provides an efficient and economic approach to the
design of powerful computing system.

The system incorporates INMOSTransputerTSOO
32 bit VLSI processor with floating point capability and
with high speed bidirectional communication channels.
It supports OCCAM, the parallel programming language,
which provides benefits of using structural high level
language with run time speed of assembly. The proto-
type of the system consists of four processing nodes
designed with INMOS T800 along with 1 Mega byte
dynamic RAM each and connected in the Torus topo-
graphy. This configuration is connected to host PC by
a custom designed design through serial communica-
tion link of a transputer called root transputer. The
system is modularly expandable to include many nodes
connected in any required operation for obtaining
maximum throughput for a particular task.

Software development environment is provided
on the host IBM PC/AT which is equipped with the
transputer development system software with OCCAM
and stand-alone parallel compilers for Fortran and C
languages.

The transputer based parallel processing proto-
type system has been developed for the testing and

Fig. 1: Parallel processing system
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A parallel program for "particle in cell model"
for two dimensional plasma simulation is written in
Parallel C to run on the prototype system. The behaviour
of a collection of charged particles is simulated by
solving the Maxwell equations of electromagnetic
theory. The communication overheads and speedup
analysis for the algorithm has been carried out and
various decomposition schemes have been programmed
and analysed.

Another parallel program has been developed on
this system to predict the behaviour of a reactor as a
whole, given the behaviour at each of the grid points.
Mathematically this is equivalent to solving the genera-
lized Helmholt2 equation:

The unit can be operated in automatic, semi-auto
or manual modes. The monitor is undergoing field trials
at Heavy Water Plant, Baroda.

= All

The solution is generated
differential method.

iteratively by finite

MULTISTREAM HYDROGEN MONITOR FOR
HEAVY WATER PLANT, BARODA

Any industrial process handling gaseous hydro-
gen is fraught with fire and explosion risks. Heavy water
plants working on H2/MH3 exchange process are prone
to such risks as large volumes of gases are handled at
high pressures. Continuous hydrogen monitoring of
areas prone to hydrogen leaks and the plant environment
will help in early warning and forestall any risk.

In order to meet this requirement, a.multistream
hydrogen monitor with microprocessor control has been
designed and fabricated. In the unit, thermal conducti-
vity of the sample gas is compared with hydrogen free
ambient air, using a hot filament thermal conductivity
detector calibrated to give % hydrogen concentration
directly. The monitor is designed for automatic sequen-
tial sampling of upto 12 selected streams (3 at a time)
with linear response upto 4.5% H2with + 0.1% accuracy.
The microprocessor control regulates the detector tem-
perature, time sequencing of sample channel selection,
data acquisition, logging and alarm annunciation at dual
(high & too high) levels. It also provides for self
diagnosis, locking on to selected channels and data
print out at select intervals. All these operations are
controlled through key board operation and software
which can be varied according to user requirement.

Fig. 1: Multistream Hydrogen Monitor

SUB-SURFACE ROCK BURST MONITORING
SYSTEM (SRBM) FOR KOLAR GOLD FIELDS,
KARNATAKA

The deep mines in Kolar Gold Fields in Karnataka
were hit by a series of damaging rockbursts in recent
times when the mining was in progress close to Mysore
North Fault. For safe mining in these regions, the
Department of Mine Safety recommended that a seismic
monitoring system should be installed before mining can
be further resumed. A collaborative project between
BARC and Bharat Gold Mines Ltd. (now Kolar Institute of
Rock Mechanics) is undertaken to develop and Install a
sub-surface rock burst monitoring system (SRBM) at a
depth of 2 km below the surface and close to the stoping
regions in Northern Folds.

Under the first phase of the project, microseismic
network of 12 geophones located between 92 and 106
level (3 km belowthesurface) will pick uptheanalogdata
of earth vibration which after modulation on a 12 kHz
carrier is transmitted to an underground laboratory at the
70th level (2 km below the surface). A schematic
diagram of the microseismic network and SRBM Is given
in Fig. 1. At the underground lab., a highspeed 12- bit A
to D converter in PC/386 slot scans the demodulated and
filtered microseismic data from the gecphones at 50 kHz
sampling rate. The raw data is acquired continuously In
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Fig.1 Block diagram of SRBM

PC RAM buffer comprising of three memory banks in
round robin fashion employing DMA mode. The data
thus acquired is subjected to event validity check
algorithm in real time in background and the moment an
event is detected, pre- and post-event data is stored in
the extended RAM of the PC. This data is further
processed in real-time for finding location, strength
and other associated parameters of microseismic emis-
sions and the parameters thus obtained are conti-
nuously transmitted to the surface lab over 4 km leased
lines using modems for further perusal and analysis. The
event-data so collected is saved on cartridge tapes for
future use.

The panel display of the SRBM which shows
microseismic data waveforms and source parameters is
shown in Fig.2. The system is planned to be operational
by the middle of 1990 for monitoring the mining induced
stress behaviour of Northern Fold section of Kolar Gold
Mines. The data obtained from the system will be helpful
in improving the mine safety, mine planning and for
understanding rockburst occurrence and its interaction
with faults.
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Though the system is basically designed for
seismic monitoring of metalliferrous mines, it could
easily be configured to address similar other applica-
tions like monitoring of roof falls in coal mines, AE
monitoring of pressure vessels and calandria vessel and
seismic surveillance of power plants, oil and gas reser-
voirs, etc.

IBM-PC BASED DATA STATION FOR DIFFER-
ENTIAL SCANNING CALORIMETER

With the common availability of IBM-PC look-
alikes at competitive prices, there is a great incentive to
build special PC interfaces for existing scientific
instruments to impart to them digital data handling
capabilities like digital data storage, retrieval, on-line
CRT display and data processing. These instruments
normally provide their outputs on a strip chart recorder or
a plotter which calls for tedious manual efforts on the
part of user for data interpretation and processing.
Interfacing of such instruments with PC would automate
the process of data collection and consequently result in
enormous improvement in the efficiency of acquiring
data and processing it.

A PC-based Data Station for Perkin Elmer's
Differential Scanning Calorimeter(DSC) has been devel-
oped in BARC DSC is a sophisticated instrument
useful in precise measurement and characterisation of
thermal properties of materials. It is a vital instrument
used in industrial as well as scientific applications.
Besides controlling the operation of the DSC like giving
commands for 'Heat', 'Cool', 'Halt', etc., the PC interface
digitizes the low level analog data from DSC representing
heat energy and acquires it at a user-defined rate. A12-
bit ADC supported by programmable timer in the inter-
face card handles repetitive sampling and digitization
process. DMA mode of data acquisition is used with PC
for minimising the software overhead so that a more
efficient on-line display of data and user interaction is
provided.

Software package developed for the PC station
offers a set of user friendly commands to set up experi-
mental parameters, control the system operation, to
have on-line data display and eventual data processing.
It also includes facilities for filing the data, manipulating
the histogramic display extensively and to obtain a plot
of the appropriately scaled display on to the PC printer.

The accompanying Fig.1 shows the complete
system including the DSC and Fig. 2 shows a typical PC
screen display format.

PC BASED 8 PARAMETER DATA ACQUISITION
SYSTEM

Multiparameter Data Acquisition (MPA) systems
which analyse nuclear events with respect to more than
one property of the event are essential tools forthe study
of some important nuclear phenomena. For better
throughput and accuracy, each parameter is digitized by
a separate Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC). For MPA
systems handling more than two parameters, 'Address
Recording' technique is the one which is invariably
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employed. Here, output of ADCs handling various para-
meters are stored in 'LIST mode. Analysts of the data is
carried out off-line using some computer. Some kind of
on-line displays like singles, PHA, etc. are provided for
monitoring and qualitative analysis. Mini computer and
multiprocessor based MPA systems have been In use
earlier, but with the availability of cost-effective PCs it has
become worthwhile to develop low cost MPA systems
around PCs.

A PC based 8-parameter data acquisition
system has been developed inBARC. It has a stand-
alone controller which interfaces eight 12-bit nuclear
ADCs to record UST data in the PC memory. Acquisi-
tion is carried out in DMA mode using two memory
banks on alternate basis to reduce dead time. Data Is
finally stored into PC hard disk for later processing.
On-linedisplay of singles PHA and scatter plot ofanytwo
of the selected ADCs is provided on the PC screen. A
comprehensive software package provides a set of
menu-driven interactive commands to the user for
setting up system parameters and control.

Fig. 1 shows the basic diagram of the system. Fig.
2 shows the system alongwfth two Canberra 12-bit ADCs.

ENC

ADD-ON CARD CONTROLLER

Fig. 1 IBM-PC based 8 parameter controller
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Fig. 3 shows a typical format of screen display including
a single PHA spectrum of one of the parameters.
System status information like number of filled-up banks,
number of selected parameters, etc. are also shown in
the display.

The system has been installed at PeHetron Labo-
ratory in TIFR. More of simlar but better engineered
systems are under fabrication.
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AIR CUSHION BASED NEUTRON SPECTRO-
METER

An air cushion based neutron spectrometer has
been designed and manufactured in BARC. The instru-
ment is of modular construction and consists of a base
module, a linear module, a rotary module, a rotary table,
an analyser shield and a detector shield. The modules
are arranged in vertical tandem in three groups repre-
senting three axes which are sample axis, analyser axis
and detector axis. These axes are joined by a mechani-
cal coupling. The assembly is mounted on a ground
base plate and the positioning and movement of the
analyser anddetectcr axes is accomplished by means
of air pads. This design eliminates the need for
cantilever suspension of modules which can introduce
errors in alignment on account of varying deflections.

The neutron spectrometer is designed for studies
on the atomic and molecular structures of solids and also
for neutron radiography.

MONOCHROMATOR CUM SPECTROGRAPH

These are used to study the behaviour of various
materials and for analysis of emitted radiations from irra-
diated materials.

Diffraction gratings are used as dispersion
elements because the wavelength scale can be very
easily linearized. Concave mirrors are normally used as
the collimating and focussing elements. A sine- drive
mechanism is incorporated for rotating the grating in

orderto coverthe spectral range which isO.01 nm to 1000
nm. This instrument can be used either as a spectrograph
or as a monochromator.

VACUUM CHAMBER FOR DIPOLE MAGNET

This is a thin walled intricate shaped ultra high
vacuum chamber for dipole magnet for Centre for
Advanced Technology. (CAT). This was fabricated out of
SS 304L material. Machining was carried out on CNC
machines and chamber halves were welded using pulse
tig process. The equipment was finally tested for
vacuum.

PRECISION X-Y TABLE

A X-Y table has been designed and developed for
high precision positioning of sarnies, etc. for various
applications in scientific research. This is a compact
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which has been designed to house the RFQ accelerating
structure has been fabricated in BARC. The RFQ rods
and stems, which are designed to oscillate at a frequency
of 45 MHz, are brazed onto a copper plate which slides
into the tank on a guiding SS plate. The inner portion of
the RF tank has been electroplated with copper to ensure
good conductivity at high frequency. The tank has been
provided with ports for the coupling loop, tuning set up,
RF pick up probe, vacuum pump and vacuum gauge
heads. This tank has been designed to maintain a
vacuum of about 10 s mbar. The total assembly of the

ir. near completion.

low-height instrument made out of aluminium with linear
ball slides. The travel range of the table is 15 mm with
positional accuracy of 0.005 mm. The table size is 180
mm x 180 mm having load capacity upto 5 N.

RESONANT FREQUENCY QUADRUPOLE (RFQ)
ACCELERATOR

A RFQ accelerator has been designed to accele-
rate a 20 mA deuteron beam upto 150 keV. The tank

EQUIPMENT FOR 235 MWe AND 500 MWe
POWER REACTORS

About 1500 nos. each of end fitting bodies, liner
tubes and 6 fuelling machine heads were manufactured
to complete the requirements of 235 MWe reactors of
KAPP-1 & II projects. The experience gained and the
technical know-how generated with the manufacture of
these pieces of equipment have been useful to enable
the industry to take up their manufacture for the require-
ments of subsequent 235 MWe power reactors.

Development and manufacture of end fittings,
liner tubes and fuelling machine heads of a new design
for the 500 MWe power reactors have been taken up in
BARC. Specialised toolings, fixtures, etc. have been
designed, developed and are being employed for the
manufacture of these equipment.
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REMOTE TOOLS FOR MAPS REHABILITATION
PROJECT

As a part of rehabilitation work of MAPS Nuclear
Power Reactors, M has become necessary to fit sparger
tubes for moderator inlet to calandria vessel. This
involves boring and grooving of some of the tube sheet
holes of the calandria. A special purpose remote cutting
machine has been designed and developed for
carrying out this operation.Extensfve trials have been
completed to check the performance of the machine
onthe mock-ups. To prevent metal chips falling into the
calandria, a suction device has also been incorporated
in the machine. The machine has provision for automatic
tool expansion during running. To facilitate use of the
machine, a special purpose gauge has also been
designed to measure the positional accuracy of the end
shield lattice tubes with respect to the calandria tube
holes.
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PULSE RADIOLYTIC STUDY OF BIOLOGICAL
TRANSIENTS

The technique of pulse radiolysis is a powerful
tool for studying the reactions of biological compounds
;oachievea better understanding of their metabolic path-
ways in living tissues.

It is known that in living systems many biological
molecules undergo oxidation and reduction reactions
withavariety of known radicals. While the rateconstants
for these reactions cannot be measured in living sys-
tems, they can be readly measured in vitro using
electron pulses of nanosecond or microsecond duration
to produce the required radicals and studying the rate
of formation of the products through time resolved ab-
sorption spectrophotometry.

A major line of investigation was undertaken with
regard to the evaluation of the biologically important
rate constants described above. This involved the study
of the reactions of the peroxyl radicals produced from
a number of halogenated hydrocarbons witn important
biological molecules. Halogenated hydrocarbons such
as carbon tetrachlorkJe, chloroform, freons, etc are
widely used as solvents, refrigerants, pesticides, flame
retardants, etc. Their distribution in the biosphere is
causing considerable concern to environmentalists.

When these halogenated hydrocarbons enter
living tissues it is known that they undergo one electron
reduction losing a halogen atom. The resultant radical
picks up an oxygen molecule, giving a radical of the type
RO2. The oxidation carried out by these peroxyl radicals
are responsible for the toxicity of the halocarbons and
hence the measurement of the rate constants for the

No.

1

2

3

4

Compound

Bilirubin

Tyrosine

Xanthine

Thymine

Table 1

Importance of
Compound

Bile pigment and
heme degradation
product

Amino Acid

DNA base derivative

DNAbase

No. of Halogen-
ated Peroxyl
Radicals Studied

12

9

8

3

Conclusions

Second order rate
constant vary from
5x107M1S1 to
2x10"M 1 S' rate
constants very linearly
with Taft's inductive
parameter

Rate constants vary
linearly with Taft's
inductive parameter

Rate constants vary
linearly with Taft's
inductive parameter

All rate constants below
10". Those of the RO2

radicals which react
have rate constants
varying linearly with
Taft's inductive
parameter
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reactions of these radicals with important biological
molecules becomes important.

The reactions of halogenated peroxyl radicals
were studied with four important biological compounds,
viz, bilirubin, tyrosine, xanthine and thymine. Bilirubin
isa product of hemoglobindecompositionandisalways
present in small concentrations in blood. Reactions of
RO2 radicals with bilirubin can serve as a model for
reactions with the heme moiety. Tyrosine is an important
amino acid crucial for the synthesis of many proteins
which are widely distributed in the body. In this case
also, study of the R02 radical reactions will provide
important clues about the effect of halogenated hydro-
carbons on proteins. Thymine is a base in the DNA
molecule, which is the genetic basis of life. Xanthine is
a derivative of another ONA base, adenine, and isa
metabolic intermediate for adenine. Therefore, in these
cases, the R02 radical reactions will help in understand-
ing, to some extent, the matabolic role of halogenated
hydrocarbons with respect to the all important DNA
molecule.

Table 1 summarises the results obtained with
the four biological compounds mentioned above. The
data shown in Table 1 reveal that the reactivity of the
halogenated peroxyl radicals is controlled by the Taft's
inductive parameter, which is a rough measure of the
electron attracting power of the halogen atoms in the
radical. Therefore, these results suggest that one way of
reducing the health hazard duetothehalocarbonsisto
reduce the use of those compounds giving radicals with
high Taft's inductive parameter and to increase the use of
those giving radicals with low Taft's inductive parameter.

Another line of investigation involved biologically
important sulphur containing amino acids which are
known radiation protective molecules and which repair
the biological damage by the transfer of H atom with the
formation of thiol radicals.

Free radicals have long been postulated in bio-
logical processes such as ageing and other disease
states. These free radicals are formed by the oxidation-
reduction processes occurring in biological systems,
e.g., one electron reduction of oxygen by xanthine oxides
and hypoxanthine to (X,- radical. Free thiol radicals could
be generated by the interaction of free radicals formed
in the above manner with variety of enzymes, proteins
having 3H group and disulphide bridges and endo-
geneous thiols in the cells.

Since these are reactive radicals, it is important
and of interest to know the reactions of thiol radicals with
certain drugs.

Using the pulse radiolysis technique, the rate
constants forthe reactions of the thiol radicals produced
from a number of thio amino acids and their corres-
ponding disulphides with drugs such as promethazine
(PMZ), chlorpromazine (CP2), prochlorperazine (PPZ)
andtrimeprazinetarterate (TPZ) (found to be effective
in radiosensitization) have been investigated and are
given in Table 2.

Parent
compound

Cysteine
Cysteine
Glutathione
Oxidised
Glutathione
Penicillanine
Peniciilanine
disulphide

pH

6.5
6.5
6.5
6.5

6.5
6.5

Tabl* 2

Rate constants of RS
with various drugs x108 MS

PPZ+

8.2
7.1
4.6
4.9

2.9
3.4

CPZ+

18
20
11
13

9.0
7.5

PMZ+

3.1
2.8
2.0
1.0

1.6
1.9

TPZ+

13.4
12.5
8.0
8.1

4.8
4.0

The high rate constants in this and other studies
suggest that phenothiazines are oxidised very easily.
This is reflected by the fact that stable phenothiazine
radicals have earlier been detected in the urine of
patients who have been treated with promethazine and
chlorpromazine suggesting the reaction of free radicals
with phenothiazine. The radicals formed thus are quite re-
active and may be responsible for the cell damage and
other biological problems. In this regard our data could
have great relevance.

MOLECULAR BASIS OF IMMUNODIVERSITY IN
VERTEBRATES : RECOMBINASE SYSTEM
INVOLVED IN THE GENERATION OF IMMUNO-
DIVERSITY IS ORGANISED ON THE NUCLEAR
MATRIX DOMAIN IN PRELYMPHOCYTES.

In the late 1970s, a discovery of seminal impor-
tance was made that the genes for antigen binding
proteins are assembled by recombination of several
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separate segments of DNA derived from an array of
variable (V), diversity (D) and joining (J) segments during
lymphoid differentiation. The findings provided satis-
factory explanation that the immune system can gener-
ate a vast number of different antibodies in response
to various kinds of foreign molecules. However, even
after 2 decades of intensive research it has not been
possible to identify the enzyme components/factors
involved in V(D)J recombination. The principal factor for
this failure has been the lack of an in vitro assay system
for V(D)J recombination. Indeed such an assay system
has been a long sought objective of many research
groups working in this area. Results of research in BARC
have demonstrated that subnuclear fractions of the
thymus can effectively carry out V(D)J recombination
in vitro. Some of the key components/factors involved
in the V(D)J recombination have been isolated.

It has been shown that terminal deoxynucleotidyl
transferase (TdT), a lymphoid enzyme implicated in V(D)J
recombination, exists in free and nuclear-matrix-bound
forms in rat thymus nuclei. Based on the response of free
and bound TdT to ATP (a potent inhibitor of this enzyme),
evidence has been obtained to show that the ATP-
resistant matrix bound TdT is the functionally organised
form of the enzyme whereas free TdT is rendered
nonfunctional under strong negative regulation of ATP.
These observations led to suggest that the nuclear matrix
may be an important intranuclear site for functional
organisation of TdT as well as V(D)J recombination
system. In order to ascertain this premise, an in vitro
system for V(D) J recombination was developed using a
specifically constructed plasmid DNA (pJH200) as the
recombination substrate. The substrate used in the assay
contains pallindromic heptamer and AT rich nonamer
recombination signal sequences RSSs flanking a prokar-
yotic transcription terminator (Fig. 1). The signals are in
turn flanked by E. colilac promoter on one side side and
the gene for cat on the other. The expression of cat gene
is blocked by the terminator when the plasmid is in
bacterial host. In vitro V(D) J recombination mediated by
thymic subnuclear fraction caused deletion of the termi-
nator and thereby restored the expression of cat gene
when introduced in the bacterial host (Fig. 2).

Using this assay, it could be shown that the
V(D)J recombination system is organised in the nuclear
matrix in the thymus nuclear matrix in the thymus nucleus
and that TdT is also a part of this system. It was further
shown that the organisation of V(D)J recombination
system is specific to only pre-lymphocytes in the thymus
during early stages of development and not detectable

Fig. 1 : Structure of the V(D)J recombination substrate containing
recombination signal sequence

Soluble
naclear
fraction plasmid ONA

(PJH200)

Insoluble
nuclear
fraction

Recombination Rx,
37°,30min

Add EOT* to
stop reaction

Recover
plasmid
DNA

Transformation
of E.jjjli cells

and
growth selection

Amp Amp*Cam Amp Amp+Cam

Fig.2 : Scheme for in vitro V(D}J recombination assay in thymic sub
nuclear fraction
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in the nuclear matrices prepared from the liver, the
spleen and from the thymus of older idts. In an attempt
to identify different protein components participating in
V(D) J recombination, a procedure has been developed
to solubilize the TdT along with the associated V(D)J
recombination activity from the isolated nuclear matrices
of the thymus of 2-3 week old rats. In the nuclear matrix
TdT was found to be organised as a multienzyme
complex of 1.3 million dalton molecular mass that
sediments as a 23 S entity upon gradient centrifugation.
The isolated mega-complex contains TdT, DNA ligase,
exonuclease and possibly other components that may
have roles in V(D) J recombination. Recently, an
endonuclease activity was detected in the isolated c23S
complex which is specific to heptamer/nonamer signal
sequences. It should now be possible to isolate/identify
the long sought enzyme V(D)J recombinase directly
from the nuclear matrix of prelymphocytes in the thymus
and the bone marrow of young animals. The presence of
V(D) J recombination activity as well as TdT activity in the
isolated nuclear matrix suggests that the nuclear matrix
derived from the thymus can be highly useful in vitro
system for studying organisation of the putative V(D)J
recombinase system in vivo and detailed biochemical
pathway of TCR/lg gene-rearrangements and recombi-
nation.

100-
19.2 S 4.4 S

TdT
- O - EXONUCLEASE

DNA LIGASE
_ » - ENDONUCLEASE

A ^ - J «- * - A. A

12 IB
FRACTION NUMBER

Fig.3: Sedimentation profile of solubilized TdT complex and as-
sociated enzyme activities purified by immunoaffinity column

IDENTIFICATION OF CATALYTIC DOMAINS OF
DNA POLYMERASES

Some very interesting results have been recently
obtained in the programmes on structure-function
relationship of ONA polymerases. Using affinity labeling
and protein chemistry approaches and E. coli DNA pol
I as the model enzyme, it was possible to locate the
substrate binding domain on the enzyme molecule and to
identify His #881 in this domain as the crucial residue for
the dNTP binding function of pol I. Simultaneously, the
catalytic domain of poll molecule has been identified
and Arg #682 in this domain was found to be the most
critical residue for the polymerase function. In the
crystal structure of the Klenow fragment of pol I (Fig. I) His

Fig. 1: The position of His#8B1 and Arg* 682 in the crystal structure
of Klenow fragment

#881 is located at the lower part of beta sheet number 12
whereas Arg #682 is located between the two helices J &
K protruding in the deep cleft. Both these residues thus
lie almost in the centre of active site cleft proposed in the
structure. Based on these results, a schematic model of
drJTPbindingdomainofpollhasbeenproposed (Fig. 2).
It is postulated that His#88i interacts with the base
moiety of dNTP whereas Arg #682 with unpaired elec-
tron of pnosphoryi group of dNTP, thereby faditat-
Ing the nudeophyUic attack by primer 3'-OH terminus.

Similar approach was adopted in the studies with
calf thymus TdT, a template independent DNA poly-
merase. It was found that in a 29 residue long catalytic
domain of this polymerase, Cys#227and Cys#234 are
the most critical residues for the substrate dNTP-binding
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: /I schematic representation of the dNTP binding domain of poll
and possible involvement of Arg-682 in the
nucleotidvltranslerase reaction. The proposed dNTP binding
scheme shows Lys-758 and His-881 interacting with the sugar
and b.ise moieties of the nucleotide such that the base is
Pci/red with the template nucleotide. The electrophillic Arg-682
is shown interacting with unpaired electron on phosphoryl
group ot dNTP and there by facilitating the departure of Mg-
PP moioty following the nucleophilic attac by 3-OH primer ter-
minus on tho a - phosphate

function and that the rNTP or its analogue, a strong inhi-
bitor of this enzyme also competes and reacts with the
sameCys residues on the enzyme molecule. Subse-
quently, several molecular weight species of this enzyme
were purified from the thymus gland and an evidence
showing that the 29 residue-catalytic domain is con-
served in all the species was obtained.

Based on these results, a schematic represen-
tation of nucleotide binding in a 29 residue long domain
was proposed explaining the mechanism of involvement
ofCys#227andCys#234in the binding function (Fig.3).
Current efforts are directed to elucidate the roles of these
residues in the catalytic function by using an approach
based on site-directed mutagenesis in the cloned gene
of these enzymes. (Clones of both the enzymes are
available in BARC.)

-—HS-VCys227

0" 0" 0"
I I I0-P-O-P-O-P-O-CH,
II II I • -
0 0 0

Fig.3 Schematic representation ol the nucleotide binding domain of
TdT. A and B represent binding ofdTTP anddATP, respective-
ly, within the 29-residue domain of TdT. Cys-227 and Cys-234
are shown in close proximity to the C (6) and C(2) oxogroups
ot dTTP and to N(1) and N(3) of dATP.

STRUCTURAL AND EVOLUTIONARY ASPECTS
OF HALOBACTERIAL PROTEINS

Since life appeared 4 billion years ago, evolving
organisms have adapted differently to diverse environ-
ments and a small fraction of living organisms continues
to thrive under unusual, extreme conditions. Among
these, halobacteria nabitate only the extreme saline
environments where Nad concentration is 15-20%.
The halobacteria overcome the osmotic barrier by
maintaining an equally high, near 4M KCI concentration
within their cells. A revolutionary hypothesis was pro-
posed in 1977 suggesting that living organisms be
divided into three kingdoms : Eukaryotes, Eubacteria
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and Archaebacteria as against the earlier two kingdoms
of Eukaryotes and Prokaryotes. Halobacteria are clas-
sified into the Archaebacterial kingdom to which belong
other organisms capable of living in extreme conditions
of heat, salinity etc. and are thought to be of ancient
origin Halobacteria have become a subject of intensive
research in recent years in terms of the evolutionary
relatedness of their biochemical functions to the
organisms belonging to the other two kingdoms. The
halobacterial proteins are dependent on high concen-
trations of salt for their stability and activity, unlike their
non-halophilic counterparts which would denature under
these salt conditions. Studies are underway on halo-
bacterial proteins which are important for a better
general understanding of solvent effects on protein
folding as well as their evolutionary relatedness to
eubacteria and eukaryotes.

Purification of halobacterial enzymes has been a
formidable task. At BARC, methods for purification
of glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (h-
GAPDH), 1-phosphofructokinase, ketohexokinase, class
I aldolase (/>-aldolase) and ribulose bisphosphate car-
boxylase (h-RuBisCo) have been developed. The
occurrence of the last three enzymes in halobacteria is
unexpected and has been demonstrated in our studies
for the first time. Ketohexokinase is so far known to occur
only in mammalian tissues and class I aldolase occurs
rarely in prokaryotes. Since halobacteria assimilate
carbon as chemoheterotrophes, the presence of the
enzyme responsible for CO2 fixation, i.e. /7-RuBisCo,
demonstrated in the present studies, is indeed unusual,
not only for a halobacterium but for any archae-
bacterium. The halobacterial RuBisCO cross reacted
with antibodies raised against the spinach enzyme. In
spinach and other eukaryotes RuBisCo consists of two
subunits - large (L, 55 KDa) and small (S, 14 KDa)
subunits with a stoichiometry of LeS8 while the simplest
version, L̂ , is present in certain micro-organisms.
Therefore, it was surprising that the archaebacterial
enzyme was found to consist of both L and S subunits
and is a large protein similar to that from a eukaryotic
source like spinach (Fig. 1A). Western blot analysis of
h RuBisCO and spinach RuBisCO confirmed the simi-
larities between the archaebacterial and the eukaryotic
protein (Fig. 1B). Further investigations with /j-RuBisCo
are expected to reveal its relatedness with the counter-
parts from higher plants and autotroph>c eubacteria.

Two proteins viz., h-aldolase and glyceralde-
hyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (/7-GAPDH) purified
from Haloarcula vallismortis were also halophilic since

H

SDS-PAGE WESTERN BLOT

more than 2M salt is essential for their activity as well as
stability. In contrast to several halobacterial proteins,
h-aldolase is not an acidic protein and is composed often
subunits. /7-GAPDH is tetrameric. The data obtained by
fluoresence spectrometry show that both proteins
unfold when salt concentrations are lowered below 1M
or when the denaturant salt guanidine hydrochloride
is present and the degree of denaturing is dependent
upon the concentration of KCI. Studies on the stability
and activity of these enzymes in various concentrations
of different salts show that unlike non-halophHtc pro-
teins, /7-GAPDH may not have a strong hydrophobic
core to stabilise its folded structure in KCI and a protein
-hydrated salt network stabilizes this protein in KCI
(Fig. 2). However, in the solution of phosphate, a salting
out salt, hydrophobic interactions prevail. These results
were confirmed by small angle neutron scattering experi-
ments. In contrast, h-aldolase, because of its ten small
subunits, is dependent on stronger hydrophobic inter-
actions even in KCI (a mildly 'saltfng-out' agent) to hold its
ten subunits together. Ourstudiesleadtoabettergeneral
understanding of the crucial role of solvent effects on
protein folding and stability.
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EFFECT OF SALT ON HALOBACTERIAL PROTEINS

^ HYOROPHOBIC INTERACTIONS
IN K-PHOSPHATE

PROTEIN-HYDRATED SALT
NETWORK IN KCl

Ketyl radical anions, which are useful synthetic
intermediates, have been generated under very mild con-
ditions when alkylaryl ketones were irradiated with ultra-
sound in the presence of lithium. Symmetrical and
unsymmetrical pinacols have been synthesised utilising
ultrasonically generated ketyl radicals.

Ortho-lithiation is another reaction of synthetic
importance. Usually this is carried out by heating a
mixture of arylalkyl ethers with butyl lithium. However,
under ultrasonic irradiation, the reaction could be
carried out within few minutes at room temperature. Use
of expensive reagent like butyl lithium, could be replaced
by a mixture of butyl chloride and lithium. Similarly, other
reactions such as oxidation, cyclodehydration, con-
densation, deoxygenation, etc. have been carried out
under mild conditions using ultrasonic irradiation.

Ultrasound Promoted Reactions

SEPARATION OF SUBUNITS
IN LOW SALT

SONOCHEMISTRY - AN EMERGING AREA IN
ORGANIC SYNTHESIS

In the programme directed towards the devel-
opment of new synthetic methodology , application of
ultrasound irradiation in promoting reactions of pre-
parative importance has been investigated. Effects of
light, heat and pressure on chemical reactions have long
been known. In recent years, dramatic effects of
ultrasound irradiation on organic chemical reaction have
been reported. Though the precise mechanism is not
known, it is believed that acoustic cavitation caused by
the ultrasound irradiation creates short-lived pockets of
high temperature and pressure which accelerate the rate
of organic reactions.

Significant increase in the yields were observed
when the reactions of synthetic Importance were carried
out under ultrasonic Irradiation. For example, methy-
lationof bakuchid, which requires heating for 6 hours,
could be achieved in 30 minutes at ambient temperature
under ultrasonic irradiation.
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PLUMBAGIN - A NATURALLY OCCURRING
INSECT-MOULT INHIBITOR

Detrimental effects of conventional pesticides
on health, environment and non-target organism have
necessitated the exploration of alternate strategies for
insect pest management programme. During the course
of co-evolution with insects, plants have developed a
multitude of exoticdefencesystems, but those based on
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biochemical intervention of vital physiological functions
of insects have attracted special attention in recent
years. An insight into the eco-dynamics of plant-insect
interaction could, therefore, provide cues for new
biotechnical procedures which would eventually lead to
the development of ecologically acceptable insect con-
trol technology.

Fig 3 Plumbago zeylmica - a source of plumbagm

Fig. 1: Plumbagm

0 1 2 3 4 5
Days of the lost instar

During the course of screening of plant extracts
and natural products, interesting biological properties
of the naturally occurring naphthoquinone, plumbagin,
was observed. Plumbagin occurs in the medicinally
important plant, Chitrak (Plumbago zeylanicna) and
P.capensis. Application of plumbagin to the nymphs of

Fig.4 : Plumbagin induced pathological changes in prothoracic gland
cells, ol Dysdercus cingulates
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red cotton bug (Dysdercus cingulatus) retards growth
and development resulting in the eventual mortality.
Inhibition of moulting was observed at higher doses of
plumbagin. Plumbagin treated nymphs showed charac-
teristic darkening of prothoracic gland cells, which
secrete moulting hormone. Studies initiated to under-
stand the mode of action revealed that plumbagin
manifests its effects by the biochemical inhibition of
biosynthesis of moulting hormone. Reversal of the
effect by the hormone treatment gives further credence
to the inhibitory action of plumbagin on hormone pro-
ducing gland.

Thus the biochemical inhibition of hormone bio-
synthesis by plumbagin, causes various types of devel-
opmental disorders which eventually cause mortality.

the chiron, derived from D-mannitol, allowed variety of
synthetic manipulation resulting in the synthesis of the
above pheromones in high optical purity via a short and
simple route.

SYNTHESIS OF CHIRAL INSECT PHEROMONES

Peach t*a!min.r moth
pheromone

ENANTIOMERIC SYNTHESIS OF BIO-
ORGANCS -APPLICATION TO CHRAL INSECT
PHEROMONES

Importance of chirality on the activity of bioactive
molecules has been well recognised. Chiral recognition
of the substrates is one of the key steps in the enzyme-
mediated reactions. This phenomenon is ubiquitous
amongst Pharmaceuticals, food-additives, flavour/
aroma compounds, etc. and is gaining increasing impor-
tance in the fields of agro-chemicals like pheromones,
hormones etc. In the case of medicinal compounds it has
become mandatory to use the correct stereoisomers for
clinical use. This stringency has become all the more
necessary because non-active isomers can often be det-
rimental to the targets. Asa consequence, challenge of
synthesis of chirally pure compounds is now in frontier
areas of research in contemporary bio-organic
chemistry.

There are four major approaches to chiral syn-
thesis, viz., (i) resolution of racemic mixtures, (ii) chiron
approach, (iii) asymmetric reactions, and (iv) microbial/
enzymatic reactions. Synthesis of some chiral semio-
chemicals employing one or combination of the above
techniques are described here.

(O)-Mannitol, an inexpensive sugar has been
efficiently utilised for the general synthesis of asym-
metric 7- and 6 -lactones. The versatility of the method
has been exemplified by the synthesis of several insect
pheromones, e.g. (R& S)-4-dodecanolide(rove beetles),
(R & S)-5-hexa-decanolkJe (oriental hornet), (R)-
japonHure (harmful pest). The high functional density of

(D)-M<v»itol

b..tlb*etl«
oman*

Quten substoncc* of
Oritntol homtt

Furthermore, synthesis of two commercially
important pheromones viz., (R)-trogodermai (stored
grain beetles) and (R)- & (S)-14-methyioctadecene
(peach leafminer moth), (2R.8R & S)-methyi-2-decanol
(corn rootworms) have also been formulated starting
from easily accessible natural products like (R)-citronel-
lo) and (S)-glutamic acid. In these cases, chiron
approach in conjunction with stereocontrolled asym-
metric reactions were successfully utilised.

Baker's yeast mediated reduction of prochiral
carbonyl centre and asymmetric inversion have been
utilised in the synthesis of the pheromones of Cremato-
gasfer ants. In addition, the above microbial protocol
was also used in the synthesis of versatile chiral 8-
lactone synthons which are amenable for conversion
into various bioactive compounds like pheromones,
antrfungal metabolites, arrWeukemic agents, etc.
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BIOSYNTHESIS OF FUROCHROMONES IN
PIMPINELLA MONOICA

Recent report on antiatherosclerotic proper-
ties of furochromones, khellin and its analogs have
revived interest in their bio-organic chemistry. Ammi
visnaga, a plant of Egyptian origin, is the major natural
source of these compounds. During the screening of
plants for bio-active compounds, Lady's lace (Pimpinella
monoica), a common garden plant, has beenfound to be
an alternate source of these bioactive compounds. Other
biogenetically related compounds such as khellol,
ammiol and visamminol were obtained as minor products
besides isopimpinellin.

Biosynthesis of khellin and visnagin has been
studied in detail using radioisotopes. Radiolabelled sub-
strates were fed to P. monoica and biosynthesised
products were isolated. Labels in the biosynthesised
metabolites were located by degradation. Acetogenic
origin of the chromone parts of the metabolites was
inferred by the feeding experiments with [114C] and
[2"C] acetates. Highlights of the study was the ano-
malous role of amino acids in the biosynthesis of
these metabolites. There was remarkable similarities in
labelling pattern in the metabolites biosynthesised
from[i-"C) & [2-"C] glycines when compared to
thosefrom [1-14C]&[2-14C] acetates. Further, labelling
pattern of khellin, biosynthesised from [U-"C] leucine,
suggests that the incorporation of the substrate is via its
metabolism to [1,2-14C2] acetate.

Fig.2 Feeding isotopically labelled compounds to Pimpenella
monoica

A method for preparation of isotopically labelled
khellin and its analogs has been developed. Biotrans-
formation of visnagin into khellol in vivo has been carried
out.

CHjCOONo

Method A

(i)Khellin R = OMe
(2) Visnagin R=H
I Method B

5 • and 6*

Fig. 1 : Plants ol Lady's Lace (Pimpinella monoica)
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BIOREACTOR STUDIES FOR PRODUCTION OF
SECONDARY METABOLITES

Cultivation of in vitro cells, embryos, shoots,
roots andplantlets through bioreactors have opened a
new avenue for mass-propagation of plants. Applica-
tion of this technology has already been demonstrated
in case of a few plant tissue cultures in bioreactors of
2 to 20,000 litre capacity.

Studies to develop suitable bioreactor systems
and process knowhow for the production and transfor-
mation of medicinally important constituents through
tissue cultures of medicinal plants have been under-
taken. Cell cultures have been established from the
plants of Catharanthus roseus (a good source of ajmal-

icine, a choice drug for circulatory disorders) and
Rauwotfia serpentina (a source for ajmaline, a known
antiarrythmic drug). These investigations have lead to
the establishment of culture media conducive for the
synthesis of ajmalicine and ajmaline in cell cultures of
C. roseus and R. serpentina. The cell cultures were
successfully cultivated in 1 to 3 litre capacity flasks in
batch cultures. These cultures were utilised as inoculum
for 20 litre capacity a r . -': bioreactor fabricated in BARC
(Fig. 1). The Catharanthus cells grown in the bioreactor
in a minimal nutrient production medium produced
ajmalicine. The cells, however, exhibited batch to
batch variation in their alkaloid production ability.

The bioreactor studies were extended towards
the cultivation of somatic embryos of sandalwood
(Santalum album) and multiple shoot cultures of
Artemisia annua (Fig. 2). The cultures were successfully

fig. 1 Air-lift bioreaclor fabricated in BARC)
containing Catharanthus roseus cell cultures.

Fig.2: 11. belt-jar bioreactor containing multiple shoot culture of Ar-
temisia annua
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grown in a bell-jar vessel with controlled aeration. Further
studies on design and development of bioreactors for
mass propagation of somatic embryos and organised
structures are in progress.

SYNTHETIC SEEDS

Synthetic seeds consisting of tissue-culture pro-
duced embryos encased in a protective coating will
allow the economical mass propagation of elite plant
varieties. It provides benefits unavailable in other
methods of plant propagation such as micropro-
pagation and green house cuttings. For high volume and
large scale propagation methods and for maintaining
genetic uniformity, synthetic seeds technology is
superior to the other methods. Direct delivery of pro-
pagules to the field eliminating many subcultures is other
major advantage of synthetic seeds.

Synthetic seed protocol have been standard-
ized for two economically important plants sandalwood
(Santalum album L) and mulberry (Morus indica L). In
the former, somatic embryos have been encapsulated
and, in the latter, since somatic embryos are not
available, axillary buds have been encased in the matrix.
Successful germination of the encapsulated propagule
was achieved in both the plants. A composite gel of
alginateand silica gel proved effective for easy handling
of the seeds. Incorporation of proper fungicides to the
encapsulating matrix helps for in vivo germination of
encased propagule. No decline in germination rate was
seen from the synthetic seeds stored at low temperature.
Further experiments are underway for effective conver-
sion of encased propagule for germination.

Fig. 2 Germination ot plants from encapsulated buds.

TISSUE CULTURE STUDIES ON CROP PLANTS

In recent years, besides conventional breeding
programmes, attempts are also being made to use plant
cell and tissue culture techniques for crop improvement.
Success in this direction would be possible only if tissue
and cell cultures have the capability to regenerate into
fertile, functional plants so as to make them amenable for
genetic manipulation. Tissue culture work on cereals,
millets and legumes, and crops of great economic value,
such as bajra, finger millet, rice, wheat, sorghum,
groundnut and soyabean have been under investigation.
In many of these systems, the primary step of
establishing tissue cultures capable of plant regeneration
has been achieved. In case of finger millet (Eleusine
coracana) and groundnut (Arachis hypogaea) plant
regeneration has been achieved through the formation
of somatic embryos in tissue cultures derived from either
shoot tips, immature infloresences or immature embryos.
In finger millet, experiments carried out with gamma
irradiation revealed that low doses (5,10 Gy) enhanced
plant differentiation while higher doses (20 & 50 Gy) were
not conducive to differentiation.

Inhibition of regeneration was observed at 100,
150 and 200 Gy doses. EMS (0.5% and 1 % for 1 /2, 1
and 2hrs) caused a decline in regeneration potential.
The regenerated plants were evaluated in the field for
various agronomic characters.

Fig. 1 Axillary buds ot mulberry encapsulated in sodium alginate.
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Fig.A. Eleusine coracana (finger millet)

'• Callus initiated from shoot tips showing development of large
numbers of somatic embryos on MS medium supplemented
with pictoran (4mg/l) and kinetin (0.5mg/l).

2. Different stages in development of plants from somatic
embryos

3. Clusters of germinating somatic embryos growing on MS
medium devoid of phytohormones.

4. Regenerated plants at the seed setting stage in the field
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Fig.B. Arachis hypogaea L(groundnut)

1. Initiation of clusters of somatic embryos from cultured
cotyledonary nodes grown on MS medium supplemented with
2,4-0.

2. Somatic embryo with well developed cotyledon obtained at the
end of two weeks.

3. A differentiated plant obtained from a somatic embryo

4. A regenerated plant one week after transfer to soil.

FOLDABLE MULTIPURPOSE SOLAR DRYER

From time immemorial, sun's energy has been in
use in moisture reduction applications of a wide variety
of farm produces and food preparations. This inexhaus-
th/e and non-polluting source of energy, freely available
in abundance in tropical countries like ours, has prefer-
ence over other forms of man-made energy sources.
Dissipation of solar heat energy by vast distribution and
dilution, and lack of uninterrupted supply throughout
the year have been the major impediments in harness-
ing of this natural source of energy for beneficial uses.
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Of course, efforts at concentrating the heat through
reflectors have lead to the development of solar dryers
fashioned to different need-based applications. Besides
being slow, sun-drying often leads to food losses and
involves atmospheric contaminations including the
excretory product of animals and birds. However, a
rural based agrarian society like ours needs a type of
solar dryer which is cheap, hygienic, simple and ame-
nable to adjustments depending on the type of farm
produce to be dried.

BARC has developed a solar dryer suitable to
meet most of the demands for rural applications. It is
foldable and, therefore, easily transportable, simple in
operation, occupies less space during off season stor-
age, hygienically maintainable and costs around Rs.
2,000/- (Fig. 1). Although devised specifically for the

FOLDABLE SOLAR DRVER

LOADING TRAV-TOP
LOADING TRAY-MIDDLE

HWOUCT L O O K TIKI-BOTTOM
UH BOOT

COLLAPSIBLE SIOES
TOP MCLINED FRAME5 WITH PVC
SHEET*
FRESH AIB*INLET'
HOT AIR 'OUTLET"

DIMENSIONS IN mm

The foldable dryer has a transparent polythene
sheet as the covering material at the top. The bottom of
the dryer is rectangular (1500 mm x 1000 mm x 320 mm)
with the covering frames fixed at an angle of 60° for
maximum exposure as well as HI in capacity of the
product. The drying chamber has 5 removable product
trays of aluminium angle and nylon mesh which permits
easy movement of air. An quantity of 20 kg grapes can be
dried at a time and the drying time Is around 32 sun-
shine hrs.

drying of grapes to obtain quality raisins, the dryer can
be put to multiple uses Involving moisture reduction in
various fruits and extruded products.

The solar heat absorbed by the mat metallic black
surface of the dryer and conducted inside through the
metal body, results in the elevation of temperature and
reduction in the relative humidity of the air. The air with
low humidity circulating inside the chamber absorbs the
moisturefrom the products placed inside the dryer. The
hot air carrying the moisture escapes through the exit at
the top causing a drop in pressure Inside the unit. This
facHitatesthe suction of outside airwhich maintains the
circulation of fresh air resulting in a rise in temperature.
The process Is continuous. Fig. 2 gives a line drawing
depleting the dimensions of the dryer.

DOT-BLOT ELISA FOR M.TUBERCULOSIS
ANTIGEN

A simple DOT-BLOT ELISA system for the detec-
tion of antigens of M.tuberculosis has been developed.
Sputum samples from patients of pulmonary tuberculo-
sis and other diseases were treated with a mixture of
NaOH and (NH4)2 SO4. The pellet obtained was reconsti-
tuted in 0.1 ml buffer and 10 /Jl of it was spotted on to
nitrocellulose paper. This after blocking with 1%Tween-
20 was incubated for two hours with anti-M.tuberculosis
monoclonal antibody and anti-B.C.G. antibody, followed
by incubation with appropriate enzyme conjugates
and colour developments using substrates. A green
coloured spot indicated a positive result.
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Following table gives the extent of positivity in
various samples:

Samples % positivity with
HGT3a, MoAb

AFB positive
N = 19 84.2
AFB negative
N = 49
Controls

24.5
6.3

% positivity with
anti-BCG

79

24.5
6.3

The test is rapid, simple and the dot is stable on the
N.C. paper for six weeks. With further improvement in
sensitivity, the test appears promising in the early dia-
gnosis of tuberculosis as well as in epkJemeological
studies.

EVALUATION OF MONOCLONAL ANTIBODIES
TO HUMAN THYROGLOBUUN

Thyroglobulin (Tg), a crucial biomolecule in
thyroid pathophysiology, is an iodinated glycoprotein
of 660,000 mot. wt. which is confined to thyroid gland
and serves as a matrix for thyroid hormone synthesis.
Serum measurements of Tg in the patients with
surgically treated differentiated carcinoma of the
thyriod is considered a reliable biochemical tumour
marker for recurrence of the disease or presence of
functioning metastasis.

Monoclonal antibodies (MAbs) against human Tg
(h-Tg) were produced and their clinical utility was studied.

Tg was purified from human thyroid gland and
used as an antigen for the development of MAbs using
the hybridoma technique. Spleen cells of BALB/c mice
immunized with h-Tg were fused with Sp2/O mouse
myeloma cells. Seven clones secreting specific MAbs
to h-Tg were established. Two of these MAbs (HJ and
Cell) have been purified and characterized.

Both the antibodies belong to IgG subtype. Their
equilibrium association constants (Ka) as determined
by Scatchard analysis indicated high affinity ( 10" M/
L)forTg. The specificity of both the MAbs was validated
by the absence of cross reaction with T3> T4and human
7- globulin in theRIA. As revealed by SDS-PAGE and
immunobioting both the anti-h-Tg MAbs were directed
towards an epitope on h-Tg molecule which is suscep-
tible to conformational changes on denaturation.

The clinical application of H J MAb was
validated by developing immunoassay for measure-
ment of serum Tg using ELJSA technique. The minimum
amount detectable was 7.8 ng/ml. There was a very
good agreement (7=0.92) in serum Tg estimation
between conventional RIA and MAb EUSA.

The specificity of both these MAbs was further
revealed by immunohistochemical staining of different
human tissues obtained from autopsy material. Only
thyroid tissue showed specific immunohistochemical
reactivity towards both MAbs (Fig 1). Antigentc deter-

Fig. 1 Indirect immunoperoxidase staining of benign thyroid tissue
sections with Hiot MAb.
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minants recognized by both MAbs are expressed in h-Tg
present in epithelial cells as well as colloidal spaces in
normal thyroid tissue. MAb HIOI was evaluated for its
ability to immunostain different thyroid carcinoma
tissues and results were compared with those Obtained
with polyclonal antibodies (PAbs). Differential follicular
carcinoma tissue sections stained intensly with both
PAb and MAb. However, papillary carcinoma tissue
failed to react with MAb (Fig 2). The presence of

J<H^,,

Fig.2 Indirect immunoperoxidase staining of thyroid papillary car-
cinoma tissue sections
(a) with anti-h-Tg PAB
(b/mthHwIMAb.

Tg molecule in this section was confirmed by
Immunostaining with PAb. Thus the absence of reactivity
with MAb is suggestive of presence of conformationally
altered Tg molecule in papillary carcinoma.

One of the potentials of this MAb is its usefulness
in identifying (adenocarcinoma) thyroid as a primary
tumourwhen a metastatic disease of primary unknown
is presented and the histopathological findings are
equivocal.

MAbs are currently being evaluated for their prob-
able use in in-vitro immunoscintigraphy.

Thus anti-h-tg MAbs reacting with disease altered
forms of Tg in neoplastic tissues may provide powerful
tool for immunodetectton methods and lead the way to
further investigation in the field of thyroid patho-
physiology.

DEVELOPMENT OF AN AEROSOL DELIVERY
SYSTEM TO EVALUATE MUCOCILIARY
FUNCTION OF THE PULMONARY AIRWAYS

An aerosol delivery system to generate and
administer dry aerosols for lung scintigraphy was devel-
oped earlier in BARC. The incentive for the develop-
ment of this system was the need for an alternative in the
face of non-availability of radioactive gases. Now a modi-
fied aerosol delivery system(Fig.i) to evaluate ciliary

t
f

$-t

Fig. 1 Lung deposition pattern ol the radioaerosols in a normal sub-
ject. Activity was seen in the trache and less in the lungi
periphery. Boll of radioactivity were moving upward in the
trachea as illustrated by an arrow mark.
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function of the pulmonary airways has been developed.

By using this aerosol delivery system, ciliary inte-
grity can be evaluated by giving inhalation of generated
radioaerosols of size distribution 2-5/im AMAD (Activity
Median Aerodynamic) from 5% human serum albumin
and measuring the movement of boli of radioaerosols in
the major airways asthey are transported up thetrachea
by using scintillation gamma camera with on-line
computer system.

The efficacy of this delivery system was tested on
25 normal subjects. 9 asymptomatic smokers and 28
patients of COPD. The boli movement(as seen in cine
mode on video monitor) was linear in all 25 normals.
Motion of boli of radioactivity in normal subject is
illustrated in Fig.2 by an arrow mark. Seventeen out of logical, toxicological and pharmacological factors

affecting ciliary integrity. This technique can also be
useful for studying short-term effects of paniculate
pollutants in the airways of the lung.

Fig.2 Spiral motion of the bolus in a COPD patient as illustrated by
arrow mark.

28 with chronic obstructive lung disease showed either
reduced or no motion of the boli. It was observed that
the movement of the boli in the symptomatic smokers
and patients with COPD varied widely, showing, for
example, regurgitation.stasis, linear motion, movement
of the boli from one bronchus to the other and spiral
motion (Fig.3). In 9 asymptomatic smokers.while the
aerosol scan and pulmonary function test were normal,
the boli movement was abnormal in all. This new tech-
nique will be helpful in studying physiological, patho-

ASSAYS FOR FREE THYROID HORMONES

Measurement of thyroid hormone levels in serum
is the mainstay of thyroid function testing. Assays for
total thyroid hormones, thyroxine and triiodothyronine,
along with thyroid stimulating hormones, form the first
time thyroid function tests and are satisfactory in a
majority of patients. There occur situations when these
tests are not conclusive. This is because the thyroid
hormones are present, almost exclusively, bound to
proteins in circulation, and it is a miniscule portion, less
than 0.1%, thatisinafree form, which enters the cellsand
exerts its physiological action. The level of free thyroid
hormone gives a better assessment of a patient's
thyroid status and is not affected by abnormalities in
binding proteins that occur during pregnancy, medi-
cation and certain non-thyroid illness. It is also a more
reliable index when a patient is on thyroid hormone
replacement therapy. Measuring this free form, as
opposed to the total, requires an assay system that is
very sensitive, and yet does not perturb significantly the
natural equilibrium that exists between the hormones
and the binding proteins. Kits for free hormones are
not yet available in our country and of those available
from the U.S. and Europe, most of them, except a few, are
not based on sound theory and are subject to severe
limitations.
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Assays for free thyroxine and free triiodo-
thyronine have been standardized based on two
different methodologies. Both of them are theoretically
valid and give absolute measurements of free hormones.
One is a two step antibody extraction followed by back-
titration with radiolabelled hormone and the other is a
chromatographic extraction followed by radioimmuno-
assay of the hormone. In both the assays, the measuring
process perturbs the natural equilibrium between the
hormone and binding proteins by about 1 %. This ensures
that the assay gives unbiased free hormone estimates
even in those patients who congenially lack thyroxine
binding globulin. This reliability has been achieved in the
two step assay by choosing the right antisera and
covalently coupling it to the appropriate solid phase.
In the chromatographic process which works on the
adsorption-desorption principle, the column matrix has
been so chosen that an amount of hormone proportional
to the free hormone concentration is adsorbed which
can then be assayed with the total hormone kits
marketed by BRIT.
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Fig.1 shows how the sensitivity of the indigenous
freeT3 assay compares with the commercial Liso-Phase
free T3 assay working on the same principle, and Fig.2 is
a scatter diagram showing how the free T4 assay is able to
segregate patients according to their thyroid status.

This method for assaying free hormones is now in
routine use for patient care and also for research into
thyroid metabolism in non-thyroid illness. The effect of
illness on thyroid function has to be fully understood.

Production of specific, high titre and high affinity
antisera for thyroid hormones are underway and so far a
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high affinity antisera suitable for free thyroxine assay
has been produced. Simultaneous production of anti-
bodies for both the thyroid hormones in the same animal
has also been successful.

PLACENTAL TRANSFER AND BODY-BURDEN
MEASUREMENT OF RADIUM

Radium body-burden measurement of the human
inhabitants of the high natural background radiation
areas is an essential step towards the properassessment
of their internal radiation exposure since Ra-226 and
Ra-228 are the most important daughter radionuclides
from Uranium-238 and Thorium-232 deposits, respec-
tively, as far as human beings are concerned. The
numerous difficulties encountered in the estimation of Ra
body-burden, particularly in large population study,
necessitate (a) development of an analytical method
that can be readily adopted and (b) dependence on the
analysis of available tissues other than bone (the site of
deposition in the body). To this end, a simple method
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involving the analysis of human material like placenta has
been developed for the measurement of Ra-228, the
weak-beta emitting daughter of Th-232 from the monazite
areas.

To investigate the feasibility of estimating Ra
body-burden by analysis of placental Ra content and
also the correlation between the two contents, the
metabolism of the injected Ra-226, an alpha-emitter with
a long half life, was studied in the experimental animal
(Wistar rat) over three successive pregnancies with the
object of extrapolating the results to the human beings.
It has been demonstrated that a uniform relationship
exists, under the experimental conditions, between the
placental and the whole body Ra-226 content (Fig 1)
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Fig. 1 a. Radium-226 retention (injected minus excreted dose) in the
whole body of the pregnentrat at different periods after injec-
tion.
b. Radium-266 retention in the whole body of the rat.
c. Radium-226 retention in the placenta.
d. Fractional retention of Radium-226 in the placenta as com-

pared with the whole body.

indicatingthe possibility of using placenta as an index for
the determination of Ra body burden when bone is not
available for the analysis. Pregnancy alone does not
affect significantly the Ra metabolism (Fig. 2). The total
amount of Ra transferred from the mother to the fetus
doesnot exceed about 0.3% of the maternal content per
each pregnancy and Is expressed by the equation Y =
0.1227 - 0.023 X, where Y Is the transfer of Ra-226 to the
total number of fetuses In a litter In percentage of the
dose injected into the mother and X Is the number of
pregnancy. There is a discrimination between Ra and Ca
during their passage from the mother to the fetus through
placenta which is the only route of transfer tNI parturition.
Placenta and fetus receive much lower radiation dose
than the mother.
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Fig. 2 Radium-226 content of thewhole body of control
and pregnant rats.




